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Abstract
The development of a reliab le multi-moda l human-machine interfac e basmany potential
applications . The interface with a personal computer has become very common yet many
disabled users have limited access due 10the restrictiveness of the current interface. An
improved interface would improve the quality oflife for disabled users and bas
applications in conuolling machinery in an industrial settin g. Many different types of
gestures ranging from head gestures, headpointing. hand and arm gestures are being
investigated. A wide variety of classification techniques are availab le. These techniques
range from simple clustering routines to complex adaptive routines . This work compares
the recognitio n results of four pattern recognition techniques, the k-nearest neighbor, a
Maha.lanobis distance classifier, a rule based classifier and hidden Markov models. The
techniques were tested on a set of six hand gestures captured using The Flock of Birds
data collec tion system. The best average recognition result was 97"/0obtained from the k-
nearest neighbor classifier , the Mahalanobis distance classifier had an average recognition
rate at 92%, the rule based classifier had an average recognition rate at 89% and the
bidden Markov models bad the lowest average recognition resu lts at 83%. The hidden
Markov models are the most complex of the four techniques studied. Although the
average recognition results were lower. they are rich in malhematical structure and can be
usedto model very complex observations.
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C HAPTER 1
I NTR ODUCTI ON
1.0 Batkgtou Dd
Research ers for a number ofyears have been searching for alternate improved means of
human -machine interactio n. While a common human-machine interface today is the
interface with a person al computer, the communica tions link between the user and th e
processor is still quite restric tive. h is argued that the full potential of using personal
computers has DOt been realized due in part to the restrictions assoc iated with the
common interfaces such as keyboards and mice . Desp ite many advances in comp uting
power, the user ' s main interface has DOt changed signi fican tly since the carty typewriters.
lmprov ements in the interface with a computer can benefit both able-bodied and disabled
persons. The conven tional keyboard and mouse computer interface can be very difficult
to operate if one has even a mild motor contro l disability. The develo pment o f an
improved interface would not only improve the acces s. but would reduce the handicap o f
not having access to a computer, and therefore significantly improve productivi ty.
lf we consider the possibility ofcontrolling other machines through an improved human-
computer interface. the possible app lications broaden signi fican tly . The impro ved access
to con ventional comp uter app lications related 00office work DOw extends to include the
con trol cfrobotic work cells which can enhance the quality of life for disab led persons,
and to the contro l o{mac:binery in harsh or dangerous work places providing an obvi0U5
improvement in work safety .
Researchers have been studyin g man y different hardware and software arrangements .
The hardware includ e systems for tracking hand/finger gestures , head tracking, eye-gaze
tracking and head pointin g. These hardware systems range from comp letely nonintrusive
tracking systems, which include video tape trackin g similar to some gait analysis systems
00attaching senso rs 10 the subject's head or band. Each o f these systems is more or less
adaptable to di fferent app lications depending on the requiremen ts oCthat particu lar
application. General ly, if trae:king is required over a fairly large area,motion trae:king
with attach ed sensors can be cumberso me. However. if precise motion tracking over
small rang es is required, attaching sensors can provide large amo unts ofprecise data.
The variati on in the software systems being developed is even more diverse than the
hardware systems. There are several issues which must beaddressed by softwar e
designers when buildin g a human-machine interfac e. Signal Processing techniqu es used
for ges ture segm entation and data filtering must be addressed . The type of hardware used
large ly dictat es the approach ; video tracking requires image processing techniqu es while
attached sensor tJacking requiresthe analysis of streams of geometric and dynami c data.
The next problem is choosing an applicab le pattern recognition technique. There are
man y op tions and the cho ice depends on the sophistication oftbe system. The common
approac h is to build a system. wbich can beeasily transferred to a wide range ofusers .
Thi s requirement invo lves designing adaptive software syst ems., making thesystem
comp lex.
Despite the amount of research over thepast years. there are currentl y no commercial
sys tems capab le of ful filling the various deman ds for an improved human-m achine
interface . Systems have been developed for specific users but thes e are general ly
expens ive and not eas ily transferred to others.
1.1 Scope or Resn.rclI
Thegoal ofthis researc h is to outline some of the potential pattern recognitio n techniques
app licable to a sensor based gesture tracking system. Four techni ques are described and
tested on a set of six band gestures . Recogni tion resul ts for these four techniques are
co mpared . A brief disc ussion of some o f the imp lementation issues relating to these
pattern recognition techniques is included. All gestur es were analyzed off-line and no
attempt was made to optimize any oftbe recognition systems .
1.2 Thesis Layo ul
The following section, chapt er 2, includes a discussion ofre levant publications in the area
of pattern recognition. Specifically, literature related to the areas of gesture, speech, word
and script recognition are included Chapter 3 is an introduction to the major components
of a gesture recognition sysIem. Chapter 4 provides a detai led description of the four
pattern recogni tion techniques tested The testing procedure and recogni tion resul ts for
the six gestures studied arc descnbed in chapler 5, followed by concluding remarlcsin
chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2
L ITERA TURE REVIEW
1.0 Introduction
Throughout the research comm unity there is a growin g nwnber oCproj ects exploring
gesture , speech, andcharact er recogni tion. Thi s chap ter wi ll provide an overvi ew of
some o f lhe research performed in the field ofpattemlgesture recognition. specifically
researc h app licabl e to the dev elopment of a human -machine interface .
2.1 Gesture RecogaidoD
Much research has focused on recognizing gestures performed by different parts of the
human body. 'Ibe gesture types studied have varied considerably, as have the techniques
used for recognition. Researchers at the Univers ity orOxford. hav e investigated
recognizing arm gestures using accelero meters , Th e goal is to use natural arm gestures,
measured usin g accelerom eters. [0 aid people with athetoid cere bral palsy who have
impaired speech and mola r co ntrol (Hanington et aI.• 1995).
Six single axis acce lerometers are attach ed to the subject 's forearm to reco rd the gesture
movement. Accelero meters have beenchosen fur peop le with athetoi d cerebral palsy
who have difficulty targeting specifically with limbs but have sufficient control to make
dynamic gestw'es that are recognizable. Thecomputer recognition uses template
matching which measures the difference between the test gesture and the reference
templates. The class ccrrespcndieg to the reference template which bestmatches the test
gesture is recognized. Initial results with able-bodied USCf$ familiar with the system had
recognition rates around 95% andapproximately 80% for the able-bodied users
unfami liar with the system. Results from users with athetoid cerebral palsy had lower
recogn ition rates at approximat ely 60% (Harrington et al., 1995).
Takakashi et aI. at the Tsulcuha Research Center, have proposed a spotting algorithm to
recognize the meaning ofhwnan gestures from motion images. Hwn an gestures are
observed as a sequence of images through a camera, and a spatia-temporal vector field
(edge feature images) is derived. To make the features robust, a spatial-reduction,
temporal-averaging operation, andsaturation open.tion is adapted to each vector element
(Takahashi et al., 1994). The system consists ofan algorithm which extracts spatial -
temporal vector fields (composed o fthrec dimensional edges ) from input image
sequences and makes standard sequence patterns that correspond to gestures. The
recognition process consists of spotting recognition by Continuous Dyn amic
Programming. Some experiments have been performed to stu dy the influence of clothing
and background variability. The initial results indicat e the method is robust agains t
variations in clothing and backgro und.
Birk and Moeslund at the Aalborg University in Denmark have investi gated using
principal component analysisas a means o fhand gesture recognition (Birk & Moeslund,
1996). A training set of low resolution images for 25 letten from the hand alphabet were
co llected and analyzed.They report off-line recognition results at 99%. No reco gnition
rates wen: quoted for the online implementation. Tbe gestures studied were static
gestures where the only object in the image was the users' band.
A standard form o f human-buman communication for people with hearing disa bilities is
the use o f the American Sign Language . This language contains approximate ly 6000
gestures represen ting common words and an option of finger spe lling for other less
common words . Stamer and Pentlan d at the Massac husetts Institute ofTec:hnology have
investigated using video capture for real-tim e recognition of a subset o f gestures from the
American Sign Language (Stamer & Pentland. 1995). Gestures are recognized using a
set of Hidden Marko v mod els which do not expli citly mod el the individual fingers.
Two experimen ts wereperfo rmed using a test set of500 sentences and a 40 gesture or
word lexicon. Enthe first experim ent theuser wore co lored gloves.,a ye llow glove on the
righ t hand, and a red glove on the left hand. The video images were of the who le penon
and not specifically the bands . Wearing the colored gloves made locating and
segmen tation of the han ds less complicated. This expe riment resulted in a reco gni tion
me of96%. The seco nd experiment involved video capture of the same set of gestures
withou t the gloves. Enthis experiment, the hue and saturatio n specifically associated with
skin tone was used 10 locate and segment the hands. Recognition rates for this
experiment were somewhat lower at 83% (Stamer & Pentland, 1995).
Kim at the ffiM Research Center, has investigated the on-line recognition of band
gestures using feature analysis (Kim. 1988). The goal of the researchwas to impro ve the
use ofspreadsheet applications by providing a gestural means ofcommand control. A
number of gestures are required for a single command. The gesture data is filtered in a
number of stages and finally directional features are used for recognition. Testing was
perfonnedon 18 gestures collected from twenty subjects with a reported recognition rate
ofabout 80% (Kim , 1988).
Brown et al. have developed an eyegaze and headpointing system to aid persons with
physical and/or mental disabilities to communicat e in a learning environment. The goal
of the project was to determine features, which are currently unavailable, in
eye gazelheadpointing assistive technology . The project designed and developed eyegaze
and headtracking hardware and software based on proven educational and training theory
ofpeople with mental. retardation (Brown et al., 1991). Testing was performed on
subjects with varying degrees of mental retardation and physical disabilities. The results
with this new eygaze technique are much improved from earlier versions but is still
somewhat primitive (Brown et al., 1991).
Shein et aI. at the Hugh MacMillan Medical Center , have developed. a software
application that disp lays an on-screen keyboard. WIVIK (Windows Visual Keyboard )
(Shein et aI.• 1991). The user can enter text using the WIVIK keyboard which is
displayed in a movable, re-sizeab le window , with any pointing device that emulat es a
Microsoft Mouse. The possib ilities for the pointing device include touchscreens and
headpointi ng. All window's optio ns are available and the keyboard can be customi zed.
No testing was perfonned using the WIVIK. In-house technical evaluations have been
carried out to ensure the WIVIK does function as desired (Shein et al., 199 1).
Tew and Gray, with the Rehabilitatio n Technology Research Group, University of York,
have used an electronic pointing device to emulate several mouse operations (Tew &
Gray, 1993). The pointing device replaces the mouse movements and the special gesture
movements of the pointer replace the manual operation of the mouse buttons . The special
gesture movements re ferred to are a left button click, a right button click, hold down
mouse button, cancel last gesture, pause and stationary pointer . The dyn amic
programming gesture recognitio n algoritlun utilizes a reference temp late. The incoming
signals are compared to a set of temp lates. Tests were conducted on 10 normal subjects
with recognition rates ranging from 96-99"10 for the various gestures observed .
Harwin, at the University of Cambridge, has used The Polhemus 3Space Isotrack to
capture the head gestures of subjects with cerebral palsy. The subjects spelled words,
with the aid of a virtual.head stick which conveyed their intention. Harwin then
recognized these gestures using Hidden Marko v models. Testing indicated recognition
rates were around 90% (Harwin, 1991).
Perricos, also at the University of Cambridge, bas also used the Polhemus 3Space
Isctrack to capture the head gestures of subjects with cerebral palsy (penicos, 1995). The
subjects performed a series of eight gestures which could be used to emulate mouse
movements and mouse button clicking. Perricos used Dynamic Time Warping to
recognize these gestures. Testing indica ted recognition rates between 85 and 90010.
Cairns, at the University of Dundee, compared the recognition rates of Dynamic
Programming techniques, Hidden Markov mode ls, and Artificial Neural Networks for
hand and head gesture data collected using the Polhemus 3Space Isotrack (Cai rns , 1993).
Able-bodied subjects perfonn ed five hand gestures and the disabled subjects perfonn ed
gestures they found easy to make. The recognition rates using the Artificial Neural
Networks on data collected from able bodied subjects were not encouraging and further
testing was not perfo rmed. The two dynamic recognition methods, Dynamic
Programming and hidden Markov mode ls, performed fairly well on data coll ected from
disabled USeB with 77% and 70% recognition rates respectively.
A wide variety of systems have been developed and tested with some success in
laboratory settings. There is however a gap in the research which 1inks the many
techniqu es to a system which is applicab le to a wide variety of pcople with varying needs .
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1.1 Speec b Rec:oguitiOD
Researchers have been searching for a fast and reliable means o f speech recognitio n for a
nwnber of years, One of the more obvious uses ofa speec h rc:cognition interface is the
Cast and easy access to co mputer word processing applications. Other uses could include
an improved means of access for many disabled people. Commercial speec h recognition
systems are available and comp uter systems can DOW bepurchased wi th speech
recognition capab ilities. Many o f these systems require excessive demands on process ing
cap abilities making practic al use imposs ible. These systems are general ly subject to
interference from background noi se and have limited voca bularies. Much research is sti ll
underway to improve these systems.
Companies producing popular software packages like Miscosott- Windows are
researching speech recognition techniques as additions to their platform packages. Huang
et al . with the Microso~ corporation have been refining andextending Sponx-D
technologies since 1993 in order to develop practical speech recognition at Microso~.
They have developed Whisper (Wmdows Highly Intelligent Speech Recognizer) which
offers speec h input capabilities and can bescaled to meet different com puter platfonn
configurations (Huang et al., 1995) . Some features of the system inc lude continuous
speec h recogni tion, speaker-indepen dence, noise robustness, en-line adaptati on, dynamic:
vocabu laries and gramm ars . Results based on testing ofa 260 word Windows continuous
comm and-and-contro l taslc, produ ced an average speaker-indepen dent word recognition
error rate of l.4 % on a t 160 utteran ce testing set (Huang et al., 1995). Thesyst em is
II
reported to om in real-time,
Other researchen have investiga ted sophi sticated pattern ~gnjtion tec hniques and their
application to speechrecognition. Morganand Bourlard. with the Internati onal Computer
Science Institute, Berkeley, CA, have studied the use of hybrid bidd en Markov models
and Artificial Neural Networks to speecb reco gnitio n problems (Morgan & Bourlard,
1995). The attraction to more sophisticated. algorithms is to have applicability to more
compl ex systems that can incorporate deep acoustic and linguistic context . These hybrid
systems have been imp lemented on fairly simple systems only with erro r rates based.on
1000 word vocabulary tests around 5.8%.
Other appli catio n areas for speech recognition research is the improved transmission and
recogni tion o f vocal signals, speci fically over telephon e lines . deVeth and Boves, wi th
the University o fNijmegen, are investi gatin g techniques which reduce the reco gni tion
degradati on due to transfer chanlcteristics of the microphone and the transfer channel
(deVeth & Boves, 1997). This researc h involv es the improvement of an existing method
ofnoisereduction which in tum leads to high er recogni tion rates. A dataset of91 1
utteranc es of a conn ected six digit utteran ce was tested using a hidden Markov model
classifier. The reponed recognition rate was approximately 98%.
In addition to improvements to the recognition algorithms, researchers are investigating
improved voice acqui sition systems in an attem pt to improve speec h recognition rates .
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Omologo et at. are investigating the use of different numbers of sensors and their
placements (Omologo et al.• 1997). An array of directio nal microphones were arranged
and tested in quiet and noisy environments. A set or Contin uous Density Hidden Markov
models were used . The resul ts with the microphone array in the noisy environment
showed an impro vement in recognition results relative to results obtained using a sing le
microphone. Testing using a test set of2316 words characterized by a word dictionary of
343 words indicated recognition rates at &4%.
2.3 Cba ra cte r!S<:ri pt Reco gn ition
Areas which can benefit from the improvements in scrip t recognition range from
automated processing of banking documents to an improved means of computer data
entry . Due 10 the large amo unt of variation in the character shapes and the overlapping
nature of handwritte n words . automatic recognition is a difficult problem. Many
variations of segmentation based word recognition. and context based word recognition
are currently being exp lored. Mohamed and Gader, with the University of Missouri. have
investigated using segmentation-tree hidden Markov modeling and segmentation-based
dynamic programming techniq ues (Mohamed & Gader, 1996). The segmentation-free
technique is attractive and can improve recognition resu lts significantly when handwritten
words are not easily segmen ted. This technique uses continuous density Markov
character models 10construct word models . The dynamic programming segmentatio n-
based technique is lexico n based. Each word is further segmented into primitives whic h
represent single characters. When both oftbcse techniques were lested together. a
13
recognition rate of97"10was reported (Mohamed & Gader, 1996).
Cursive word recognition can also bequit e useful when sorting mail by recognizing ZIP
codes . Gillies, at the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, has researched
discret e hidden Markov models for recognizing handwritten address blocks from the US
Mail service (Gillies, 1992). The approach is to develop hidden Markov models for
individual letters and to combine these models to form a model for each word in the
lexicon. Through a process of feature detection andvector quantization the cursive word
images are transformed into observation sequences which are then analyzed by the hidden
Markov models . Testing was performed on a set of296 cursive words with a recognition
rateof73%(Gillies,1992).
Another popular technique used in pattern recognition and script recognition is Artificial
Neural Networks . Wu et al., with the University of Sydney, are studying a special
network known as the self-organizing map 0Nu et aI., 1994). The self-organizing map is
a sheet-lik e network which builds representativ es by analyzing input patterns and
determining the most appropriate model. Using classifier based self-organizing maps can
be viewed as a k-nearest neighbor classifier (WU et aI., 1994). The training set included a
set of 10,426 binary images of handwritten digits. This set contained the characters 0,
1,2,3,4, 5,6,7,8 and 9. Sixty-four features were:extracted from these images which
were used in trainin g the neural network . Specifically, WUet al , proposed using two--
layer self-organizing maps. The first layer class ifies the input patterns into subspaces,
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simi lar input patt erns are self-ammged to be near eachother in the map. The second
layer then self~rganizes the input patterns and are differentiated into specified classes
using the higher resolution maps located in the second layer . Testin g was performed
using a further 10,426 handwritten digits. A recognition ac:curacyof9P;' was reported
based on this test set (WU et aI.. 1994).
Other pattern recognition techni ques have more recently beenapplied to handwri tten
script recognition including variations of fuzzy logic classifiers. Malaviya et al ., at the
Germ an National Research Center for Infonnation Techno logy, have investi gat ed. using
automatic fuzzy genera ted rules for recogni tion of handwri tten script (Malaviy a et al.•
1996). The fuzzy rules used for recognition contain the feature information extracted
from the training data set. The approach is based on a multi-leve l fuzzy rule b ased
paradigm. The segmentation of the handwritten script is performed by the first layer or
the low-level layer o f the recogni tion scheme . Mal aviya et a1. have deve loped a
dedicated fuzzy language FOHDEL (Fuzzy On-Line Handwriting Description Language)
to overcome some S}11tactical unbiguities involved with the fuzzystructural features.
The hybrid approach utilizes fuzzystatistical measures and neural networks in
combination with expert know ledge to enhance the final classification decisio n. Test set
used consisted of 1800 disti nct symbols from ten differen t writers with a recognition
performance of92% (Ma laviya et al., 1996).
Past research has been extensive and much research is continuing, all pushing towards
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attainmen t of an improved human -machine interface . Some commercial systems are
availabl e. specifically in the area of speech and script recognition. There is considerable
room for the improvement of existin g systems and specifically the development ofnew
syst ems for new applications.
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CHAPTER 3
PATTERN RECOG NITION SYSTEMS
3.0 IntroductiOIl
Most pattern reco gnition systems have a simi lar underlying structure regardless o f the
application. The purpose of lhis chapter is to provide an overview of typical pattern
recognition systems , specific ally hand gesture recognition systems. Section 3.1 provides
a description o f a generalized gesture recognitio n system , sectio n 3.2 provides a brief
description ofthe different types of gestures, section 3.3 provides a descri ption o f
segmentation techniques. and section 3.4 provides a descri ption of feature extraction and
segmentation through windowing.
J.t Gestu~ Recognition Systems
The function ofa gesture recognitio n system is to provide a means of taking the
transduced gestures from the user and of producing some meaning ful input or action .
There are a num ber of commo n stages to any gesture recogni tion proc ess as shown in
figure3.1.
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Figure 3.1 - Geaen..liud Gesture Recoga itiODSystem
The role cfeach oftbese stages is as follows :
3.1.1 Treusdu eer-
This stageconverts movements into a representation useful for furthercomputer
process ing. In the work repo n ed here, the gestures are tracked usin g a six degree-of.
freedom measuring de vice called the Flock of Birds (FOB) configured to track the
position and orientation o f the receiver. Eachreceiv er iscapable ofmalcing from 10 to
144 measurements per seccod ofeach oCthe threepositions., x, y and z, andthe three
orientations., roll..,pitch and yaw , when the receiver is within 3 feet oCthe transmitter
(Ascension, 1995).
The FOBdetermines position and orientation by transmitting a pulsed DC magnetic field
that is simultaneously measured by the sensors in the flock. Each receiver independently
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computes it' s position and orientat ion from the measured magnetic field characteristics
and transfers this infonnation to the host computer.
3.1 .2 Feature extractlon/segmentatlon
This stage transforms the data stream representing the position and orientatio n of the
transduced gesture into data representing single gestures . The segmentatio n and feature
extract ion process can be very difficult and can affect the overa ll performance ofa
gesture recognition system . There are several options to consider in this stage:
Segment the transduced data stream into individu al gestures by means of a tremor
filter (section 3.3) and extract appropriate features which represent the gesture.
This produces a sing le feature vector representing a single gesture.
ii. Extract features from the transduced data stream by means of windowing (section
3.4) and segment into individual gestures based on the features extracted or
segment the data stream using a tremor filter and extract features from the
segmented data stream by means of windowing . This produces a sequence of
feature vectors which represent a gesture.
The extraction of appropri ate features can be challenging. Choos ing the features which
best describe the gestures can involve the use of conventional statistical feature extraction
by Principal Component Analysis or by selecting features which intuitively represent the
gestures.
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3.1.3 Gesture rrrognitio D
This stage takes the fearures representing an individual gesnee and classifies it as a
particular gesture or as not recognized (spurious). This is usually performed by
comparing it to a predefined set of gestures determined off-line. There are man y
techniqu es available and the cho ice:depends on the syst em requirements . This stag e of
the process is usuaUy the most time intensive for an y reco gni tion system (Cairns. 1993) .
Typical ly, the classifier will be restricted to run in real-time which can limi t the number
of gestures it can recognize and the degree ofcomplexity of each gesture.
3.1.4 Action
Once the gesture has beenrecognized, the user 's inten tion can be relayed to an
application which then perfo nn s some task. This stage of the process is application
dependent. For example, band gestures can beusedto contro l w heel chairs. robo tic work
stations or machining equipment.
3.2 Types of Ges tu res · Static nd Dynamic
There are two basic types o f gestures : static and dynamic gestures . Static gestures are the
simp lest fonn andrepresent gestures such as finger spelling languag es, where each ICUer
is represent ed by a static position and orien tation of the hand and fingers. Time varyi ng
movements arc no t invol ved in static gestures. Each ges ture is represented by a sing le
vector co ntaining po sition and orientatio n data.
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Dynamic gestures are more complex and represent gestu:ressuc h as the British Sign
Language where eachword is formed by themovement of thebands over a time period..
Each gesture is represented by a seq uence of vectors detailing the fonnation ofthe
gesture over time .
3.J Tttmor FUter
Gestures are a difficul t form of data to represent visual ly espec ially when they consist of
both pos itional and angular measurements. Before gestures can be analyzed by most
reco gnition algori thms they must be segmented . This invo lves determining the beginnin g
and the end ofeach indivi dual gesture.
The average level of movement
oftbe transduced band positi on
readi ly equates with a measure of
tremor or movement which can
be used as a means o f ges ture
segmentan cn. This approach
involves having the user
intentionally pro vide periods of
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Figure 3.2 - Tremor Filter
little or no movement between ges tures. The tremor filter then detects these periods of
reduced movements or ..sti ll" periods at the start or end o f each gesture (figure 3.2).
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The tremo r filter consi sts o f a fixedIc::ngthFlFO (first in, first out ) buffer. The tremor in
each axis is measured by tak:i.ng thevariance of the transd ucer position over the fixed
time span correspo ndin g to the buffer length (perricos, 1995). Thetremor leve l is defined
where: N - buffer Ic::ngth
j - CUlTCnt dimensi on of the ttansduced dala vecto r
X; - j... element of the buffer
X;; - mean value of x over the buffer length
3.1
If the position does no t chan ge in a particular directio n or dimens ion X;j '" Xi' therefore
Tj = O. Theoveral l tremor level can be expressed as a Euclidean distance
T'~~ f;r IJ-
3..3.1 O pti mizio g a Trem or Filt er
Two variables affect the perfonnance of a tremor filter; lhe threshold value T which
3.2
distinguishes intentio nal hand movemen t from mere tremo r and the buffer length N. The
simp lest tremor filter is a singl e threshold filter . A fixed threshold is set and anything
abov e this thresho ld is cons idered movement whil e everything be low this threshold is
cons idered still (figure 3.3). The optimum tremor level here is the level at which the still
probability density funct ion (pdf) and the move ment pdf intersects.
A disadvantage to this filter is the possibility that the tremor leve l may fall below this
threshold during a gesture . Assumi ng that both distributions are normal, the probability
-- r"mo~ rh~tlhold
Oprimum Tremor Th~uhold
r~tmo~LHtl
Figur e 3.3 - Error Probabilily in Single Threshold Movement Detection
of being in the moving state and classify ing the hand as still is an a:type error (Devo re,
1987) represen ted by the hatched portion in figure 3.3. The shaded region in figure 3.3
represe nts the probability of classi fying the hand as moving while in the still state or p
type error (Devore, 1987). It should be clear that in this instance it is not possible to
reduce the probabi lity of a beta type erro r without increas ing the probability ofan alpha
type error .
From a probabilistic view, a single tremor threshold appears to present the optimu m
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solution to the problem. In practice however, errors occurring in the segmentation task
that could lead to a recognition error will result from the tremor level briefly crossing the
threshold level when the hand is in a given stat e. There are two possibilities here :
the tremor in the still state briefly rises above the threshold into the movin g state
as would occ ur in the case of jitter. In this case the jitter would be considered a
ii. the tremor in the moving state briefl y falls below the threshold value in the middle
ofa ges ture. In this case the movement is prematurely segmented as a gesture.
What is required for a reliable tremor filter is the maximization of the probabili ty of
remaining in a given state once the hand is in that state. In probabili ty theory this
requires minimizing the beta type errors for each state. A practical solution is to have
two tremor thresho lds as in figure 3.4. If the hand is in a still state, it is considered still
Slfllpdl
~ Mo.I"6 Trulo,. n.rflhoUi
SlIl IT.. ",orn.rflhold
Figure 3.4 - Error ProbabUity in Dual Thresbold Movement Detectl.oD
until the tremo r level surpasses the still threshold. If the hand is in a movement state, it is
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consideredmoving until the tremorlevelcrosses themovingthreshold. Gesturesarenow
required to be moredistinct. The hand mustbe morestill at theendof a gesturethan
with thesingle thresholdcase andthe beginningof the gesturewill bedetectedat a larger
handtremorthanwith the single threshold case.
The second variable wb.ich affectstheperformance of a tremorfilteristhe buffer
length. The appropriatebuffer lengthcanbe determinedexperimentally . It should be
notedthat for a given buffer lengththe two tremor thresholds areuniqueandmust be
recalculated if the buffer lengthchanges.
3.4 Windowing - Feature Extraction and Segmentation
Analyzin g a portionor window of the datastreamis widely used insignal andimage
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Figure 3.5 - Wlndowing/feature emaction
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processing. The process ofanalyzing only a portion of the signal at a tim e has also been
used in automatic speech recognition systems. A portion oftbe signal from the senso r,
posstbly a microphone, is generally transfo rmed into the frequency domain for further
analysis. This process can alsobeapplied to the ami of gesture recognition. POrUons (a
window) of the data stream from the transducer can be transformed ( feature extraction)
prior to anal ys is by a recognition system (figure 3.5). Thisprocess can allow the
recogni tion of more com plex gestures without having 10 usemore co m p lex features . It is
intuitive that describing a portio n of a gesture requires fewer features than the descri ption
ofan entire comp lex gesture.
The windo w size is an imponant factor which can affect performance. It is clear that the
window size can nol exceed the length of a single gesture . This will make recognizing
individual gestures impossible. The window size should be kept as small as possible
without adding computational expense by over characterizing a gesture. The appro priate
window size can be detcnnincd experimentally.
3.5 Featu re Space Redu ction
Feature selection can prove diffic ult for a number of reasons . Selecting the app ropriate
features which will give the bestclass ification will often lead to selec ting a large number
o f featur es. Alth ough this may provi de better classification results, with large num bers o f
features, co mputations may become unman ageab le andimprac tical. As well, large
numbers o f features (increasing the dimensionality of the feature space) wi ll make the
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feature space increasingly sparse if the number of training vectors is not increased.
A number of solutions to this problem exist. Two commo n solutions are the use of
factor analysis or principal componen t analysis (Duda & Hart, 1973). Both the areas of
factor analysis and principal component analysis are extensive and will not be discussed
here. Components of each can be used to find a lower dimensio nal representation by
com bining or removing features which are highly corre lated and by combining or
removing features which have low inter-feature varianc e.
A hierarchical clustering procedure can be used to reduce the dimensionality using the
corre lation between two features. The correlation between two features can be defined as
(Duda& Hart, 1973)
ap._'-
'1 .fOYu 3.4
where oijis the covariance of the features i andj; 0 ;; and Ojjare the variances of features i
andj respective ly. Completely uncorrelated features wi ll have p/=O and completely
correlated features will have Pij~1. [fth e correlation between two features is above a
specified threshold, those features are combined, or both can be removed without
com bining, if sufficient data representation is conserved. A hierarchical dimensional
reduction procedure can be followed (Gamage, 1993).
I . Set d or the dimensionality as the number of features in the data set.
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2. Calculate lhe correlation matrix o f features (aeJ.
J. Detennine the most corre lated pair (a.; andaeJ.
4. Combine ~ and a.;.remove one; or remove one or both initially.
S. Adjust dimens ionality d appro priately.
6. Go to step 2.
This procedure can be followed until the desired dimensionality is reached or untillhe
larg est correlation between any two features falls be low a preset value. In this thes is. this
procedur e was followed until the largest corre lation between features fell below a desired
level and then furth er dimensional reduction was performed by removing feature s with
low inter-feature variance.
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CHAPTER 4
T ECHNIQUES USED IN G ESTURE RE COGNITION
4.0 In troduction
The role of the gesture recognition algorithm is to classify the pre-processed gestures as
one or a set of previous ly defined gestures, or as a non gesture . There are many pattern
recognition techniques availa ble, examples include heuristic methods, statistical
classification. clustering and template matching, and syntactical methods. Sections 4.1 to
4.5 describe the techniques cons idered in this research.
4.1 Hidden Markov Mod els
Hidden Markov models (HMM) have been used extens ively in the area ofspeech
recognition . Recently , however. the use of hidden Marko v models has become more
wide spread. The mod els are very rich in mathematical structure and hence can form the
theoretical basis for use in a wide range of applications (Rabiner, 1989). They have been
used recently in the area ofbead gesture recognitio n (Harwin, 1991 and Cairns, 1993).
There are differen t forms of fil\.W's with varying architecture depending on the
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application. The simpl est fonn ofHMM and the most widely used is the discrete HMM .
In this instance we consider the process we wish to model to have emitted or produced a
set ofdiscrete observations which can be modeled Thediscrete HMM will be discussed
in more detail in following sections.
In certain appli cations., the limitatio ns imposed by a discre te HMM may not be
acceptable. For these cases a co ntinuous HMMcan be used. 1be principal di fference is
that continuous HMM 's have continuous observation density functions .
4. 1.1 A Description of Hiddeo Ma rk ov Model s
Before introducing the mathem atical representationof a HMM, begin with a conceptual
representation of what a HMMrepresents. Perhaps the easiest way to illustrat e a HMM
co nceptually is through the usc o fLevinsoo's genie (Levinson et al ., 1983). Consider a
genie who has several urns at his disposaL Eachurn holds a number o f different colored
balls. The genie picks a bail from one of the urns and shows it to you (a sing le
observation symbol). He then repl aces the ball and selects another ball from another urn
(possi bly from the same urn). He does this N times aft er which you have a discre te
observ ation sequence 0, of N observations . Thegenie does have a preference in
choosing an urn which we do not know .
We now wish to determine, based 00 the set of observations shown to us by the genie. the
numberof ums at his disposal andthe propo rtion of colored balls in each urn (model
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estim ation ). Once we have determined the rules the genie used to produ ce the
observation sequence. we can now detennine the probability that anoIher observation
sequence was produced by thesame genie using the same Dumber of urns containing the
same proporti on ofcolored baIls (n:cogoition).
Consider next a sim plified speech recogniti on exam p le. [fthe word is bro ken into a set
of phonemes, the seq uence of these phonem es can be recognized as a particular word. A
different set ofphonemes wi ll represen t a different word . A subset o f these pho nem es
taken as an observatio n sequ ence can be mode led and usedfor reco gni tion. It should be
clear at thispoint that this approac h can be applied to man y temporal even ts. The onJy
requirement is that we have a set of observati ons which we know represents a word or
gesture (mode l estimation). We can then use this mode l to determin e the probability that
a differen t set of observations (pattern) was produced by thai model.
4. 1.2 A Ma thematical DesCriptiODof Rid deD Markov Mod els
A hidden Markov model can be described mathematically by a set of matrices A..B and
'It. The matrix A is the matrix of state transiti on prob ab ilities, the matrix B is the matrix
of probabilities ofobserving a particular symbo l while in that stale, and the 1't matrix is
the matri x ofprobabil ities ofbcin g in a parti cular stale initiall y (Rab iner, 1989).
Determining these matrices is the prob lem of model estimation and training.
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Figure 4.1 - Ge nera lized HMM Arehrteetnre (4 states)
Consider a system with 4 possible states (figure 4.1). In the most general model
architecture, it is possib le to move from any given state to anoth er at a given time
(ergodic model). It is also poss ible to remain in the current stat e. An arbitrary model for
this system will have a NxN matrix A given by:
where al2 is the probability of moving from stale I to 2 given you are in state I .
Assuming that while in each state it is possibl e to observ e one ofQ sym bols (010 0:2,.
0Q), the model will have an NxQ matrix B given by:
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4.1
6,(°1) bl (O,) . •. . 6,(0';
B " 6,(0 ,) b,(O,) . . .. 6,(° ';
' ; 0,>' ;0,>.... ';0,1
4.2
where b l{OJ is me probability of observing symbol 0, while in state 1. Finally x, me
initial sta te distribution, can be given by:
4.3
wbee e , is the probability of being in state I initially.
It is now possi ble to co mpletely define a particul ar HMM (l) usingthe characteristic
matrices:
4.4
Given an observati on sequence 0-(°1, 0 , • ..., Or}. model parameters A.,B and 'It can be
estima ted which defin e a new HMM, or 0 can be used with an existing HMM mod el to
determine the probabili ty tha t the cbservaticn sequenc e was produced by tha t mod el,
P(OIM). This leads to the iss ue of bow to compute these probabilities , P(OIM). and how
to use a given observation sequence to estimate, or re-estimate, A.,B. and 'Jr.
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4.1.3 Rrro&n itioa
Begin by defining the forward probability oftbe first t symbo ls occurring and the mod el
being in state ; at time t, given the mod el M.
4.5
A recursive methodcan then be usedto calculate the probability of the sequences of
symbols up to t+ 1 occurrin g conditional on the state.the observation seq uenc e O. and the
mode lM.
4.6
Initialization. or the probabili ty o f the first observation symbol is given by :
4.1
Oncethe precedin g forward probability calculati on has been performed and Ctrbas been
calcu lated. the probab ili ty of the observation sequence 0 bein g prod uced given the model
M canbecalcu lated as:
4.8
4.1.4 Model re-estimadoD, tr aining
Model re-estim ation is performed using the Baum-welcb algorithm (RAbiner, 1989).
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Define the backward probab ility, the probab ility oftbe symbol sequence from t to T
occwring given the slate. the observation sequence 0 and the mode l M.
~TisinitiaUysettoaNX I matrixof l's.
..
Comb ining 4.6 and 4.9; the probability o f bein g in state i at time t given the observatio n
sequence 0 and the model M can be calculated as:
lJP)~,(i) =P(O lM) "'F("tate(t) " l IO.M)
ap)~,(,) a.,(I) ~,(i)
Y,(f) : F (O IA{) : -.---
~ • •(ijP.(ij
To follow a proper probability mass function
4. 10
4.11
The re-estimetio n of1t h or the probability o f occupying state i at ~I can be writt en as:
4.U
Define now anoth er variable ~ as the probability of being in stale Sjat time t and stale Sjat
time t+J given the observ ation sequence 0 and the model M:
) 5
F.,(/J).. " ; (I)Q,b, (O ,. ,) P,. I(J)
~~ " ,(i)Q,b, (O , .ll P" I(J)
The mode l parameter A can now be re-estimated as ;
EF.Pi l
d= -" '--
'1 ~ y,(J)
and B can be re-estimated as:
t Y,(/)
b(t) "'~
, t Y,(J)
Again to follow a proper probability mass function
t d = 1 1,{,lsN
/ "1 '
b bj(t) = , IsjsN
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
The probability of an observation sequence 0 being produced by the Model M car. now
becalculated based on the re-estimated model matrices A and B. For a more detai led
discuss ion of the theory of hidden Markov models and some implementation issues. refer
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to Rabiner. 1989.
4.1 Th e Nearest Nei£ hbor AI;orithm
One of thedecisi on rules used in this thesis is called the k-oearest ocighbor decis ion
rule . J[ is a decision role based on oooparamcaic: estimation of me probability density
for a number of catego ries . The oooparamcaic: estimatio n procedure is called the
Pancn estimation wlticb. prov ides an estimate of the class conditional densitics . For a
set of N independentsamples yI. 'i . .._. y'''' a volume V centered at 9 and k being the
numbe r of neighbors in consi deration. it can be shown that the dens ity estimate can be
expressed as (Therr ien. 1989)
- tP,f.i) =;;y 4.17
We can fix the number of samples . k:.and let the volume V be determined so that the
regio n around9co ntain just Ii:sampl es . We can then define V as that of an
m-d imensional "hypersp bere" centered around 9. V is the volume of a reg ion in space
defined by
d(j.y) s r 4.18
whe re the distance function d is the Euc lidean distance and r is the radius of the hyper
sphere.
Let the rad ius of the hyper sphere for each class bedetermined so that the hypersp herc
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encloses just Iesampl es of the dass, that is r be the d istance to the Ie" nearest neighbor
of 9- lei: N, be the total number of samples o f class i and represent the density
fuoction using equation 4 . 17.
The decisio n rule for minimum probability of errors becomes (Therrien, 1989)
.,
lIN'V'1 > N/(N. +N 2)
lIN2V'2 ~ ",,<N. +N 2)
4.19
. ,
" >v;- < I
. ,
This decision rule fixes the number of samp les of eachclass and compares the vo lumes
oftbe two hyper spheres . This is the grouped form of me nearest neighbor decision
rule .
If Vi is smaller than V20 this implies tha t there are more samples of W I in the vicini ty of
9 than are samples ofw J . The point9 is therefore ass igned to w•.
Another form of the k-near est neighbor rule, and probably the most common, is the
pooled form.. Th e hype r sphere around 9 is determined [ 0 include Ietotal samples
regardless of class . This procedure results in cqual volumes for the two classes and a
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different number of samp les k, for eachclass . The dec ision rule becomes
-.
t , >
t; < I
",
4..20
9 is assigned to the class that hasthe largest number of samples in the hyper sphere (k
sOOuld be laken to be an odd number to avoid ties) .
Th ere is the possi bility her e to have weighted decision rul es . That is if there is loss
associated with choosing a particular class, the algori thm can be weighted or biased to
only choose the class which may cause dama ges when the vector is clear ly a member of
that group.
Tbe Mahalanob is distance class ifier (Therrien, 1989) usesa discriminate function to
c lassify an unknown gesture. Ibis parametric classifier uses the training data for
parameter estimation only andthis data is not usedduring classification. The assumption
here is that the underlying data is normal ly distrib uted along eacb feature axes. This
leads to the assumption that the class clusters are bype r-ellipsoids. The discriminate
function is defin ed by:
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4.21
where: x is the unknown gesture
Iii; is the meanof class t
K.-1 is the inverse of class i covariance matri:J:
The Mahalanobi s distance to the mean of each class is calculated. and the unknown
gesture is classified as the class corresponding to lbc minimumdistance. The inclusion of
the class covariance matrix K.in the distanc e calculation provides a measure of the
variance in each feature axis and the correlation between features . Feature axes with high
variation will factor di fferently than those with low variation .
The training gestures are used only to determine the class means. ID;. and the class
covariance matrices, K;. nus classifier is much faster than the k-nearest neighbor
classifier.
4.4 Vtttor Quantizatioa
Vecto r quantization is an important app lication related to clustering which has been
widely used in the field of digi tal signal processing and communication. It is often used
as a preprocessor to a Dynamic Programming or hidden Markov mod el classi fication
techniques used in many speech recognition systems. The range o f possibilities which
describe a gesture can be divided into a number of levels. Given a samp le gesture. it will
be denoted by a discret e value representing the particular level whi ch best represents it.
Figure 4.2a illustrat es bow a continuous event can be trans formed into a seri es of discrete
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values . Figure 4.2b illustra tes how vector quantization can be used to mapeachdis crete
value to a reprodaeticn vector .
Tm.c - :.- T m.c illdc1t ....
Figu re 4.23 - Sa mpUng and Quantizati on of a Signa l ([herrien, 1989)
Consider an N leve l k-dimensicnal
quan tizer as a mapping. q, that assigns
to each input vector, x-<:x.....• xk-t) . a
reprod uction vector. x - q(x). drawn
from a finite reproduction alphabet.
A..'"'{y;; i=l • ...• N}. Th e reproduction
alphabet (orcodebook) A, and the F"1gUl'e 4.2b· Vecto r Quntiza tion (Therrien.
1989)
parti tion, S={Si; i- l • .._.N} of the
input vector space into the sets Si- {x: q(x)=Y;J of input vectors mapping into the i·
reproduction vector (or codeword) completely describes the quantizer q (Linde et al.,
1980).
Assuming the distortion caused by the mapping of the input vectors is some non-negative
value denoted d(x.l). the goal is to minimize: this distortion during mapping . There are
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many different distortion measures. The most commo n for mathematical convenience is
the squared-enor distortion given by:
4.2'
The process of mapping an input vector follows four steps.
(I) Initialization: For an N level quantizer, with a distortion threshold e :tO. an
initial Ndeve l reprod uction alphabet Ao. and a training sequence {~; j:O• ...• 0.11. set
(2) Given A",-{Y;; i-I • ..• n-I I. find the minimumdis to rtio n parti tion P(A.}-{SI;
i- I •..• N} ofthe training sequence: ~e"Si if d("i. y.)s.d(Xj.yJ for all n, Find the average
distortion
D a D ({ A: . P (A: ))) "..!..E.:~n d (x J')
• •• " I .. T~. I
(3) Determine if minimum distortion is reached :
4.23
4.24
If the distortion is be low the minimum.thresho ld, halt with A", as the final reproduction
alphabet, otherwise conti nue to step 4.
(4) Find the optimal reprodu ction alphabet x(P(A,..))=o{x(SJ; i-I , ..• N} for P(A,..).
SetA... e x(P(A,.» . Replacembym+ l and go to 2.
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While designing the quantizer, only partitions ofthe input alphabet or trainin g sequence
areconsidered. Onc e the final codebook A". is obtained, it is used on new data outsid e
the training sequ ence with the optimum nearest-neighbor rule or an optimum partition of
k-dimensi onal Euclid ean space.
4.4.1 Choosing an Initial Reproduction Alphabet
There are several ways to choose the initial reproduction alphabe t A,.. One method is to
use a uniform quantizer over all or most of the sourc e alphabet. A seco nd techniqu e,
"sp litting" , is useful when a quan tizer is to be designed of successiv ely higher rates until
achieving an acceptable level of distortion . Consider aM-level quantizer wi th M=-2R•
Ra{l. I, ... until an initial guess for an appropriate Ndevel quan tizer is achieved . A
simple algorithm using this technique (Lind e et al., 1980) is:
(1 ) Initiall y set R=O(M=I) and define A,.(lrx(A). the centroid ofthe entire
alphabet.
(2) Giv en the reproduc tion alphabet A,.(M) containing M vectors {y;; i= l • .., M}.
" split" eac h vecto r Yi into two close vectors Yi+e and Yi·e, where e is a fixed
perturbation vector. The collecti on A of {yi+E, y-e, ie l • .., M} has 2M vectors.
Repl ace M by 2M.
(3) IfM=N. set A,.=AJ.M'Jand that is the initial reproduction alphabet. Ifnot, run
the same proc edure for an M-Ievel quan tizer on A,..(M) to produce a good
reproduction alphabet A,,(M) and return to step 2.
Using this splitting algorithm on a training sequ ence, the initial quantizer is a one-level
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quantizer consisting of the centro id of the training seq uence. This vec tor is then "split"
into two vectors and a two-level quan tizer algorithm is om on this pair to obtain a good
two-level quan tizer . Each of these two vectors is then spli t and the algorithm is om to
produc e a good four-l evel quantizer and so on resulting in fixed -point quan tizers for I. 2.
4, 8• ...• N levels.
4.5 Rule-Based Gesture RecognitiOD
Thi s section describ es the generation of rules which can be used to recognize gestures.
The statisti cal theory required to estimate the underlying probability densi ty functions
(pdf) for each class is outlined initiall y. The proc ess leading 10 the generation of rules is
then described. A short description of the applica tion of these techniques as applied to
known underlying distributions (the Gaussian distribution) is included to illustrat e the
effect of varying samp ling parameters and to demonstrate the technique.
4.5.1 Estimating the Und erlying PDF
Consider a set of m features ack, k= 1.2•...•m. This set o f features adequately desc ribes a
sing le gesture , C j • There are n samples of this gesture ; the feature vector represen ting this
ges ture is m co lwnns wid e and n rows long;~l'~' ...• a&.a}. The rules for this
ges ture will be centered around the high densi ty regions ofthe R" feature space. It is
there fore necessary to estimate the density function . Th e procedure for estimating the
densi ty function is desc ribed below (Gamag e et at.•1996).
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The probab ili ty P that a feature vecto r ill: of groupCJ be longing to the regio n R is given
by
4.25
where~J is the multivariate conditional probability density functi on. given that the
class is Cp the probability density functio n of 11<. With n samp les o f class <;drawn from
the densi ty function p(ad CJ , the probab ility that Iesamples be long to the regio n R is
given by the binomi al law
4.26
The expected value ofk is given by E(k )=nP . The maximum like lihood estimate for P is
given as
..p =-
.
If the region is asswned to be small, P can be approximated as
4.21
4.28
where iU: is the poin t within the regi on R and V is the volume of the hyper cube enclosed
by R. Co mbining 4.25, 4 .27 and 4 .28 p(GI CJ can be estimated as
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4.29
If the sampl e size is large, kin will converge to P. For fixed volume V, tJUd Cj) is an
p fp{g£JC)d~
p~C) =- =-'---
Y flld!!£. 4.30
With a finite sample, V can be expressed as a function ofn. Generally, as n increases V
should decreas e. For a univariate case the length h should decrease as rr'" (Gamage er
al., 1996) . Generalized for m-dimensicns , the volum e can be expressed as
4.31
The h in equation 4.3 1 is the size o f each subrange. With all feature vectors norm alized
over their respecti ve rang es, h can be the same for each class. In m-dimensional sp ace h
can also be cons idered as the length of each side of the hyper cube. Determining the size
ofh is shown in an illustrati ve example of the reproduction ofseveral Gaus sian
distributions.
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Define the function ¢l(u) as
¢l(Il) ={I
O
IIlJsi 1"=1 ,2,
otherw ise
This function ¢l(u) defines a unit hyper cube in m-dimensional space centered at the
origin . The function
4.32
4.33
is a unit hyper cube centered at~ and will be unity if J&; belongs to the hyper cube of
volume V•. The function will be zero otherwi se. The number of samples Ie,. in the hype r
cube can now be determined as
t • • i- .( '" -"")f;r1J'l. h where!!£.!!£t E CJ
The estima te ofP<idCj ) can now be written as
Ii- I ~ao -",,)p~C) = -L,.. - =---=.
J ft,_, V. h
4.34
4.35
The window size defined by the sub-rang e height h is an important factor in detennining
the estimat e oftXa&lCj ) . The number of times this window is sampled over the feature
data is also important. known as the step size. The effect cf the variation of these
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variables on the ability to reprod uce a known distribution is discussed in sectio n 4.5.3.
The high density regions will correspond to the local maxima o f t'hdC;). which can be
determined by taking the partial derivati ves ofl'h&ICJ with respect to eachfeature ac..
andequating to zero. The seco nd partial derivatives with respect to all features,m ust be
negati ve for a maximum. This can be wri tten as
fo " ,1,.. 1.2.... ...
'V .t ..1.2•..•m
4.36
4.5.2 Rule GneratioD
With an estimate of the und erlying probability densi ty functio n for each class, the next
step is 10 generate the ru les used for recognitio n. Using Bayes theorem
P(CjlW=l',,{a&ICJP(C); where P(CJ is the a priori probabi lity of class~. Consider a
single mode one dim ens ional case (a single feature ). Th e estimate of~CJ is
illustra ted in figure 4.3
The gray shaded region between act and actrepresents the rule for this class . The area of
the shaded region is set equal 10 the area under the curve from ac, to tez. That is. the
window height w is given by
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The single rule for this class winbe IF 3C. < ac < lIC] then the <:lass is C.- The
4.37
intersecti on between the curve and a predefined threshold determine the valu es ofac t and
Figu re 4.3 • Prob abili ty Density Function orSing le-mode.,Slag le Class and
se lection Window ror Ru le Ge neratio n (Camage., 1993)
ac:- The threshol d can be det ermined through an iterative process . A minimum
allowab le error is select ed and compared to the error associ ated with me set threshold
level. The erro r is given by
.'.
II!'rror "l - !p(acIC1)P(C t)
K.
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4.38
This is the probability that a given feature vector ac, will fal l outside the rule window and
not get classified.
A slightly different approach to rule generation is outlined by Gamage (Gamage, 1993).
This technique uses the possible relationships among the features within each group to
generate rules. The process is illustrated in figure 4.4 by a connectivity diagram. The set
ofm features arc arranged in columns ofasccnding order . The data.values of each feature
AC. 2J
A rclatlonship Eearure 2
linc segmcnt 'a cz)
y AC
2t j
It-I "",,- _~_====---....
A rclatiooship ACDj
Feature m
~
AC. II
AC ••,
AC~ AC "", • AC_
- -"- ,-. -- --
- - A - - --
AC t.. ACu / AC.Jj
Ovcrlapping - - - -
relationsh ips
AC~ AC. ..
Figu re 4.4 . A Gen eralized Co n nectivity Diagram for Ril le Oen eratten (Gamaa;e.
1993)
for a particular grou p are plotted in the correspondin g column. The feature correspondin g
to a particular gesture arc joined by line segments. A relationship is fonned by the m- t
so
lines connecting a single gesture . The subran ges for each colwnn are determined by a
windowand the num ber of relationships that fall within that subrange is maximized, The
subranges an: deno ted A<;. where k.. i and j an: the feature number . the subrange number
andthegroup num ber respectivel y. Therules for a particular group an: determined by
the density ofthe relationships in thatgroup.
4.5.J An IUQstrative Eumple
The variation of the sam pling window size determin ed by h and the sampling rate
determined by the step size will alter the appearan ce of the estimated probabi lity dens ity
function. As an exerc ise in predicting appro priate wind ow and step sizes based on the
sam ple size, data was co llected from known distrib utio ns and the probabili ty density
functions estima ted. A set of200 data points were sam pled from the normal distri but ion,
normalized to force the data between 0 and I and the techniques detailed in secti on 4 .5.1
app lied. The resulting disai bution estimateis shown in figure4.5.
The window sizeh in this examp le is set 10 0.3 and the step sizeis 10. Ibis means thai
the data were sampled steplh-33 times from the range from ato I. At each step the
density of the win dow ortength l¥-O.3 was estima ted resulting in the curve shown. The
combination of this particular h and step size for a sample size of 200 reprod uces the
normal curve reasonable well. Again this example wi ll have a single rule for each class.
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Figure 4.5 · Prob abili ty Density Reconstruc tion of Data Sampled
from the Normal Distri butio n
Next consider a 2-D case; 2 features with 2 modes, Figure 4 .6 is a plot oftwc offset
normal distnbutions reconstructed from a data set 200x2 samp led from the normal
distribution.
Again the window height is set to hocO.3 andthe step sizeis 10. Instead of simply moving
the sampling window along a single axis as in the 1-0 case,now the window estimate of
the density is stepped alon g each axis in tum . The con tour lines shown under the curve
now represent intersections ofa threshold plane and the probability density estima te. Th e
erro r associated with each ofthe threshold values is now unity minus the volume under
the curve bounded by the conto ur correspo nding to that thresho ld . For cases with more
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Figure 4.6 - ProbabUity Dra sity Fu aetioll of. Two- mode. SiDgle
Cla ss. Two Feature Case
than two features required to describe the classes to be recognized, it is not possible to
visually represent the surfaces or the contours. The probability density estimates will be
hyper surfaces wi th the thresholds as hyper planes . Figure 4.7 details the contour plot for
a particular thres ho ld value in the 2-D case sho wn in figure 4.6.
Again the contour linescom:spond to the intersection of the surfaceto the thresho ld
plane. This class wil l have two rules (two mod e distribution) defined by the rectangular
regions over laying the contour lines in figure 4.5. The area of each rectangular region
equals that of the contour it represents. The rules for this example are:
RuJe 1: IF acl , < ac, < acu AND &e ll < a¢z < ac"
RuJe2 : IF ~I < ac , < iilCnAND 8CzJ <&Cz <~
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Figure 4.7 - Cooto ur Llnes at Threshold PI.ae wi th OverlayiDg
Rllle Wind oWi
An unknown feature vector~(acl 3C:J] must satisfy either Ru le I OR Rule 2 to be
classified as class I. Unclass ified feature vectors can be classified as belonging to the
class with the highest a priori probab ility P(CJ .
The error associated with this classi fication can again beestimatedas the probability that
.i&.lies outside the accep tance windows crwbere R;is the regio n bounded by the contour
4.39
trac ed by the intersecting threshold plane and p is the number ofregions or the number of
high dens ity points intersected by the threshold plane .
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CHAPTERS
APPLICATION TO HAND GESTURE RE COGNITION
5.0 IUtrodUt:tiOD
This chapter summarizes the results from the appli cation of the four pattern reco gni tion
techniques desc ribed in chap ter 4. The four techniqu es are evaluated by comparin g
recogn ition res ults for six hand gestures. A set of four features were selected andused
wi th all four techniques. All the anal ysis andclassi ficati on code iswri tten in Matlab
versicn a .zc.t . The algo rithms are included in Appendix B.
5.1 Data CoUtttion
All gestures collected andanalyzed durin g the development of the individual scri pts were
collected from the autho r. A single transducer was held in the right hand and each set of
gestures was performed. The transmi tter was placed on a wooden desk approximately
one foot from the user . The sensor was moved in a hemisphere above the p lane of the
transmi tter. remaining within a range of approximately one to two feet from the
transmi tter at all times. Durin g initial data co llecti on expe rimen ts. it was det ermin ed that
at locati ons near the plane of origin o f the vertical axis (z axis) of the transmitter . an
SS
I·E-in. ..
1 . Tro"sd.c. .. (binl)
J ·O/H""rUI~_tI
# ·Uu,.
C' U· DflltI "'thaw"
FOB · Flt>ciQ/ButU
Figure 5.1 - Data coliectioD setu p (top view)
unusual ly high amount of noise was introduced. This noi se was possib ly due to fie ld
asymmetry at the plane o f origin . To avoid this problem. the sensor was opera ted in a
hemisphere above the horizontal plane intersecting the o rigin ofthe z axis . Figure 5.1
illustrates the arran gement of the transmitter and the operating volume for the sensor.
Care must be taken at all times to minimize the amount of magnetic interferen ce
introduced into the operating environment of the senso r. Specifically ferrous material
placed between the transmitter and the senso r will cause significant -warping" o f the
magnetic field generated by the transmitter and can considerably reduce tracking
accurac y.
Six hand gestures have been co llected and analyzed. Two dim ensional representations of
these gestures arc illustrat ed in figure 5.2. A numb er o f gestures have been studied by
several researchers in the past and the choice here is arbitrary. The six chosen co uld be
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Figure 5.2· Ges tu re Twa
used for mouse button clicking emulation or as instructions [0 an assistive device . A total
of one hundred samples for each gesture were co llected. The se lection o f an appro priate
ges ture type is dependent on the nature of the human-machine interface being designed.
Hand gestures simi lar to those studied here may beuseful in systems controlling robot ic
work cells. The six hand gestures chosen here illustrate how some pattcm recognition
techniques can be appl ied to gesture recognition problems. All gestures were collected at
a sampling rate of6O Hz, recording both the position and the orientation of the SCIlSOr.
Thegestures generally covered. range of approximately two feet with a duration of
approximately 2-3 seconds.
5.1.1 FOB CalibDtiOD
The gesture data was co llected using the Flock of Birds data collectio n uni t. This
tracking system uses a pulsed DC magnetic field and is therefore influen ced by
surro unding metalli c interfere nce. The actualinfluence on the moti on recorded by the
unit wi ll depend on the amount of interference. To estimate the amount o f distortion in
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DyrarTicCalibration Test
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Figur e 5.3 · Dynami c Cali bration Tes t
the collected data two calibration tests were performed . Both tests were performed in the
same workspace in which the gestures were collected. The first test performed was a
dynamic calibration test. This test was performed by allowing the receiver 10 swing on a
pendulum in the y-z plane relative to the transmitter . Th e data was collected at 60 Hz. the
sam e collection rate used for gesture tracking. The arc crea ted is shown in figure 5.3.
The pendulum wasallowed to make nine consecutive sweeps. At the bottom of the ace,
separati on in the path of the sensor between each consecutive pass is evident. Figure 5.4
is a zoom image of the lowest point in the arc shown in figure 5.3. The actual amount of
variation in the recorded z position of the sensor is approximately 0.1 inches over a travel
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OyrBniccaJibrationTest
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Figure 5.4 · Dynam ic Ca Ubra tioD; zoom image
of approximate ly twenty inches in the y direction. This amount oferror is relatively
small and can be considered quite acceptab le for the purposes o f gesture trackin g.
A second calibration test was performed to estimat e the static accuracy of the data
coll ection system . The sensor is mo ved a known distance and the difference between the
recorded distance traveled and the actual distan ce is compared . This test was performed
by mounting the sensor on a plastic vernier caliper . The caliper was then opened to 2
inches. The data was collected while the calipers were slowly closed from the 2 incb
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opening to the fully closed position (zero inches). This was repeated len times for both
the 2 inch opening and a 4 inch opening. The difference between the beginning position
and the final positions for each lest is calculated using equation 5.1 and compared to the
actual distance trave led.
5.1
where X{oYrand z-are the final x, Yand z positions respectively and X;. Yiand z;are the
initial x, y and z pos itions respectively . Table 5.1 is a swmnary of the test results.
Tab le 5. 1 - Ca libratio n R esul ts
2 inch travd (in) 4 Inch tr avel ( in)
1.92 3.92
1.99 3.93
2.0 1 3.95
1.96 3.88
1.97 3.89
1.93 3.97
2.00 3.9 1
1.94 3.89
1.97 3.89
1.91 3.88
mean : 1.96 mean : 3.91
max : 2.01 max: 3.97
min : 1.91 min: 3.88
standard deviation: 0.0341 standard deviation: 0.0309
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The vemier calipers used have an error o f :1::11128 (0.008) inches. Including user error, it
is reasonab le to expect an error of±O.OI inches. The results indicate that the sensor in
both cases has underestima ted the actual distance by approximately 2%. Since gesture
tracking involves monitoring positions over relative ly large movements, this error level is
quite acceptable.
S.2 Ges tu re Seg meotati oD
Each of the one hundred individual sam ples ofall six of the gestures , are segmented using
a two threshold tremor filter. The success of a tremor filter is partial ly controlled by the
user during data collection . The user must intention aJly hold the trans ducer still for
approximately a second at the endof each gesture . The upper and lower tremor
thresho lds were optimized manually. Plotting the tremor level over several gestures will
provid e initial threshold levels. Knowing the number of gestures in a particular gesture
set, the threshold levels were then adjusted unti l the desired segmentati on was obtained.
The threshold levels used in the tremor filter are:
T_ =I
T,_ =O.l
The buffer length is largely determin ed by the sampling rate used during data collection .
Using a sampling rate of60 Hz and a buffer length 000 with the above thresho lds
resulted in good gesture segmentation. Each of the individual segmented gestures were
then mapped into a set of feature vec tors.
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S.3 Feature ErtractiOD
The feature extracti on and selection process begins with the extraction ofa large feature
set. Thi s feature set is then analyzed andredundant features are removed. The initial
feature set was:
I) maximum position in the x direction
2) maximum position in the y direction
3) maximum position in the z direction
4) minimum position in the x direction
5) minimum position in the y directio n
6) minimum position in the z direction
7) maximum difference in the x rotation
8) maximum difference in the y rotation
9) maximum differenc e in the z rotation
to) mean curvature estimate
These features are simple to calculate and are spatial measures which can be used
intuitively to describe motions . These features are calculated relative to the axis of the
field emitt er.
Features 1.2.6. and 8 were removed due to a high corre lation between the featur e sets .
Feature sets wi th a correlation greater than p=O.8 hadone of the two highl y correlated
features remo ved and the remaining feature set was rechecked . Again feature se ts with a
correlation greate r than p=O.8 had one of the two highl y correlated features removed.
This procedure was contin ued until no two feature sets had a correlation coefficient above
p>«).8. The remainin g six features were then compared in terms oftheir variance. The
two features with a lowest variance were remov ed leaving the final feature set:
1) maximum position in the z direction
2) minimum position in the x direction
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3) minimum pos ition in the y direc tion
4) maximum difference in the z rotation
This feature set was used for the four pattern recogni tion techniques studied. The number
of features is somewhat restric ted by the size of Ute training set . The size of the feature
set should be kept as smal l as possi b le to avoid making the training data in feature space
too sparse. Based on a traini ng set of 100 for each gesture, a fourdimensionai feature
space maintain 's a sufficiently dense feature space.
Feature extraction is a very important component of gesture recognition systems and
often involves an iterative process ofchoosing a number of features, feature space
reduction, and testing using the chosen pattern recognition techni que . For the purposes of
comparing techniq ues this iterative process is unnecessary. The goal of this research is
not to obtain the highest possible recognition rates for this set ofgestures, but rather to
evaluate the performance ofeach techniqu e relative to the other for the same gesture set
using the same set of features.
The k-nearest neighbo r classifier, MahaIanobis distance class ifier, and the rule based
classi fier all class ify gestures based on features extracted from the entir e gesture . This
results in a feature set represen tation for the average of the gestur e data. Each gesture ,
which contains approxim ately two hundred data points, is now represented by a set of
four features . The six hundred gestures (one hundred gesture I, one hundred gesture 2
etc.) are described. by a matrix of nwnbers 600x4; 600 rows for the gestures and four
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co lumns fOT the features.
The hidden Markov models use a different approach to pattern recognition which must be
considered at the feature extraction stage. The HMM method of pattern recognition
accepts a sequenc e of observations which represent a single gesture . The first stage in
transfonning the transduc ed gesture data into sequences is to extract features at intervals
along the gesture. The segmented gesture datais windowed at intervals through the
duration of the gesture . AI each interval, the gesture data over a certain range or window
size is used 10extract the four features. The interval is increased and again the gesture
data in the windowed region is used to extract the four features. This process is
continued 10the end of the gesture and results in a series of feature sets for each gesture .
It is obvious thai a single window over an interval oftbe entire gesture will produc e the
same result as the feature extraction process for the k-nearest neighbo r classifier, the
Mahalanobis distance classifier and the rule based classifier.
The windowing interval will depend on a number of factors. A gesture which involves
many small detailed movements over relati vely short distances or time spans wi ll require
a very smal l window size. Gestures such as the six studied here contain no smal l detailed
movements , allowing a larger window size . The window size was chosen as a function of
the gesture length, specifically 118times the gesture length resulting in a series of eight
feature sets. This series offeatures is then analyzed by a vector quantizer to produce the
observation sequences required by the hidden Markov models.
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5.4 K-Nearest Neighbor
The k-nearest neighbor is a non -paremetric classifier which uses all the training data
when classifying an unknown gesture. This class ifier is poss ibly the simp lest to
understand and to imp lement. The results of a k-ueerest neighbor test provide a good
indication of bow well the classes cluster and how much separation between the class
clusters is present .
The feature data from the feature extraction algorithm must be normalized prior to testing
with the k-nearest neigh bor algorithm. A simp le method of nonnalizing the feature set is
to divide each ofthe four features by its maximum possible value . The same
normalization factor is used for al l gestures in the training set and for subseq uent
unknown gestures. Normalizing will force all feature vectors in the range from 0 to I in
all dimensions.
The decision rule for the k-u earest neighbor rule is a distance comparison. The Euclidian
distanc e from an unknown gesture in feature space (feature vector) is compared to all
other known feature vectors. The unknown gesture is classified as the class co ntaining
closest k:feature vectors. To avoid ties. k is chos en to be an odd number. Testing of the
k-nearest neighbor algorithm was done setting ke l , k=3 and k=5. The recognition resu lts
for k=1 arc given in tab le 5.2 in a confusion matrix. The general fonn of a confusion
matrix can be wri tten as :
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CI, I C I,2 •• • • C1,6
c =C2•1 CU .. .. Cu
The diagonal elements (CI, I' Cu. cu . c•.•• C,,:s. CU) of the matrix are the number from each
class correctly classified. For example cl.l is the number correc tly classified as class I,
Cu is the number correctly classified as class 2 and so on. The remaining elements
represent the numbers incorrectly classified as other classes. The element cl.2is the
numbe r of gestures from class I which are incorrectly classified as class 2,~l is the
number of gestures from class 2 incorrectly classified as class 1.
All recognition results for the k-nearest neighbor tests were obtained using the "leave-
one-out" technique . This technique allows the use of all training data for testing without
biasing the recognition results. Each gesture is removed from the training set and
classified using the remaining training set. It is then replaced and the next gesture is
removed and it is classified using the remaining training set. This process is continued
unti l all gestures have been removed and classified.
The resu lts for the k-uearest neighbor test with. k=1 neighbor, given in table 5.2 are for
one hundred of each of the six gestures . Gestures I and 2 have the highest recognition
rates at 100"1aand 99% respectively. Gesture3 bas the lowest recognition rate at 88%.
The highest confusion rate is between gesture 3 and 4 at a rate of 8%.
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Table S.2 - CODfasioD M atrix; KNN • k-I
'00 0 0 0 0 0
0 99 0 1 0 0
0 0 88 8 4 0
0 0 7 93 0 0
1 0 3 0 96 I
0 0 0 0 3 97
The results ofthe k-nearest neighbor test with, k-3 neighbors. given in tab le 5.3 again are
for one hundred ofeach ofthe six gestures. Gestures I and2 have the high est recognition
rates at 1000/0and 990/. respectively. Gesture 5 has the lowest recogniti on rate at 93% .
Gestures 4 and 5 arc confused with gesture 3 at a rate of 5%. The next highest confusion
rate is between gestures 3 and 5 which areconfusod with eachother 3% ofthe time .
T ab le S..J - CourDsioD Matrix; KNN • k=3
100 0 0 0 0 0
0 99 0 1 0 0
0 0 96 1 3 0
0 0 5 95 0 0
1 0 5 0 93 1
0 0 0 0 2 98
Gestures 1 and 2 are the simplest and most distin gu ishabl e of the six ges tures whic h is
indicated by the perfect recognition rates for bo th. The confusion of gesture 4 as gesture
3, and of gestures 3 and 5 with each other , is somewhat expected as these gestures are
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similar differing only in the mid-point movement ofthe gesture.
The results for k=5 neighbors in table 5.4 are very simi lar to those obtained for k=3
neighbors. The recognition rate for gesture 5 increased slightly to 94% . The lowest
recognition rate is now for gesture 3 at 91%. The greatest confusion remains between
gestures 4 and 3 and has increased slightly to 7%. The highest recognition rate is 100%
for gesture I .
T a ble 5.4 - Co nfusion Matrb; KNN - k=5
100 0 0 0 0 0
0 99 0 1 0 0
0 0 9\ 7 2 0
0 0 6 94 0 0
I 0 4 0 94 I
0 0 0 0 2 98
The results of both tests of the k-neareet neighbor classifier, with k=3 neighbors and k=5
neighbors, indicates that the data cluster reasonabl y well. Increasing the number of
neighbors, k, did not improve the recognition results . The recognition results for k=7 are
100% ,99%,87%.86%.92% and 97% for gestures 1 t06 respectively. The average
recognition rate is 94% which is a decrease in performance.
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s.s Mabalanobis Dista nce Classifier
The Mabalanobis distance classifier is a parametric classifier . The training data is used
only for class parameter estimation. It is similar to the k-nearest neighbor classifier in
that it uses a distanc e measure to classify unknown gestures. With this classifier
however , the distance used is not the Euclidian distance and the distance to each of the
feature vectors in the training set is not calculated. Instead the Mahalanobis distance to
the mean of each of the class clusters is detennined. The unknown gesture is classified as
the class with the minimum distance .
The parameters used are the class means and the class covariance matrices. As with the
k-nearest neighbor classifier, the features were first normalized. The class means were
estimated by simp ly taking the mean of each feature set for all six gestures . The class
covarianc e matrices were then estimated. The diagonal elements of the matrix are the
variances of each feature set (matrix co lumn). The square root of the diagonal elements
is the standard deviation of each feature set. The remaining elements are an indication of
the corre lation between the features.
Although the features were normalized. prior to the calculation of the class means and the
class covarianc e matrices, this method can compensate for some scale changes between
the features. However, if the scale differences are significant or the feature sets are
highly correlated, the inverse of the class covariance matrices can become unstable
resulting in unreliable recognition results . A check is to first calculate the condition of
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the covariance matri ces before invertiDg and to remov e or combine highly correlated
features,
The recognitio n results for the Mahalanobis distance c lassifier given in table 5.5
gc:ncraly show a slight decrease relative to the results obtained from thek-nearest
neighbor classifier lest. The highest recognition rate is 100% for gesture I and the lowest
recognition rate is for gesture 3 at 70"10. The confusion rate for incorrectl y classifyin g
gesture 3 as gesture 4 at 29% is somewhat surprisin g. Although these gestures are
similar. the k-nearest neighbor classifier recorded a I% confusion rate. This result is a
clear indication that the parametric representation for the cluster of datarepresenting
gesture 3 data bas lost valuable information. The usc of the class mean and covariance
matrix assumes the data are distributed nonnall y alon g eachfeature axis.
Table 5.5 · CoaCusio. MatriJ:; Mah alaa obis distaDce
100 0 0 0 0 0
0 99 0 I 0 0
0 0 10 29 I 0
0 0 2 98 0 0
0 0 6 0 90 4
0 0 0 0 1 93
The variance along each axis can differ meaning the clusters arc not assumed to be hyper
spheres. 10 fact, using these parameters to represent the class data assumes the class
clusters are hyper el lipsoids. A possible explanation for the low recognition results for
10
gesture 3 is that the data may be skewed along one or more ofthe feature axis . Using the
normal assumptio n in this case will misrepresent the data and may cause an over lap in the
hyper ellipsoids repres enting gesture 3 and gesture 4, which would in turn lead to
classi fication errors. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 arc normal probabili ty plots for features I and 2
o f gesture 3. Both plots indicate that the gesture data is not nonnal. The data would lie
along the line in each plot if the normal assumption were valid. Also at issue here is the
question of whether the classes arc convex . The parametric representation ofthe class
clusters is possible following assumptions regarding the shap e of these clusters. The
decisio n rule which ideally separates these clusters also assumes a shape. The low
recognition rates here may be caused by the actual shape of the class clusters not
followin g the assumptions made regarding their shape.
No rmal P robabi lity P lot
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Gesbre 3; Fea ture 1
Figur e 5.S - Nonnal Probability Plot, Gestu re 3. Feature I
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Normal Probability Plot
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Figure 5.6 - Normal Probability Plot, Gestur e 3, Feature 2
5.6 Ru le Bued RecognitioD
The rule based recogniti on technique involves es tim ating the probability densi ty
functions (pd t) of each class. The pdf is estimated for each feature pair . The p lots oCthe
pdf estim ates for each feature pair for all six ges tures are given in Appendix A. Using
four features the feature pairs are: features 1 & 2, feature s I & 3, features I & 4 , features
2 & 3. featur es 2 & 4, and features 3 & 4. Each gesture has six pdf estim ate plots for all
possibl e featur e pairs . An examp le of a pdf estimate for gesture 3, using features 2 & 3,
is given in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 - pdfesdm ..te; gestu reJ (features 2 & 3)
The step size usedwas 10 with a windowsizeb=O.3 as proposed in the illustrative
example in .soction 4.5.3. Thi s com bination adequately reproduced a known pdf shown in
figure 4.6 and producesrelatively smooth pdfestimate plots for each afthe feature sets
for thesixgcstures.
The pdfestimate shown in figure 5.7 is single mode and has its peak located in a comer
of the horizontal plane . It should be noted that the horizon tal axis labels rang e from 0 to
40. Although all input feature vectors were normalized between the range from 0 to 1.
the combination of a step size of 10 and a window size h-o.3 means the window wi ll step
1010.3=33 times to cover the I'U1gc from 0 to 1. The axis labe ls shown in the figure:are
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step indices and not feature values .
The rules are generated from the pdf estimate plots by mapping the intersection contour
ofa threshold plan e parallel to the feature axis plane and the surface. The threshold level
is set at 0.6 times the peak value of the surface. The intersection of the threshold plan e
and the surface for the pdf estimat e in figure 5.7 is shown in figure 5.8.
Since the pdf estima tes and the ndes are generated automati cally , there is no need to
approximate the intersecting area with a rectangle of the same area. as described in
section 4.5.3 and figure 4.7. The data used to generate the contour shown in figure 5.8 is
outp ut from the rule generation algorithm in the fonn of a 33 x 33 matrix of zeros and
ones. At locati ons inside the contour region, the matrix entries are equal to one. All
other en tries in the matrix are zeros. Thi s provides a simpl e method for dete nnining if an
unknown feature vector falls in the region bounded by the contour pial or outside. lfthe
matrix entry is one, the unknown feature vector will pass the rul e. If the matrix entry is
zero, it will not.
The remaining ru les are generated for all six gestures using this procedure. Each gesture
has six two dimensional rules, simi lar to that in figure 5.8, corresponding to all possib le
combinations of feature pairs . It is possible that when a pdf estim ate is multi-m odal ,
there wi ll be more than one intersecting region . In such a case, figure5.8 would have
several acceptan ce regions . Feature vectors insid e either of the regions will pass that
rule. This method provid es a means ofgenerating rules that hav e no boundary shap e
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Figure 5.8 - Threshold Intersection
restrict ions or restrictions on the possible number of acceptanc e regions.
The unknown gestures are tested using all six rules fcreach of the possible six classes .
Class ification is perform ed by assigning the unkn own gesture to the class which has
passed the most roles . The recognition ra tes are given in table 5.6. The highest
recognition rate at 100010is for gesture I . Gesture 3 has the lowest recognition rate at
65%. The highest confus ion rate is 21%, gesture 3 incorrect ly c lassified as gesture 5.
7'
Table 5.6 - Confus ion Matrix; Rnl e based reco gn ition
100 0 0 0 0 0
0 99 0 1 0 0
0 0 65 14 21 0
2 1 6 88 2 1
2 0 1 I 88 8
0 0 0 0 6 94
An investigation of the pdf estima te plots for gestures 1,2 and 6 can explain the high
recognition rates . Figure 5_9is a pdf estima te for gesture I using features I & 3, figure
5.10 is for gesture 2 using feature L& 2 and figure5_11 is for gesture 6 using features I
12
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Figur e 5.9 ~ pdf es timate; cestu re 1 (features 1 & 3)
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Figure S.10 - pdf estimate; gesture Z(featuns I & 2)
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Figure S.11-pdfestimate; gestu re 6 (features 1 & 3)
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& 3. These plots generally show high narrow surfaces located at the comers or the edge
of the fearure axis plane. The resulting rules will contain acceptance regions which are
small and lie at the comers or the edge of the feature axis plane. This arrangement makes
these gestures distinctive andother gestures are unlikely to pass all these rules leading to
classification errors . The pdf estimate plots for gesture 5 in comparison show two pdf
estimate surfaces whic h are wide and are generally located at or near the center of the
feature axis plane (figures 5.12 and 5.13). These pdfestimate plots will result in a set of
rules with large acceptance regions near the center ofthe feature axis plane. These
gestures are not distinctive and gestures from other classes easi ly satisfy these rules
causing classification errors .
.. 4
o
40
feature 1 feature 3
Figur e 5.12 - pdf estimate; gestu re 5 (featu res I & 3)
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Figure 5.13 - pdrestimate; gestu re 5 (features 1 & J)
It is possib le that the recognition results can be improved if a set of rules are chosen from
the six rules which minimizes the number large general rules which may cause
classifi cation erro r. The oth er alte rnativ e is to select a new feature set which minimizes
the over lap in the pdf estimate plots. A more sophisticated so lution is to anaJyze the pdf
plots in n dim ensional space (n being the number of features, four in this case) . Given the
re latively good recogni tion results from the k-nearest neighbo r class ifier, it is likel y the
over lap in the feature space will be reduced with the addition ofother dimensions. The
projection ofclusters onto feature axis planes may result in over lap which can be avoided
if the pdf estimates are analyzed directly in four dimensional space. Conceptually this
approach is possible. The 3D surfaces shown in Appendix A wi ll be hyper surfaces and
lhe rules are generated by an intersecting hyper plane . Practically however. the resulting
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multi dimensional matrices would be very difficu lt to manage using the Matlab version
4.2c.l platform .
The purpose of this research is to compare the four pattern recognition techniques when
applied to a set of six hand gestures . Other than minor adjustments to the threshold level.
the results reponed here have not been optimized . If the thresho ld is set 100 high. the
resulting acceptance regions may become small making passing a sufficient number of
rules to be correctly classified difficult. Conversely, if the threshold is too low. the
acceptance regions may become large and dominate the feature space. Many feature
vectors will mistakenly be classified into that class.
5.7 Ridden Mar kov Models
The HMM algorithm requires an additional feature preparation process. The feature set
for each of the gestures in the training set is represented by a set of features ' output from
the window feature extraction algorithm. This feature set must now be conv erted to a set
of observation sequences by a process of vector quantization .
The vector quantization process transforms a multi-dimensional string of feature vectors
into a single vector or observation sequence using a reproduction alphabet. The initial
reproduction alphabet is chosen and optimized using the first feature vector in the set.
This reproduction alphabet is then used throughout the remaining quantization. The
result is a set of one hundred observation sequences for each of the six gestures in the
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training set The number of poss ible observations output from the vector quantiza tion
algorithm is set to Q=:8. An exam ple ofa number of observation sequences is giVCD
below.
Gesturett): 0.=7 7 7
° l"'7
Gesturetz): 0 ,=6 6
0 1=6 6 6
These examples illustrate the differences between the observatio n sequences for each
gesture after the vector quantization process . The number of observations in a sequence
can vary depending on the length ofthe gesture.
Training of the bidden Marko v models is sequential beginning with initial estimat es of
the mode l parame ters A, B and 1t. These matrices are initial ly estimated by a random
number generator. Each element of the matrices is randomly chosen from a uniform
distribution of numbers ranging from 0 to I. The size of the matric es is determined by
the number of states in the hidden Markov models (N) and the number of possib le
observations or sta te outputs (Q) . With N=8 and Q-8 the matrix A is an 8x8 (NxN), B is
an 8x8 (NxQ), and 1t is an 8xl (Nx l) . The matrices are then normalized to fonn proper
probability mass function estimat es. Each row in the sta te transition matrix A and eac h
row in the observation probability matrix B are normalized by dividing each element in a
row by the sum of all elements in that row. This ensures that:
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ta =l; E b (k>=l
1" 1 iI 4 _1 j
5.2
The column elements ofthe initial state probab ilities matrix tt are divided by the sum of
the column ensuring that:
5.3
Training of the mod el parameters corresponding to gesture 1 or AI=-(AI.B.,tt,) begins by
using the initial estima tes of AI>B1• and 'lt l to determine the probability P l' that the first
observation sequ ence for gesture 1.01, was produced by model AI_ This probability and
the observation sequence are then used to update the mode l parameters A I. B" and Ttl '
Using the second observat ion sequence. 0 :. the process is repeated . A second se t of
model param eters Az•B2• and 1tzare randomly chosen from a uniform distri bution and the
probability that this sequence was prod uced by the latest randomly generated model
parameters is calculated Pz. The observation sequence Oz and P~ are then used to produce
a second updat ed estimate of the model parame ters A~, B2• and 'ltl ' Thi s process
continues for all observation sequences used for training. At each itera tion a set of model
parameters (A I. B I• Ttl. A~, Bz. Tt~. etc.) and the corresponding probabilities P" P~. etc. are
stored. These are then combined to produce the final estimate ofthe model parameters
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This process is then repeated to obtain model parameters for the remaining five gesture
classes, A..:z:(A2.B2,7tz), ~:«A).B),'lt). J..4=(",,B4>'lt4). J..,:«A,,Bs.7t,) and A6=(~.B6.1tJ·
Training involved using all 100 observation sequences for each of the six gestures to
obtain the final model parameter estimates. Testing was performed using much the same
process used to test the rule based algorithm. The first observation sequence for gesture I
is used with each of the model estimates A.. A..:z,l).14' J.., and A6to obtain six probabi lity
estimat es p.. PI' Pl' Pc. P,. and P6respectiv ely. The probabi lity PI is the probabili ty that
the observati on sequence was prod uced by model 1 . and so on. The observatio n
sequenc e is classified as the gesture class associated with the highes t probability. This
process is contin ued for all 100 observation sequences for each gesture. The results o f
this test are detailed in tab le 5.7.
Table 5.7 - Co nfusion Mat rix ; HMM · Nc8, Qz 8
87 5 0 • 0 •
16 8' 0 0 0 0
0 0 65 29 0 6
I 0 26 71 0 2
0 0 I 0 99 0
3 0 8 0 0 89
The highest recognitio n rate was 99% for gesture 5 with the lowest recognition rate for
gesture 3 at 65%. The highest confusion rate was for gesture 3 incorrectly classified as
gesture 4 at 29%. These resu lts strongly indicate that the observation sequences
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corresponding to gesture 3 and those correspo nding to gesture 4 are very similar . Figure
5. 14 is a plot of the first ten observation sequences from gestures 3 and 4. This plot
clearly shows the similarities between the observation sequences for gesture 3 and those
for gesture 4. Each start low, increasing to between 6 and 8 in the center and reduce to 1
or 2 at the end . These two gestures are very similar geometrically and this similarity is
evident in the observation sequences produced by the vector quantizatio n process.
.~c 6 -_ .• • _,. -- ~- - -_ . _.:- -_ . •_' -- ' _ ._- - - ~ _ • • ---~ 4==' . ' ,2 - - - +-- - -+- --- -~- ---+ -- - -+- :
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o : : : , . ,
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T1meirdex
Figure 5.14 - Observation Sequence Comparison; gestu res 3 & 4
A similar result might beexpected for gestures 5 & 6. These are geometrically similar to
each other, as are gestures 3 & 4. A look at the plot of ten of the observ ation sequences
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for these two gestures (figure S. IS) however. illustrat es that in fact these sets of
obse rvation sequences arc quite dissimilar as indicated by the good recognitio n results .
Many ofthe observation seq uences for gesture S are exactly the same and over lay each
other in the plot. This again is reflected in the near perfec t recognition results for gesture
5.
'1 8~16 •.• - .~ . •• • •:• • -- - -i-....,- - . ..:. _. ·-r··· ··, ···_·;++++++T
012 345678
'~l:±8±l!
1 2 3 456 7 8
Figure 5.15 • Observation sequence Compariso n; gestu res 5 & 6
Although all gestures were collected from the author it is possible that a differ ence exists
between the collection process of gestures 5 & 6 and during the collection process of
gestures 3 & 4. The mov ements for both gestures 3 & 4 are to the right while the
mov ements for gestures 5 & 6 are to the left. The left movement was more unnatural and
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required more concentration poss ib ly leading to a mere precise movem ent which resulted
in a set ofmore distinc t gestures. Resul ts may be improved if the number ofpossible
observation symbols were inaeased. This would allow . wider ran ge o f possible
outco mes and may produce me re distinct observation sequence sets for each gesture,
There an: many other variabl es to adjust throughout the process beginning with the
selecti on ofother features throughco adjusting the nwnbcrofpossib le states in the hidden
Markov model estimations.
5.8 Discuss ion
Th e deve lopment and imp lemen tatio n of most pattern recognition syst em s to app lications
involves issues other than the recognition rates alone. This applies to practically all
applications inc luding deve lopment ofassistive devices or the automation of an industrial
process. The scopeof this thesis does not include an extens ive study of implementation
issues but a comparison of recognition rates alone may bemis leading without mention of
some practical implementati on issues.
A signi fican t issue in most applications, specifically those requiring real -time process ing,
is the iss ue of algorithm speed . The actualspeedconstraints are com plete ly application
dependent. Vision based automation processes such as defect detection in lumber and
lwnb er produ cts generally involve incorporation into an existing syst em at existing
prod uctio n speeds . This places serious limitatio ns on the time avai lab le for image
processing. This will trans late to a limitation on the number and com plexity of features
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available for subsequent classification algorithms.
Gesturerecognitionapplications requiringreal-tim e processing have similar limitations.
The hardware interface will largely dictatethe actual patternrecognitionalgorithm
selection. The sensor based system usedduringdatacollection here requires the analysis
of both position and orientationdata.The types of featuresare limitedto the positional
anddynamicfeaturesdiscussed previously.
Table 5.8 summarizes the recognitionresultsfor the fourclassification techniques.
Recognition results are relatively highusing all fourclassification techniques for gestures
I, 2, 5, and 6. Gestures 3 and 4 have a decrease in recognitionratesfor therule based
classifier andthe hidden Markovmodel classifier.
Table 5.8 • Recognition Results (pe r gesture)
Gesture I Gesture Z Gesture 3 Gesture a GestureS Gesture 6
KNN;k= l lDO 99 88 93 96 97
KNN;k=3 !DO 99 96 95 93 98
KNN;k=5 !DO 99 91 9. 9. 98
Mal.dist. !DO 99 70 98 90 93
Rule [DO 99 65 88 88 94
HMM 87 8. 65 71 99 89
The best overallrecognitionrate forall gestures was obtained using thek-nearest
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neighbor classifier with 1c=3 (table 5.9). The recognition resul ts obtained from the hidden
Markov mode l classifier was the lowest at 83% overall recognition accuracy for all six
gestures .
Table 5.9 - Aven ge Rerog:D:itioaResu.lts (aU gestu r es)
The choice ofa classification techniq ue for these six gestures based on speedand
perfo rman ce would be the Mahalanobis distanc e classifier. Although the k-nearest
neighbor classifier has a higher overal l recognitio n rate, the fact that it is non-param etric
requires the use of the complete training set during classifi cation . lbis means that each
unknown gesture is compared in four dimensional feature space to all other 600 known
gestures . The distance to each of the 600 known gestures is calculated and the minimum
k distances are used for classification. Even with thisre latively small training set and
only four features thiscan be quite time consuming . With the addi tion of more gesture
types, bigger trainin g sets.and higher dimensi onal feature space this process becomes
very slow. Th ere are search methods such as k-d trees which speedup the performance
c f k-nearest neighbor classifiers but the gain in speed is generall y balanced by some loss
in recogniti on performance .
Th e Mahalanobis distance classifier is parametri c and uses the training data only durin g
training. Classification is simply a matter o f calculating a singl e Mahalano bis distance to
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each class mean and choosing the minimum . Both the Mahalanobis distance classifier
and the k-nearest neighbor classifier are attractive in that they are simp le to implement
and can provide good recognition result s. One of the disad vantages of these algorithms is
the lack of tuning parameters. Complex practical problem s rarel y yield acceptable
recognition results with the first implementation of a classifi cation algorithm. The rule
based classifier and the hidden Markov mode l classifier may be more appro priate for
these app lications. With suffic ient opt imization, both are capab le of recogn izing more
com plex gestures.
There are implementation issues other than algorithm speed and performance worth
mentioni ng. A large field of research is devoted to the dev elopment of adaptive pattern
recognition systems. An application example is a commercial speech recognit ion system.
Initiall y, the system perform s moderatel y well for a wide range of users . With sufficient
use, the system can adapt to a specific user with increased performance. The hidden
Markov model classifier has been used extensively in the area of speech recognition
largel y because it can be taught to be adaptive .
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CHAPTER 6
C ONCLUSIONS AND FuTURE WORK
6.0 Co nclusions
This research investigat ed four pattern recognition techniques and their application to the
area ofhand gesture recogniti on. The four pattern techniques studi ed were the k-nearest
neighbor classifier. a Mahalanobis distanc e classifier. a rule based classifier. and hidden
Markov model classification. A set of six hand gestures were used to test each of the four
techniqu es. The six hand gestures were collected from the author using a sensor based
motion tracking system called 'The Flock of Birds". The gesture data contained both
three dimensio nal position information and three dimensional orientation information .
The hand gestures were general movements with a range of approxi mately one foot.
A test set of 100 of each of the gestures was collected. The gestures were then segmented
using a two thresho ld tremor filter. The segmented gestures were thanmapped into a four
dimensional feature space . This set of four features were used during the testing of all
four pattern recognition techni ques.
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The k-nearest neighbor classifier wastested using ke l , k=:3and k=5 neighbors. The best
recognition results observed were using k=3 neighbors. The average recognition rate for
all six gestures was 97%. The test with both k=l and k=5 neighbors resulted in an
average recognition rate of96% for all six gestures. The best recognition rate with both
k=l and k=5 neighbors was gesture I at l W A. The lowest recognition rate for k=1
neighbor was for gesture 3 at 88%; the lowest recognition rate for k=3 neighbors was for
gesture 5 at 93% and the lowest recognition rate for k=5 neighbors was for gesture 3 at
91%. An immediate conclusion is that the classes in the four dimensional feature space
cluster fairly well. The high recognition rates for gesture 1 is not surprising. Both
gestures 1 and 2 are simple movements, vertically and horizontally respectively.
The k-nearesr neighbor classifier is very simple and is perhaps the easiest to implement.
It is commonly used as a basis for comparison of other classification techniques. The k-
nearest neighbor classifier can however be very slow in applications with large numbers
of training sets and a relatively high dimensional feature space. Perhaps more
significantly, due to the simplicity of the algorithm, there is little opportunity to optimize
the results other than to adjust the number ofneighhors or to select different feature sets.
The Mahalanobis distance classifier produced an average recognition rate for all six
gestures of92%. Again gesture I had the highest recognition rate at 100%. The lowest
recognition rate was for gesture 3 at 70%. This result may initially be a little surprising
considering the good recognition results from the k-nearest neighbor classifier for gesture
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3. However. the Mahalanobis distanc e classifier is a param etric classifier which makes
the under lying assumption that the data along each feature axis is nonnally distributed . It
is like ly that this assumption is in part responsib le for this low recognitio n rate.
The Mahalanobis distance classifier has a speed advan tage over the k-ncarest neighbor
classifier. Its parametric nature excludes the need 10 usc all training data during the
classification ofeach unknown gesture . The speedissue is very importan t when
considerin g classifier development intended for incorporation into real-time processing.
The role based classifier produced an average recognition rate of 89% . The highest
recognition rate was for gesture 1 at 100010. The lowest recognition rate observed was for
gesture 3 at 65%. The results ofthis test indicate a significant confus ion rate of21%
between gestures 3 and 5. Th ese gestures are simi lar and have overlap in the cluster
projections onto the feature axis .
The rule based classifier uses statistical infonnation abo ut the distri bution estimates of
the class data 10automatically generate rules. The rules express this statistical
information . This approach does not make any assumptions regarding the class clusters.
A number ofvariablcs make the role based classification technique tunab le which can
prove important for more complex problems . The thres hold level for role generation can
be adjusted and the sets ofrules during classification can be altered. both adjustments will
change recognition results .
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The hidden Markov model classi fier has the lowest overall average recogni tion rate at
83%. The highest recogniti on rate was 99% for gesture 5. The lowest recognition rate
was for gesture 3 again at 65%. The highest confusion rat': was between gestures 3 and 4
at 29"/0.The observatio n sequences for gestures 3 and 4 are noticeab ly similar. The
hidden Markov mode l classifier uses only the observation sequence representation of the
gestures, making recognition difficult when observation sequences are simi lar for two or
more gestures.
The hidden Markov mode l classifier provides the most opportunity for optimization. The
vecto r quantization algorithm required to map the feature sets into observation sequences
can be adjusted. The number of possi ble observation outcomes and the reproduction
alphabe t used can bechanged, both of which will likely change the recognition rates. In
the hidden Markov models themse lves , the number of states and the model architecture
can be adjusted . The hidden Markov models used during testing were ergod ic models .
This generalized fonn allows state transitions in all directions. Other specific
archi tectures like the left-to- righ t models may improve recognition results for some
applications .
Each of the four classification techniques perfonned reasonab ly well on the six gestures
tested. The comp lexity ofeach technique varies widely from the k-nearest neighbor
class ifier to the hidden Markov model classifier. Considering both recognitio n rates and
the speed issue, the Mahalano bis distance classifier is best suited to classifying the six
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gestures tested . With the addition of a larger more complex gesture set, a more
sophisticated approach like the role based or the hidden Markov model classification may
be required.
6.1 Future Work
The rule based approach discussed in this thesis can be improved with the development of
a process of analyzing the feature data in multi-dimensional space. Currently each
feature pair is processed individually resulting in a number of two dimensional rules.
Analysis in multi dimensional space would eliminate the projections onto two
dimensional axis planes and utilize the full cluster separation found in the multi
dimensional space.
The hidden Markov Models studied in this thesis were discrete models. Segmentation of
the gesture data stream is necessary when using discrete hidden Markov Models . The
segmentation process can cause recognition errors if gestures are segmented prematurel y.
The continuous form of the hidden Markov Models accept the continuous gesture data
stream alleviatin g the segmentation step. The development of continuous hidden Markov
Models could potentially provide a sophisticated real time gesture recognition algoritlun .
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APPENDIX A
PDF ESTIMATE PLOTS
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APPENDIXB
MATLAB SCRIPT FILES
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RULE.M
function [p,location]=ru1e(fv ectors)
% Rule generation and rule based recognition; feature vectors for a number
% of training samples will be used to produce a number of rules which
% will be used for recognition
% R. Hale- March 1997
% determine the size ofthe input vector, this will determine the size
% of the matrix of possible window centers
%[ordered inde x]=sort(fvectors);
[n m)=size(fvectors);
% Initially set the height of the window
h~.3;
% Increment to step ac at each interval
step=lO;
% The volum e of the hypercube V_n
V_n =h"m.;
% build ac vector steplh long and m columns
for i=1:steplh
for jetim
ac(ijFh"i;
end
ond
ac-ec/step:
% build vecto r with all possible combinations for ac;
% begin with a general matrix which will be the proper size
% and have the first co lumn with correct values
%
% the matrix ac_comb will contain all possible combinations for the
% ac vectors based on the number ofdimensions (m), the window height (h)
% and the step size (step)
for i= l :fix(steplh)"(m- I)
ac_comb=[ac_comb;ac];
ond
% take the second column and sort the values to produce the
1I8
% desired sequence
ifm>1
Co<f=i,fix(stepIW2,fix(stoplhrm
3C_comb(i:i+6x(steplhr2.1,2Fsort(ac_comb(i:i+6x(steplhr2-1,2»;
end
% remaining 3 to m colwnns can be sorted
ifm>2
forj=3:m
for j"'l :fix(steplh)"j:6x(steplbrm
ae_comb(i :i+fix(steplb)"j-l jrsort(ac_comb(i :i+6x(steplbrj-l j»;
end
end
end
% Determine the function phi for all elements ofac_comb compared to al l
% vectors in input vector
(rows cols]=size(ac_comb);
fcr ie-Icrews
% loop through for al l vectors in input vector
forlc= l:n
phi(k)=norm«ac_comb(i ,:)-lVectors(k,:»)Ib);
end
less=find(pbi<-.S);
p_ac(iFII(o ·V_D)· 'ength(less);
end
% put probabili ties in matrix where each column represents each range
% movements oftbe window
count-l ;
for i- l:fut(steplh):fut(steplh)"m
P(:,countFp_ac(i:(i+ fix(steplb)- l ))';
count=eount+ I;
end
% determine the appropriate rules
location==threspdf{P);
% plot the regions of interest if dimensionally possibly
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%figure;
%axis«(Osteplh 0 steplhD
%hol d;
%plot(I),'k~')
TIlRESPD F.M
function out=threspdftpdf)
(rows cols]=size(pdf);
threshold=max(max(pdf)}·O.3;
for ie l .rows
fcr jwl trowa
ifpdf{ij}>=threshold
out(ijFl ;
else
out(ij )=O;
ond
end
end
GAUSSI D.M
% create a vector R which is nonnally distributed
R=nonnmd(I.2,.3,200, I};
R=abs(RIm ax(R});
% Sho w the didtribution of R is normal
%figure( l}
%nonn plot(R}
% Run the rule generation script
[P.LJ=lo(R);
figure( 2)
plot(P};
GAUSS1:D.M
% create a vector R which is normally distributed
R=normmd(I .5,.4.100,2};
Bsnormrnd(3.5,.5,200 ,2};
Roo[R;B];
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R=Rl max(max(R»;
% Run the rule generation script
[P,LJ-e(R);
% plot the surface
%figure
%mesh(p)
TREM OR.M
function seg-tremongesture)
echo off;
% Script which segments a 6 DOF data stream from The Flock
% of Birds using tremor filter (FIFO buffer)
% Rodn ey Hale July 1996
% Segmentation of data file gesture.dat stored in sgement matrix
% Runs dist.m which extracts overall distance feature & stores in matrix
% called distanc e
tic % set the timer
N = 15; % (length of buffer)
% determine optimwn threshold levels from plot of the threshold, T. value
uptbreP4; % (upper threshold value)
lowthre5""O.3; % (lower thresho ld value)
countmec:
% load the file of gestures
%load gesture.det;
(rows co lwnns ]=size(gesture);
% calculate variance of buffer for 3 DOF ; x, y & z position
forj= l :rows-N
for i=l :columns -4 % use x y & z positional data
buffer=gesture(j:j+N,i+ I);
Tj(i) =-(var(bufTer»)"2;
",d
T(j)=(Tj(I)+Tj(2)+Tj(3»"O.5; %+Tj(4)+Tj(5)+ Tj(6»)"O.S;% overall tremor
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ifTij) < lowthres
status(j)sl ; % 1 = stiU
elseifT(j) > upthres
status(j)=2; % 2 = movement
end
end
% determine the state, still state when status=l and until status =2;
% movement state when status=2 and until status = 1
move=find(status=2);
sti ll=find(status=l);
inter=fi.nd(status==O);
% using the difference between successive status elements, the beginning
% and the end points of the gestures can be detennined; 2 (or I) in the
% difference matrix indicates the beginning ofa gesture , -1 (or I) indicates
% the end of a gesture
begin_end=diff{status);
Begins=find(begin_end=2);
for ie:l :length(status)
if status(i)=l
tmp=find(status(i :length(status»=2);
if length(tmp)-=O
diffi=difI{status(i:tmp( l )+i-I» ;
ifdim(I)=-1 & diffi(length(diff1»=2
seg=[seg; i ];
end
end
end
end
% save the segmented gestures
%save features.dat distance -ascii
toc % elapsed time
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function features=segJeat(file,segdata)
% This function calls the feature extraction function featm to return
% a feature set for a file, file. containing unsegmented gestures using the
% segmenting data, segdata, from the tremor.m function
for i= l:length(segdata}-l
features(i. :)=feat( file(segdata(i):segdata(i+ I ). :»);
end
FEAT.M
function f=feat(fi le)
[n mJ=size(file);
% find maximum position valu es for each direction
maximum=max(file);
% n=maximum(2); % high corr .
% Q=maximum(3); % high corr.
f3=maximum(4);
% find minimum position values for each direc tion
minimwn=min(file);
f4---minimum(2);
f5=minimum(3);
% f6=minimum(4); % high ccrr.
% find maximum difference of consecu tive orientations for eac h orientation
maxdiffz=max(difl( file»;
% f7=maxdiff{S) ; % removed July 28; low inter Vat .
% f8=max diIT(6); % high corr.
19=maxdifl{1);
% use distance from point to line as indication of curvature
co unt=O;
for i=l :n~2
a=fil e(i+2,2: 4)-file(i,2 :4);
b=fi1e(i+l.2 :4}-file(i,2:4);
if norm(a)-=O
ccuntecount-t:
d(COWlt, 1)=norm( cross(a,b»)/norm(a);
end
end
% fllFmean(d); % removed July July 28; low inter vat .
% pass back matrix containing all feature vectors
1=[0 f4 f5 t9] ;
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PDFPLOT.M
figure(l)
[PI_Z,Ll_Z]=rul c([njeatsl(l :loo,l ) nJeats2(1 :100,2)J);
mesh(pi 2)
ylabel('f~ture 1')
xlabel('feature 2')
"''''''1(1'')
fi_(2)
[PU.Ll_31_o([nJ",,"I(I, lOO.I ) nJea~(I,I OO.3)lJ;
mesh(pl_3)
ylabel('feature 1')
xlabel('feature 3')
zlabel('P')
figure(3)
[p l_ 4,Ll_4]=rule([n_featsl( l :100,1) njeats2(1 :100 ,4)]) ;
mesh(Pl _4)
ylabel('feature I')
xlabel('feature 4')
, ''''''I('P')
figure(4)
[p2_3,L2_3]=ruIe([njeatsl( 1:100,2) njeats2(l :100 .3)]);
mesh(p2 3)
ylabel(' f~ture 2')
xlabel('feature 3')
zlabel('P')
figure(5)
[p2_4.L2_4]=rule([njeatsl(l :100,2) nJeats2(1 :100,4)]) ;
mesh(p2_4)
ylabel('fearure2')
xlabel('feature 4')
zlabel('P')
figure(6)
[p3_4.L3_4]=rule([nj eatsl(l :100,3) n_feats2(1 :100,4)]) ;
mesh(p3_4)
ylabel('feature 3')
xlabel('feature 4')
"'''''''(1'')
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PASS RULE. M
functionchec~assnde(f.L)
f=round(f.*32)+1 ;
ifL(f{I),f{2))=='1
checkel ;
else
checlc=O;
end
RULECLSS.M
functionC=ru1eclass(fl .f2.f3.f4.fS,f6);
% create ail pdfestimates and rules
[PI_U,LI_U]=ro'e([fl("I) flL2)]);
[PU_3,Ll_'_3]=rule([fl("I) fl( ,,3)j);
[p I_I_4,Ll_'_4]=ro'e([fl(',lJ fl( ,,4)j);
[p I_2_3,LU_3]=ro1e([flC,2) flL3)]);
[p I_2_4,Ll _2_4]=ro'e([flC,2) fi( ;,4)]);
[PU_4,LI_3_4]=ro1e([fi(,,3) fi( ,,4)]);
[p2_1_2,L2_ ' _2]=role([12(" ,) 12(,,2)]);
[p2_1_3,L2_ ' _3]=ro1e([12(" I) 12(,,3)]);
[p2_1_4,L2_1_4]<ru 'e([12C,1) 12(,,4)]);
[p2_2_3 ,12_2_3]=nde([12C,2) 12(',3)]) ;
[p2_2_4,L2_2_4]=ro 'e([12(,,2) 12L4)]) ;
[p2_3_4,12_3_4]=role([12(,,3) 12(,,4)]);
[p3_1_2,L3_ ' _2]=ro1e([1'3(" I) 1'3P)]);
[p3_ 1_3,L3_'_3]<rule([1'3(" I) 1'3(,,3)]);
[p3_1_4,13_ ' _4]=ro1e([1'3(" I) 1'3(,,4)]);
[p3_2_3,L3_2_3]=ro 'e([1'3(,,2) 1'3(,,3)]);
[p3_2_4,13_2_4]-ru'e([1'3C,2)1'3(,,4)]);
[p3_3_4,13 _3_4]-ru'e([1'3C,3) 1'3C 4)]);
[p4_1_2,14_ ' _2]-ru'e([f4("I) f4(,,2)]);
[p4_1_3,14 _ ' _3]=rule([f4("I) f4"-')j);
[p4_ 1_4,L4_'_4]-ru'e([f4(',lJ f4C4)]);
[p4_2_3,14_2_3]<ru'e([f4(,,2) f4C3)]);
[p4_2_4,14_2_ 4]=ro1e([f4(',2 ) f4(',4)]);
[p4_3_4,14_3_4]=ro1e([f4(,,3) f4(,,4)]);
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[PS_I_2,L5_1_2J-rul« [f5("l) 15( ,,2)));
[pS_' _3,LS_ UJ-ru'«[f5("I ) f5P)));
[PS_'_4,L5_1_4J-rul«[f5("I ) 15(0,4)));
[PS_U,LS_2_3]_«[f5 (,,2) f5P)));
[pS_2_4,L5_2_4J-ru'«[f5(',2) 15(,,4)));
[PS_3_4,LS_3_4J-ru'«[f5(,,3) 15(,,4)]);
[P6_' _2,L6_1_2]-ru'«[ffiP ) ffi(,,2)));
[p6_'_3,L6_1_3]-ru'«[f6(',Il ffiP)));
[P6_'_4,L6_ ' _4]-ru'«[f6("I ) ffi(,,4)));
[P6_2_3,L6_2_3]oruI«[ffi(,,2) ffiP))) ;
[P6_2_4,L6_2_4]-ru'«[ffip) ffi(,,4)));
[P6_3_4,L6_3_4JoruI«[ffi( ,,3) ffi(',4)));
C;zeros(6);
% class 1
fori""t:I00
sIJ:passnde([fl (i. l ) fl(i,2)],Ll_l _2);
s l_2=passrule([fl (i,l) fl( i,3)].Ll _l _3);
sl _3=passrule([flO,I) fl(i ,4)],Ll _I_4);
51_4=passrule([fl(i,2) fl( i,3)] ,LI _2_3);
s l_S=p assrule([fl (i,2) fI(i,4}] .LI _2_4);
s l_6==passml e([fl (i,3) fI(i ,4)].Ll_3_4);
% 51 4=0 ; s l 5=0;
S1=s1._ 1+51,}+S1_3+s1_4+s1_5+51_6;
s2_I =passrule([fI (i. l ) fl( i,2>l,L2_ C2);
s2_1=passrule([fl (i, I) fI( i,3>l.L2_ 1_3);
s2_3=passnde([fI(i , l) fI(i,4)] ,LZ_I_4);
52_4=passmle([fl(i.2) fI(i ,3)].L2_2_3 );
slJ:=passrule([fI (i,2) n(i ,4)].L2_2_4);
s2_6=passrule([fI(i.3) fl( i,4)] .L2_3_4);
% 52 4=0; 51 5=0;
S2=s2_ 1+s.Z}+s2_3+s2_4+s2_5+s2_6 ;
sJ_ l=p assrule([ fl (i,l ) fl(i,2>l ,L3_1_2) ;
sJ_2 =passrule([ fl(i, l) fl(i.J>l,LJ_l _3 );
sJ_J =passrule([fl (i,l ) fl( i,4)] .L3_I_4) ;
" _4-p"",",([fl(i,2) fl(i ,3lJ,L3_2_3);
sJ_5 =passrule( [fl (i,2 ) fl(i,4)],L3_2_4) ;
s3_6=passrule( [fl(i,J ) fl(i.4»).L3_3_4) ;
'2 6
% s33'E(); s3_5>=O;
S3-=53_ 1+s3_2+53_3+s3_4+s3_ 5+s3_6;
"'_l =pa<mlio([fl (i, l ) fl(i ,2)],u_ l_2);
"'_2-1""mlio([fl( i,l ) fl( i,3)],u_l_3);
"'_3-p "'mlio([fl (i,l ) fl (i,4)],u_l_4);
"'_4-p=lo([fl (i,2) fl( i,3)],u_2_3);
"'_S.""",,"o([fl (i,2) fl (i,4)],u_2-');
s4_6=passrule([n (i.3) fl(i.4)],L4_3_4);
% 54 *=0; 54 5=0;
S4=~_1+s4.}+s4_3+s4_4+s4 _5+s4 _6;
55J9Ias sru1e([n (i. l ) n(i,2)J,L5_1_2);
55_2=passrule([n(i. l) n (i.3)J.L5_1_3);
, S_3.""",,"o([fl(i,l) fl( i,4)],LS_l _4);
,S_ 4-p = lo([fl(i,2) fl( i,3)],LS_2_3);
55_5=passrule([ n(i,2) n (i.4 )I.L5_2_4);
55_6=passrule([fl(i,3) fl(i .4)J.L5_3_4);
% 55_*=0; 55_5=0;
S5:s5_ I+55_2+55_3+s5 _4+s 5_5+s5_6;
s6_ 1=passrule([n(i. l) fl (i ,2)J.L6_1_2);
s6_2=passrule([n (i.l) n (i.3)J.L6_1_3);
s6_3=passrule([n(i. l) n (i.4)J.L6_ 1_4);
s6_4=passrule([fl(i.2) n (i.3)J.L6_2_3);
" U.,,=lo([fl (i,2 ) fl(i,4 )],L6_2_4);
s6_6='passrule([ n(i.3) n (i.4)].L6_3_4);
% s6 4=0; 56 5=0;
S~_l+s6.}+s6_3+s6_4+56_ 5+56_6;
S~[S l;S2;S3;S4;SS;S6] ;
[Y I]=sort(S);
ifI(6)=1
C( I,IFC(l, l)+ l;
eI5eifI (6:p= 2
C(1,2FC(1,2)+ I ;
elscifI (6)=3
C(1,3FC( I,3)+ 1;
elseifI(6)=4
C(1,4FC(l,4)+ l ;
elseifI(6)=5
C(I,SFC( l ,S)+I ;
elseif I(6)==6
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C(I,6FC(I,6}+1;
end
end
% class 2
for i- t :lOO
' Uopa=ulo([l2(i,l) l2( i,2)],Ll _' _2);
s l_2=passrule({f2(i,l) f2(i ,3)] .L1_1_3);
s l_3=passrule([f2(i, l ) f2(i,4)],Ll _l_4);
'1 _"9'"mtie([I2(i,Z) l2(i,3) ].LI_Z_3);
'Uopa=ule([I2(i,2) l2(i,4)].LU_4);
, 1_69'"",,10([I2(i,3) l2(i.4)],LU _4);
% 51 ~;sl 5=0;
SI~1_1 +S1)+S 1_3+S1_4+S1_5+S1_6;
'Z_ lopa=ulo([l2(i,l) l2(i,2)].L2_ I_Z);
s2_2=passrule{[f2(i, l) f2(i,3 »),U_ I_3);
s2_3=pass rule([f2(i . l) f2(i,4)],U_l_4);
' 2_"9'"",,'o([l2(i,2) l2(i,3 )].L2_Z_3);
s2_5=passrole([f2(i.2) f2(i.4)],U_Z_4);
' Z_69'a=ul0([I2(i,3) l2(i,4)],U_3_4);
% 52_4=0;52_5=0;
S2=s2_1+s2_2+s2_3+s2 _4+s2 _5+52_6;
" _ lop",rulo([l2(i,l) l2(i,2)],LU_Z);
s3_2=passrule{[f2(i, l) f2(i.3»).L3_1_3);
s3_ 3=passrule([f2(i,1) f2(i,4)],LJ_ I_4);
'3 _"9'"",,'o([l2(i,2) l2(i,3)].L3_Z_3);
s3_ S-passru le([f2(i.2) f2(i ,4)],L3_1_ 4);
s3_6=passrule([f2(i.3) f2(i,4)],LJ_3_4);
% 53 4=0;51 5=0;
S3~_I+s3)+s3_3+s3_4+s3_5+s3_6;
s4_ lopa=ulo([l2(i, l) l2(i,2 )].L4_I_Z);
54_2=passrule([f2(i,l ) f2(i,3)],lA _ l_3);
s4_3=p assrule{[f2(i,l) f2(i,4»).L4_I _4);
54_4=passrule«(f2(i.2)f2(i,3»).L4_1_3);
s4_S=passrule([f2(i,2) f2(i,4)].L4_2_4);
s4_69'''mti o([l2(i,3) l2(i,4)].L4_3_4);
% s4_4'-O;s4_5=O;
S4=s4_1+s4_2+s4_3+s4_4+54_5+$4_6;
IZ8
sS_ I=p"snd«[t2(i, l) t20,2)J,1.5_ 1_2);
sS_2'1'a.snd«[t2(i, I) t2(i,3)J,1.5_1_3);
sS_3'1'"snd«[t2(i,l ) t2(i,4)J,1.5_ I_4);
sS_4-""""I« [t2(i,2) t2(i,3)J,1.5_2_3);
sS_5.,."""I«[t2(i,2) t2(i,4)J,1.5_2_4);
sS_6.,."""I«[t2(i,3) t2(i,4)J,1.5_3_4);
% 553""0; sS_5=:();
S5=sS_ I+sS_2+55_3+s5_4+s5_5+s5_6;
s6_ 1=passrule([f2(i ,l) f2( i.2>l,L6_1_2);
,6 _2=pa.snde([t2{i, l) t2(i,3)J.L6_ 1_3) ;
s6_3=passru le([f2(i,l) f2( i,4)],L6_ 1_4);
,6_ 4-pa.snde([t2(i,2) t2(i,3)].L6_2_3);
,6_5.,."""I« [t2(i,2) t2(i,4)],L6_2_ 4);
,6 _6.,.a.snde([t2(i,3) t2(i,4)].L6_3_ 4);
% 56 4=0- 56 5=0-
S6=sfU~6j+s6_3+s6_4+56_5+s6_6;
5=[5 1;52;53;54;55;56];
[y fj="'rt(S);
irI(6)=1
C(2,1)=C(2,1)+1;
e1seifI(6)=2
C(2,2)=C(2 ,2)+1;
elseifI(6)=3
C(2,3)=C(2,3)+1;
elseifI(6)=4
C(2,4)=C(2,4)+ 1;
elseifI(6)=5
C(2,5)=C(2 ,5)+ I;
elseif I(6)=:6
C(2,6)=C(2,6)+ I;
end
end
% class 3
fori = l :lOO
sl _ l=passrule([f3{i, l ) O(i.2)],Ll_ l_2 );
s l _2=passrule([f3(i,l) O(i,3)],Ll_l_3);
s l_3=passmle([f3(i . l) O(i,4)],Ll _l_4);
' 1_4-"",nd«[f.l(i,2) f.l0,3)].LU_3);
, '_5'1'"""I« [f.l(i,2) f.l(i,4)J.LI _2_4);
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sl_6=passrule([O(i,3) O(i,4)],Ll _3_4);
% sl_~;sl_5=O;
51'=51_1+S1_2+51_3+s 1_4+s 1_5+51_6;
'2 _1'"I'"",,"«[0(i, l) 0(',2)],L2_1_2);
s2_2~assrole([O(i.l) O(i,3) ].L2_1_3);
s2_3~assrule([O(i,l) O(i ,4)].L2_I _4);
s2_4=passru le([O(i,2) O(i,3)],L2_2_3);
s2_5~assrule([O(i,2) O( i,4)],L2_2_4);
,2 _6=p",=I«[0(',.3) 0(I,4)J,I.2_3_4);
% 51_4=0; 51_5""0;
52=s2_1+s2_2+s2_3+s2_4+s2_5+s2_6;
s3_1~assrule([D(i,l) D(i ,2)],L3_ 1_2);
s3_2=passrule([D (i, l ) O(i.,3)],L3_1_3) ;
s3_3=passrule( [D(i,l) O(i ,4)],U_I _4);
,3 _4-""",,"«[0(1,2) f3(I,.3>J,L3_2_3) ;
s3_5~assrole([O(i,2) O(i,4)],U_2_4);
s3_6=passrule( [D(i,3) O(i,4)],U_3_4);
% 53 4=0; 53 5""0;
53:;}_I +s3j +s3_3+s3_4+s3_5+s3_6;
s4_I=passrole([D(i,l) O( i,2)],U_l_2);
"'_2'"1'""",1« [0(1,1) f3(i,.3>J,L4_U);
"'_3'"1'"",,"« [0(1 ,1) f3(i,4)],L4_1_4);
"'_4-,,"""'1«[0(1,2) f3(i,.3>J,L4_2_3);
s4_5=passrule([f3(i ,2) O( i.4)],U_2_4);
"'_6=p""",I«[OO,3) f4(i.4>J,L4_3_4);
% s4~; s4 5=0;
84=;-4_1+s4j+s4_3+s4_4+s4_5+54_6;
55_1=passrule([f3(i, 1) O( i,2)],L5_1_2);
55_2~assrule([O(i, l ) O(i.,3)],L5_1_3);
55_3=passrule([f3(i, l ) O( i,4)],L5_1_4);
s5_4=passrule([O (i,2) O(i.,3)].LS_2_3);
55_5=passru le([f3(i,2) O(i,4)] ,LS_2_4);
,5 _6=p",=I«[O(I,3) f30,4>J.L5_3_4);
% sS_4=O;sS_5""O;
55'=55_1+s5_2+s5_3+55_4+s5_5+55_6;
56_I=passrule([f3(i, l) f3(i,2)],L6_1_2) ;
'"_2'"1'"",,"« [0 0 ,1) 0(I,3)J.L6_ 1_3);
56_3=passrule([O(i ,l) O(i, 4)],L6_I_4);
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,6_4-""",,"0([0(i,2) 0 (i;J)] .L6_2_3);
s6_ 5=passrule([f3(i,2) D(i,4) ].L6_2_4);
,6_~"",,"0([0(i,3) 0 (i,4)] .L6_3_4);
% 00_4=0; s6_5:.O;
56=s6_1 +S6_2+S6_ 3+s6 _4+s6 _5+s6 _6;
S~[S I ;S2;S3;S4;S5;S6);
[y 1)'"SOrt(S);
if I(6)=1
C{3,IFC(3,1)+1;
elseifl (6)=2
C{3,2FC(3,2)+1 ;
elseifI(6)=3
C{3,3FC(3,3)+1;
elseifI(6)=4
C{3,4FC(3,4)+1:
elseifl(6)=S
C{3,5FC(3 ,5)+1:
elseifl (6)=6
C{3,6FC(3 ,6)+1:
end
end
% class 4
for i= l :IOO
51_ 1=passrule([f4(i, l) f4( i,2)J,Ll_l _2 );
s l_2=passrule([ f4{i, 1) f4( i,3)] ,Ll _ I_3);
sl _3=passrule([f4(i,l) f4{i,4)],Ll_l_4);
' 1_..,,=lo([f4(i,2) f4(i;J»),Ll_2_3);
, ' _5=p"",,"0([f4(i,2) f4(i,4»),Ll _2_4):
s l _6=passru le([f4{i,3 ) f4{i,4 )] ,Ll _3_4) ;
% 51_4=0;5 1_5=0;
SI=51_I+sl_2+51_3+s 1_4+s1 _5+s 1_6;
"_I"9'"",,"o([f4(i,l ) f4(i,2)],L2_1_2):
" _2=p=10([f4(i,l) f4(i,3)],L2_ 1_3):
s2_3=passru le([f4(i, l) f4{i ,4) J.L2_I _4);
81_4=passrule([f4(i,2) f4(i.3»).L2_1_3);
s2_5=passru le([f4(i.2) f4(i, 4)J,L2_2_ 4);
, 2_6-" "",,"0([f4(i,3) f4(i,4)],L2_3_4);
% 52_4=0 ; 81_5=0;
52=s2_1+s2_2+s2_3+s2_4+s2_5+s2_6;
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" _ I-p"""lo([f4{i,l) f4{i,2)],L3_1_2);
" _2-p"""lo([f4{i,l) f4{i.3)J,L3_1_3);
" _3=passndo([f4{i,l ) f4{i.4)J,L3_ 1_4);
,,_4-p",""o([f4{i,2) f4{i,3)J,L3_2_3);
" _S."",""o([f4{i,2) f4{i.4)J,L3_2_4);
" _6"P",""o([f4{i,)) f4{i.4)J,L3_3_4);
% 53_4=0;13_5=0;
53,.s3_I+s3_2ffi_3+s3_4+$3_5+53_6;
s4_ '-p",""o«f4{i. l) f4{i,2)J,u_l_2);
s4_2"l""""o([f4{i.l) f4{i,))],u_l_3);
s4_3"P",""o([f4{i. l) f4{i.4)],u_ l_ 4);
s4_4-o"'""o([f4{i,2) f4{i,))J,u_2_3);
s4_S-o"'""o([f4{i,2) f4{i.4)].U_2_4);
s4_6-pa=ulo([f4{i,)) f4{i.4)J,u_3_4);
% 54_4=0; 54_5zO;
~_I +s4_2+s4_ 3+54_4+54_ 5+54_6;
"_'-p",""o([f4{i.') f4{i,2)J,L5_ ' _2);
" _2"l"""'lo([f4{i.l) f4{i,))J.LS_l_3);
sS_3.""""lo([f4{i.l ) f4{i.4)J.LS_ l _4);
,,_4-".....lo([f4{i,2) f4{i,)).LS_2_3);
" _S."",""o([f4{i,2) f4{i.4)J.LS_2_4);
" _6"P",""o([f4{i,)) f4{i.4)J.LS_3_4);
% 55_4-0; 55_5-0;
SS=sS_ I+sS_2+55_3+55_4+55_5+sS_6;
s6_ 1.""""lo([f4{i, l ) f4{i,2)J,L6_1_2);
s6_2=p"""lo([f4{i, l ) f4{i,3)J,L6_1_3);
s6_3-p assnde([f4(i, l ) f4{i,4)J,L6_1_4);
s6_4-p~""lo([f4{i,2 ) f4{i,3)J,L6_2_3);
s6_5-passrule([f4{i.2) f4{i,4 )J,L6_2_4) ;
s6_6-passrule([f4( i..) f4(i ,4)J,L6_3_4);
% s6_4-0; s6_5-o;
56=56 _ 1+56_2+56_3+s6 _4+s6_5+s6_6 ;
S=[SI;S2;S3;S4;SS;S6);
[y ij-sort(S);
ifl(6)-1
C(4,1)-C(4, I) H;
elseifI(6)-2
C(4,2)-C(4,2;+ 1;
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clseifI(6)=3
C(4.3)=C(4,3}+ 1;
clseifI(6)=4
C(4,4)=C(4,4}+1;
clseifI(6 )=S
C(4,5)=C(4,5}+1;
clscif I(6)=6
C(4,6)=C(4,6}+ 1;
end
end
% class 5
fori "'l: IOO
s l_ l=passrolc{[B(i,l) f5(i.2)].LI_l _2);
" _2ep"",,"0([f5(i, l) f5(i.3)],L I_ l_3);
, 1_3-p """,lo([f5(i,l) f5(i,4)],LI_ l_4);
'1 _.....""lo([f5(i,2) f5(i,J)],LI_2_3);
s l_5=passrulc{[B (i.2) B(i,4)],Ll_2_4);
s l_ 6=passrulc{[B (i,3) B(i ,4)],Ll _3_4);
% s l 4=0; sl 5=0 ;
S t~l_l+s l.,}+S 1_3+S1_4+s1_5+S1_6;
s2_ I=passrulc{{f3(i, l) f5(i.2)],Ll _I_2);
s2_2=passrulc{[f5(i,t) f5(i,3) ],Ll_' _3);
s2_3=passrulc([f5(i, 1) f5(i,4)],L2_ 1_4);
' 2_.....""lo([f5(i,2) f5(i,3)],L2_2_ 3);
s2_5=passrulc([f5(i.2) f5(i,4)],L2_2_4);
s2_6=passrulc([f5(i,3) B(i,4)],Ll_3_4);
% 51~;s2 5=0;
S2~_1+s2.,} +s2_3+s2_4+s2_5+52_6;
s3_I =passrule({f3(i,l) f5(i,2)],LJ_I_2);
s3_2=passrule([ f5(i, l ) fS(i,3)],L3_1_3);
s3_3-p assrulc([f5(i, l ) f5(i,4)],L3_ I_4);
s3_4=passrulc([ fS(i.2) fS(i,3)],L3_2_3);
s3_5=passrule({B (i.2) f5(i,4)],L3_2_4);
sJ_6=passrulc({B(i,3) fS(i.4)],L3_3_4);
% s3 ~; s3 5=0;
53-SJ _ I+s3~2+s3_3+s 3_4+s3_5+s3_6;
54_I =passrule([B(i.t) B( i.2)],L4_t _2);
",-,.."",,"o([f5(i,l) f5(i,3)],L4_1_3) ;
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"'_3-p....-uJo([£S(i.l) £S(i.4)].L4_ I_4);
"'_<Pp='o([£S(i,2)£S(i,3)],L4_2_3);
"'_S"'O....-uJo([£S(i,2) £S(i.4)],L4_2_4);
"'_6-p....-uJo([£S(i.3) £S(i.4)],L4_3_4);
.~ s4 4-0: 54 5-0-~_l~}+s4_3+$4_4+54_$+54_6;
D _ '-p....-uJo([£5(i. l ) £S(i,2)],LS_U);
D _2..= 'o([£S(i.l) £S(i.3)],LS_ '_3);
D _3-P ='«[£5(i. l) £5(i.4)],LS_ I_4r,
D_~'o([£S(i,2) £5(i.3)],LS_2_3r,
D _S-p='o([£S(i,2) £5(i.4)],LS_2_4);
D _........-uJO([£S(i.3) £5(i.4)],LS_3_4);
% 55_4-00;15_5-0;
SS-SS_1+s5_2+55_3+sS_4+s5_S+s5_6;
"_I-p....-uJo([£5(i.l) £S(i,2)].L6_1_2);
" _2-p....-uJ0([£5( i.l) £S(i,3)].L6_1_3);
" _3"'0=10([£5(1.') £S(i.4)],1.6_1_4);
" _4-""'='«[£5(1,2) £S(i,3)].L6_2_3);
"_S-p....-uJ«[£5(i,2) £S(i.4) ].L6_2_4r,
.._....=,o([£5(i.3) £S(i.4)].L6_3_4);
Y. 56_4-(); 56_5-0;
56=56_1+56_2+56_3+56_4+$6_5+56_6;
S-IS 1;S2;S3;S4;SS;S6];
[Y !J-'oo( S);
ifl(6)-1
C(S. I)zC(S . I)+I ;
elseif[ (6""'2
C(S,2)-C(S ,2)+I ;
clseif I(6)-3
C(S,3)-C(S,3)+I ;
clseifI(6)-4
C(S.4)zC(S,4)+I ;
elseif I(6)-S
C(S .S)-C(S~)+ ' ;
e lseif I(6~
C(S.6)zC(S.6)+' ;
end
ODd
% class 6
'3 4
fori=I: IOO
sU~=Io([ffi(i,l) ffi(i,2)],LU_2);
sl_2~=Io([ffi(i,l) ffi(i,3)],LU_3);
sl_3~=Io([ffi(i,l) ffi(i,4)],LU_4);
sl_<FJ>=Io([ffi(i,2) ffi(i,3)],L 1_2_3);
sU-p=lo([f6(i,2) ffi(i,4)],L1_2_4);
sl_6=passrule([R5(i.)) f6(i,4)],L1 _3_4);
% sl 4=0" sl 5=0-
Sl=;i _ 1~I)+S1~3+S1_4+s 1_ 5+sl _6 ;
s2_1~=rulo([f6(i,,) ffi(i,2)],L2_ 1_2);
o2_2~=Io([f6(i,l) ffi(i,3)],L2_'_3);
s2_3~=rulo([f6(,I) ffi(i,4)],L2_I_ 4);
02_<FJ>=ru lo([ffi(i,2) f6(i,3)I,U_2_3);
o2_S~=Io([ffi(i,2) f6(i,4)],L2_2_ 4);
o2_~=rulo([ffi(i,3) f6(i,4)],L2_3_4);
% 51_4='0;51_5=0;
52=s1_1+s2_2+s2_3+s2_4+s2_5+52_6;
s3_I-p=lo([ffi(i,l) ffi(i,2)],L3_ 1_2);
s3_2~lo([ffi(i, l) ffi(i,3)],L3_ 1_3);
s3_3~=rulo([f6(i,l ) ffi(i,4)],L3_1_4);
s3_<FJ>=ru lo([f6(i,2) ffi(i,3)],L3_2_3) ;
s3_5=passrule([f6(i,2) f6(i,4)),L3_2_4);
s3_6=passnde([f6(i,3) f6(i,4)J,L3_3_4);
% s3 4='O"s3 5=0"
53=53_ I~s3)+S3~3+s3_4+s3 _5+s3 _ 6;
s4_I=passnde([f6(i,l) f6(i,2)J,L4_1_2);
o4_2~=rulo([ffi(i,l) ffi(i,3)],L4_ 1_3);
o4_3~=Io([ffi(i,l) ffi(i,4)],L4_ I_4);
o4_4--p=rulo([f6(i,2) ffi(i,3)],L4_2_3);
s4_S~=Io([ffi(i,2) ffi(i,4)],L4_2_4);
o4_~=ru10([ffi(i,3) ffi(i,4)],L4_3_4);
% s4_4=0; s4_5=O;
S4=s4_ I+S4_2+s4 _3+s4 _4+s4 _5+54_6;
sU~=rulo([ffi(i, l) ffi(i,2)],LS_I_2);
s5_2spassrule([f6(i,l) f6(i,3)],LS _I_3);
s5_3=passrule([f6(i,l) f6(i,4)],LS_I_4);
sS_<FJ>=Io([f6(i,2) f6(i,3)],LS_2_3);
sS_Sepassrule([R5(i,2) R5(i,4)],LS_2_4);
sS_~=rulo([f6(i,3) f6(i,4)],LS_3_4);
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% s5_4=0 ; s5_5-0;
55=s5_1+55_2+55_3+55_4+55_5+s5_6;
"'_1_«[16(;,1) 16(i.2)].L6_1_2),
"'_2_«[16(;'1) 16(i.3)].L6_1_3),
"'_3=po=uI«[I6(I.I) 16(;4)J.L6_I_4),
"'_9>"","«[16(1.2) 16(;.3)J.L6_2_3),
"'_S=po=uI«[I6(I.2) 16(;,4)J.L6_2_4),
"'_6=pa=uI«[16(;,J) 16(;,4)].L6_3_4),
% s6_4=0; s6_5=>(};
56=s6_1+s6_2+s6_3+56_4 +s6_5+s6_6;
s - rs 1,S2;S3,S4 ,SS;S6J,
[Y ~""'rt(S),
ifl (6)o=-1
C(6, IFC(6, 1}+1;
elseif I(6)=2
C(6,2FC(6,2}+I ;
elseifI (6)=3
C(6,3FC(6,J}+ I,
e1seif[(6)=4
C(6,4FC(6,4}+1;
elsei fI(6)=5
C(6,SFC(6,S}+I;
elseifI(6)=6
C(6,6FC(6,6}+I,
end
end
% Displaythe confusion matrix
fprintf{'\n ConfusionMatrix\o\n')
fPrintll"'.d \'%d\W.d\l%d\l%d\to/od\n',C( I,I),C(I.2),C( I,J ),C(1 ,4),C( I,S),C( 1,6» ;
fPrintf( '%d\1o/od\" "'''A.d\l"lod\to/od\n',C(2,I),C(2,2),C(2,J),C(2 ,4),C(2,S),C(2,6» ;
fPrintn'o/od\t</od\"/od\Wod\t</od\1'!od\n',C(3,1),C(3,2),C(3,J),C(3, 4),C(3,S),C(3 ,6» ;
fPrintf("/od\t</od\l%d\"lod\lo/od\1'/od\n',C(4 ,1),C(4,2),C(4 ,3),C(4,4),C(4,S),C(4 ,6» ;
fPrintf('o/od\t</od\"/od\"lod\l%dW od\n',C(S, I ),C(S,2),C( S,3),C(S,4),C(S,S),C(S,6));
fprintf{'%d\to/od\tt'/od\to/od\to/od\t'lod\n',C(6,1),C(6,2),C(6,3),C(6,4),C(6,5),C(6,6) ;
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NNEIGH.M
function C=nne igb(fl. f2.fJ,f4. fS.ffi)
% Script which returnsthe min 3 distances from unknown to fl. £2. fJ.
% f4. f5 andffi.
% R. Hale
C=zeros( 6);
% set nwnber of neighbours
N=l;
% For class I
for j= I:length(fl )
-;
for i= 1:length(fl )
ifi -= j
c=c+ l;
distfl _fl(c)=nonn(fl(j ,:)-fl (i.:» ;
end
end
tmp--sort(distfl _fl );
distfl_fl=tmp( I:N);
c=O;
for i- I:length(f2)
ifi -j
c=c+ l;
distfl _f2 (c)=nonn(fl(j .:)-f2(i. :));
end
end
tmp=sort(distfl _f2);
distfl _ f2=tmp(I:N);
c"'O;
for i= I:length(fJ)
ifi -=j
c=c+ l;
distfl_fJ( c)=nonn(fl(j,:)-fJ(i. :»;
end
end
bnp=sort(distfl _fJ) ;
distfl _fJ=tmp(l :N);
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c91 ;
for i=1:1ength(f4)
ifi-=j
c=c+l;
distfl_f4{c)=norm(fl(j, :)-f4(i.:));
end
end
tmp=sort(distfl J 4) ;
distflJ4--;rnP(1 :N) ;
c=();
for i= l :length(f5)
if i -= j
e-c+1;
distfl _f5 (c)=norm (fl (j.:)-f5(i.:» ;
end
end
tmp=so rt(distfi_f5};
distfl_5=tmp(1:N);
c91 ;
for i= l :length(f6)
if i -= j
cec-el :
distfl_f6(c)=no nn(fl (j,:}-f6(i,:» ;
end
end
tmp=sort(distfl_ffi);
wstflJ6---nnP(I ;N);
D=[distfl _fl ';distfl _f2';distfl_O';distfl_f4';distfl _f5';distfl_f6'];
[M ij=sort(D);
if N=1
iflength(fin d(I( I:N)=<=I» =z 1
C(I, IFC(I, I)+ I;
e1scifi ength(find(I(1:N)=2» = I
C(1,2FCO,2)+1;
elseifiength(find(I(I:N)=s3» = I
C(I,3FCO, 3)+ 1;
e lseif length(find(l( I:N)z=4» = I
C(I, 4FCO,4)+ 1;
elseif iength(find(l( I:N)=S» - I
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C(1.SFC ( I .S)+I ;
eIseif length(find(l(I:N)=6» = 1
C(1.6FC( I.6)+1;
end
elseifN=3
iflongth ([findG(I;NFl) findG(I ;NF2) findG(I ;NF3») 0= 2
C(1.IFC(I.l)+l ;
elseifien gth([find(I(I:N)=4) find(l( I:N)=5) find(1(I :N}=6)}) >= 2
C(l,2)=C( 1.2)+1;
elseifie ngth([find(I(I :N)=7} lind(I(l :N)=8) find(I(1:~)]) >= 2
C(1.3FC(1.3)+1;
elseiflength([findG(I;NF-IO) findn (l ;NF-l l) findG(I ;NF12») 0= 2
C(I, 4FC(I.4)+1;
el",if longth([find(l( I;NFl3) findn( l ;NFI4) findG(U')==IS») 0= 2
C(1.SFC( I ,S)+I ;
el,eif longth([find(l(l ;NF16) findG(I;NFl7) findG(I;NF18») 0= 2
C(1.6FC(I.6)+ 1;
end
e lseifN=5
iflength([findG(l;NFl) findG(l;NF2) find(l(l ;NJ-3) findG(l ;!<F4)
find(I( I;NFS») -3
C(1. lFC( I. I)+ I ;
el" ifl ength([find(l( l; NF6) find(I(I;NF7) find(l( I;NF8) findn(l;~)
findn( I;NFIO») >003
C(l,2)=C( 1.2)+1;
elseifl ength([find(l(l; NFl l ) findG( I;NFI2) findG(l ;N)-13) find(I(I ;N)-14)
find(l( I ;NFlS») 0= 3
C(l,3FC( I.3)+ 1;
el", iflength([find(l(1 ;NFI6) find(I(I ;NFI7) find(l(l ;NF18) find(l(I ;NFI9)
findn(I ;N)-20») 0= 3
C(I, 4FC(I.4)+1;
el"iflen gth([find(l(1 ;NF21) find(l(I;NF22) find(l( l ;NF23) findG(I ;NF24)
findG(I ;NF2S») 0=3
C(l.SFC( I.S)+ I ;
el" ifl ength([find(l(1;NF26) findG(l;NF27) findn(1;NF28) findG(I ;NF29)
findn( I ;NJ-30») >-3
C(l.6FC( I .6)+1;
end
ond
end
% For class 2
for j= I:length(f2)
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-;
fod=l :length(fi)
ifi -=j
c=c+ 1;
distf2_fl(crnorm(f2G,:)-f1(i,:»;
end
end
tmp=sort(distf2_fl);
distf2 _fl =m::p( t :N) ;
c:(l;
for i=l :length(f2)
ifi -=j
c=c+l ;
di.u2_f2(,)=nonn(f2(j,;~f2(i,;));
end
end
tmp=sort(distf2_f2) ;
di"f2_f2_p(I ;N);
c=();
for i=1:length(O)
if i -= j
c=c+ l;
distf2_fJ(c)=norm(f2(j,:)-O(i.:»;
end
ond
tmp=sort(distf2_fJ);
distf2_f3=tmp( l :N);
c=O;
for i=l :length(f4)
ifi -=j
c=c+l;
distf2j4{c)=norm(f2(j,:)-f4{i.:»;
end
end
tmp=sort(distf2J4);
distf2J4'stmp(l :N);
c:Q;
fori=l :lengt:h(fS)
ifi -=j
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e-e-t.
di""_f5(e)=nonn (t2fj.:)-f5(;.:));
"'"ODd
tmp=>on(dl""_f5);
dl""_f5-.p(I :N);
0-<);
for i=1:Iength(ffi)
if i-= j
e-e- t:
di""_f6(e)=nonn(t2fj.:)-f6(;.:));
end
end
bnp=ron(di"" ffi) ;
distf2J6---nD.P( I:N);
D=[distf2_fl';distfl_fl' ;distfl_fJ';distf2_f4';distfl_f3';distfl_ffi'];
1M IJ",rt(D);
if N=1
ifl ",gth(find(I(I :NF=I) -1
C(2,t)=C(2.1)+I ;
el>cifl ",gth(findO(l :N)-2))~ I
C(2,2)=C(2,2)+ I;
ei,.;f1"'gth(findO( I:N)-J)) -1
C(2,J)=C(2.J)+ I;
ei,.; f1",gth(findO(l :N)--Ij)- 1
c(2,4)=c(2,4)+l ;
ei,.;f1",gth(findO(I :N)-'))- 1
C(2,S)=C(2,S)+l ;
ei,.;f1",gth(findO(I :N)-6)) -1
C(2.6)=C(2,6)+ I;
end
elsetf N= 3
;f1",gth([findO(l :N)-I) find(I(t :N)-2) findO(l :N)-J)]) >= 2
C(2.1)=C(2. l)+ I ;
el>cifl ",gth([findO(l :NF=!) findO(I:NF=') findO( I:Nj-<;)]) >= 2
C(2,2)=C(2,2)+ I ;
e" cifl ",gth([findO(l :N)-7) findO(I:N)=-8) findO(I :N)-9)]) >= 2
C(2,3)=C(2.J )+ I ;
el>cifl ",gth([findQ(I :Nj-IO)find(1(l:NF-I l) findO(I :N}-12)J)>= 2
C(2.4)=C(2.4)+ 1;
el>cifl",gth([findQ(I :N)=-IJ) findQ(I:NF=14) findO(I :NF=t')J) >= 2
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C(2,S)=C( 2,S)+ 1;
el";f1ongth( [find(l (l ;N)=-l 6) find(l(l ;N)=-l7) find(l(I ;N)=-lB)]) >- 2
C(2,6)=C(2 ,6)+ 1;
ond
elscifN=S
ifiongth([find (l( I ;N)=-I ) find(l(I;N)-2) find(I(I;N)=-3) find(l (I ;NJ-4)
find(l ( I ;N)=-S)]) >- 3
C(2, 1)=C(2,1)+ 1;
e"eifi ongth([find(l( I;N)=-6) find(l(I;N)=-7) find(l(I ;N)=-8) find(l (I ;NF'})
find(l(I;N)=-IO)]) >- 3
C(2,2)=C(2,2)+1;
eJseifiongth([find(I(l;N)=-ll) find(l( I;N)=-12) find(l(l ;N)=-1 3) find(l( 1;N)=-14)
find(l(l ;N)=-IS)]) >- 3
C(2,3)=C(2,3)+1;
el";f1ongth([find(l (l; N)=-16) find(l(I ;N)=-l7) find(l( 1;N)=-18) find(l(l;N)=-19)
6nd(l(l ;N)=-20)]) >- 3
C(2,4)=C(2 ,4)+ 1;
el";f1ongth( [find(l(l ;N)-21) find(l(l ;NJ-22) find(l(1;N)-23) 6nd(l(1 ;N)-24)
find(l(1 ;N)=-2S)]) >- 3
C(2,S)=C(2,S)+ 1;
el, eif length( [find( I(1;N)=-26) find(l(l ;N)=-27) find(l(I ;N)=-28) find(l(l ;N)=-29)
find(l(l ;N)-30)]) >-3
C(2,6)=C(2,6)+ 1;
end
ond
end
% For class 3
forj=1:1ength(O)
c---Q;
fori=I :length(fl)
ifi -=j
c=c+l;
distD_O(c)=nonn(f3(j, :)-fi( i.:» ;
end
ond
tmp=sort(distf3_0);
distf3_f1=t:mp(l :N);
c=O;
for i.. t :length(Q)
ifi -=j
c=c+ l;
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distO _t2(c)=norm(O(j,:}-f2(i,:));
end
",d
tmp=sort(distfJ_t2);
distfJ_t2=nnp( I,N);
Rl;
for i=l :length(O)
ifi -=j
c=c+ l;
distfJ_O(c)=norm(O(j, :)-fJ(i, :» ;
end
end
tmFS°rt(distfJ_O);
distO_O=tmp( I:N);
c"'O;
for i=1 :length(f4)
if i -=j
c=c+l;
distO_f4(c)=oonn(O(j ,:}-f4(i.:));
end
end
tmp:sort(distD_f4) ;
distOj4---nnp(l :N);
-;
for i= L1ength(f5)
ifi -=j
c=c+l ;
distO_ f5(c)=norm(O(j,:)-f5( i,:));
end
ond
tmp=sort(distO_f5);
di"f.US=nnp( I ,N);
c"'O;
for i= I:length(ffi)
ifi -=j
cec- l ;
distfJ_f6(c)=norm(f3(j.:}-R'i(i.:));
end
end
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tmp=sort(distD_f6);
distfJj6=tmp(I:N);
D=[distf3jl ';distD_f2';distf3_0';distf3j4';distfl_fS';distf3j61;
[M Il~sort(D);
ifN""""'1
iflongth(findQ(loNFI»~ I
C(3.1)=C(3.I)H;
elseif length(findO( I:N)=2)) = I
C(3,2)=C(3,2)H ;
elseifi ength(find(l(l: N)=3)) =s I
C(3.3)=C(3,3l+1;
elseifiength(fin d(I(I:N)=4)) = I
C(3.4)=C(l .4l+1;
elseifiength(fin d(I(l :Nl=""S)) = I
C(3.5)=C(l.5l+ 1;
elseifiength(find(I(I :N)=6)) = I
C(3.6)=C(3.6l+ 1;
end
elseif N=3
ifl,ngth([find(I(l oNFI) findQ(l oNF2) findQ(l oNF3)]) 0- 2
C(3.1)=C(l.Il+I;
, '.dflongth([findQ(l oNF4) find(I(l oNFS) findQ(l oNF6)]) 0- 2
C(3.2)=C(3.2l+1;
, 1.dflongth([findQ(IoNF7) findQ(l oN):-8) findQ(1oNF9)]) 0- 2
C(3.3)=C(3.3l+ 1;
ol.dflon gth([findQ(1oNFIO) find(I(LNFI I) findQ(1oNF12)]) 0- 2
C(3.4)=C(3.4l+ 1;
ol.dflongth([findQ(l oNFI3) findQ(LNFI4) findQ(loNFI5)]) 0- 2
C(3.5)=C(3.5l+ I ;
,1",iflongth([findQ(l oNFI6) find(I( loN)~17) findQ(l oNFI8)]) >- 2
C(3.6)=C(3.6l+1 ;
end
e1seifN =S
ifl , ngth([find(I(l oNFI) findQ(l oNF2) findQ(l oNF3) findQ( l oNF4)
findQ(l oNF5)]) -3
C(3.1)=C(3 .1l+1;
, '",iflongth([findQ(l oNF6) findQ(l oNF7) findQ(l oNF8) findQ( l oNF9)
findQ(l oNFIO)j)0- 3
C(3.2)=C(l,2l+I;
, 1",iflongth([findQ( l oNFII) findQ(LNFI2) findQ(loNFI3) findQ( loNFI4)
findQ(I oN):-I5)j) '" 3
C(3.3)=C(3.3l+ 1;
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, 1>eifl",gth([find(l(l,NFI6) find(I( 1,NFl 7) find(l( LNF18) find(l(I'N)-=19)
fmd(I(1'NF20)j) >- J
C(J,4)=C(J,4}+I;
, 1>eifl",gth([find(l(I ,NF21) find(l( I 'N)-=22) find(l( 1'NF2J) find( I(LN)-=24)
find(l(l'NF25)j)>-J
C(J,5)=C(J ,5}+I;
,"'ifl",gth([find(l( 1'NF26) find(l(I 'NF27) find(l( I 'NF28) find(l(I ,NF29)
find(l(l 'NF-JO)j) >- J
C(J,6)=C(J,6}+ 1;
end
end
"'d
% For class 4
fori'::I:length(f4)
-;
for i=L1ength(fl)
ifi -=j
C=C+ l ;
distf4_fl(c)9lorm(f4(j.:}-fl(i,:});
end
end
tmp=sort(distf4_ fl) ;
distf4_ fl =tmp(I :N) ;
c=O;
for i=1:length(fl)
ifi-=j
cec-t :
distf4_ 12(c)=no rm(f4{j,:)-f2(i. :));
end
end
tmp=asort(distf4_f2);
distf4_f2=tmp(l :N);
c=O;
fori= l :length(f3)
ifi-= j
c=c+ l ;
distf4_f3(c)=nonn(f4{j,:}-f3(i,:» ;
end
end
tmp:=sort(distf4_f3);
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distf4_0=tmp(I:N);
-;
for i= I:lcngth(f4)
ifi-=j
c-c- I:
distf4_f4(c)=norm(f4(j, :)-f4( i.:»;
end
end
bnp=sort(distf4J 4);
distf4j4----nnp(1:N);
-;
for i=l:length(f3)
ifi -=j
c=c+ l ;
distf4_fS(cFnorm(f4(j. :)-fS(i.:»;
end
end
bnp=5on(distf4_f3) ;
distf4_ f3=tmp(I:N);
-;
fori=I: length(f6)
ifi -=j
c-cet :
distf4_f6<c)=norm(f4(j.:)-ffi(i,:»;
end
end
tmp=5on(distf4_ffi);
distf4J6---nnP(1:N);
D=[distf4_fl';distf4_l2' ;distf4_0';distf4_f4';distf4_fS';distf4_ffi'];
[Mn=n(D);
ifN=l
if I""gth(find(l(l 'NFl ))~ I
C(4.1)=C( 4.l )+l;
elseiflength(find(I( 1:N}a='2» = 1
C(4,2)=C(4,2 )+1;
elseiflength(find(I(1:N)=3» =s= 1
C(4.3)=C(4.3)+1;
elseifiength(find{1(1:N)=4» = 1
C(4. 4)=C(4.4)+1 ;
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ebeif l",gth(find(I(I :N)==S))- 1
q 4,5K(4,5}+I;
el.afl",gth(find(I(' :N)-6») - 1
C(4.6)«4.6l+1:
end
elseif N= )
ifl ",gth([ find(l( I:N)-I) find(I(I:N)-2) find(I(I :N)-3))) :=2
C(4. 1)«4.l}+1 :
ebeifl",gth([6nd(I( 1:N)-4) find(I( I:N)-S) find(I(I :N)-6))):= 2
C(4,2)«4,2}+1;
el.afl",gth([find(I(I :N)-=7) fiDd(l(l :N)-8) find(I(I :N)-9))) := 2
C(4,J)« 4,J}+1:
el>eifl ",gth([find(I( I :N)-IO) fiDd(l(I:N)-I I) find(I( I :N)-12))) := 2
C(4.4)« 4.4}+1:
e"eifl ",gth([find(l( I:N)-13) fiDd(l(l :N)-14) find(l(I :N)-IS))):= 2
C(4.S)«4.S}+I:
el,ei fl ",gth([find(l( I :N)-16) find(l(I :N)-I 7) find(l( I:N)-I8))) := 2
C(4.6)« 4.6}+1:
end
clscifN-=5
ifl",gth([find(l (l :N)-I) find(l(l :N)-2) find(l(l :N)-3) find(l(l :N)-4)
find(l(l :N)==S») >- 3
C(4.1K(4 .l}+ 1:
el>eifl ",gth([find(I(I:N)-6) find(l(I :N)-7) find(l( 1:N)-8) find(I( I:N)-9)
find(l(l :N)-IO))) := 3
C(4,2K(4,2}+1 :
ebeif l",gth([find(I(I :N)-=I I) find(I(I :N)-=12) find(I(I :N)-13) find(l( 1:N)-14)
find(I(l:N)=-I Sm >- 3
C(4,J)« 4,J}+1;
el>eifl"'gth([find(I(I :N)-= I6) find(I( I :N)-I7) find(I(I :N)- I8) find(l (l :N)-19)
find(I(1:N)-20») >- 3
C(4.4K(4 .4}+1:
el>eif l",gth([fiDd(l( ' :N)-21) fiDd(l(1;Nf=-22) find(l(l :N)-23) find(I(l :N)-24)
find(l( 1:N)-=2S)[) >- 3
C(4.S)« 4.S}+I:
e"eifl",gth([ find(l(I :N)-=26) find(l(l :N)-27) find(l(I :N)-28) find(l (I :N)-29)
find(l( 1:N)-30 ))) >- 3
C(4.6)« 4.6}+1:
end
end
end
% For class S
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ror j"I :lcngtb(f5)
e-O;
ror i=l :lcngth(fl)
iri-=j
c-e- t:
distf3_n('Fnonn(CiG. ,~n (i,,» ;
end
end
tmp=sort(distfS_0);
distf3_n_I,N);
-;
ror i=I:lcngtb(f2)
if i -= j
cec- t:
distf5_f2(c)=nonn(f5(j,:}-Q(i .:» ;
",d
end
nnp=sort(distf5_Q) ;
distfS_f2=tmp(l :N);
c=O;
ror i=I :lcngth(O)
iri -= j
e-c- t:
distf3_0<,)-nonn(CiG.' H 3(i,,));
end
end
nnp---sort(distf5_ 0);
distf3_0_p(I,N);
-;
foTi= I:length(r4)
iri -= j
c=c+ l ;
distf5J4(c)=nonn(f5<i,:)·r4(i.:»;
end
end
tmp=so rt(distfS_r4);
distfSJ4=tmp(l :N);
0-0;
for i=l :lcngth(f5)
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ifi- j
c=c+ l ;
distf5_f5( c)=nonn(f5(j, :)-f5(i.: »;
end
end
tmp=so rt(distfS_f3);
distB _G=tmp(I 'N);
c=O;
fori= I:length(ffi)
if i -= j
c=c+l ;
distf3 _ f6(c)=nonn( f3G,:)-f6(i,:»;
ond
ond
tmp=sort(distf3_f6);
distB _f5---nnp(l'N);
D= [distf5 _fl';distfS_f2';distf5_0';distf5j4';distfS_f3';distfS_ffi'];
[M fj."ort(O) ;
ifN=l
ifleogth(find(I(l :N)=l))= 1
C(5,lFC(5,1)+1;
elseifiength(find(I(l :N)=2)) = 1
C(5,2FC(5,2)+1;
elseif length( find(I(l :N)=3» = 1
C(5,3FC(5,3)+1;
elseiflength(find(I(I:N)=4» = 1
C(5,4FC(5,4)+1;
elseif length(find(I(1:N)=S» = 1
C(5,5FC(5,5)+1;
elseifiength(find(I (l :N)=6» = 1
C(5,6FC(5,6)+1;
end
elseifN=3
iflongth([find(l( l 'N}-I) find(l( I'NF2) find(l(l ,NJ-3)j)~ 2
C(5,IFC(5,l)+l;
d",iflongth([find(l(I 'NF4)fiod(l( I 'NF5)find(l(1'NF6)j) ~2
C(5,2)sC(5,2)+I;
,l",iflongth([find(l(l 'NF7) find(l(I 'NJ-8} find(l(l ,Nj-9)j) ~ 2
C(5,3FC(5,3)+1;
,"ciflongth([find(l( l 'NJ-IO) fiod(I(l 'NFl I) find(l(l'NFI2)j)~ 2
C(5,4FC(5,4)+1;
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eOOf length( [6nd(I( I 'NJ-I3) 6nd(I(UI)-14) 6nd(I ( U I)-IS)]) >= 2
C(S,5}« S,5}+I ;
ebeif length([6nd(I(I~I6) 6nd(I( I ,N)-I7) 6nd(I(I 'Nl-18)]) >= 2
C(S.6l"C(S.6l+ I ;
end
elseifN=5
ifleng1h([find(l(l 'N)-I) find(I(I 'Nl-2) find(l(l ,N)-3) find(l(I ,NF-O)
find(I(I ,N)-S)J) >-J
C(S.I)-C(S.I}+I ;
el";f1ength([6nd(I(I ,N)-6) lind(l(I ,N)-7) find(I(I 'NJ-8) find(l(l ,N)-9)
find(I(I 'Nl- lOlD >- J
C(S,2}« S,2}+I ;
el";f1ength( [find(l (1 ,N)- I I) find(l (1'NFl 2) find(l( I,Nj-I3) find(I(I ,N)-14)
find(I(I 'Nl-IS)J) >-J
q S,J}« S,J}+ I;
el";f1ength([find(I(I 'Nl-16) find(l( I ,NFI7) find(l(l 'Nl-18) find(l(l ,N}-19)
find(l(I 'N)-20)]) >- 3
C(S,4}«S.4}+1;
ebei fie ngth([find(l(I 'N)-21) find(l(l ,N)-22) find(l( I 'NJ-2J) find(l(I 'N)-24)
find(l(I 'Nl-2S)]) >- J
C(S.S}« S,5}+I ;
el";f1ength ([6nd(I(I ,N)-26) find(l(I 'N)-27) find(l (' ,N)-28) find(I( I ,N)-29)
find(I(I 'Nl-JO)]) >- 3
C(S.6}«S.6}+' ;
end
end
end
% For class 6
forj=I :length(f6)
C"O;
for i=l :Ic::.gth(fl)
ifi-j
c=c+l;
di ,"flUl(e)-nnnn(f6(j. ,~n(i.,» ;
end
end
tmp-sort(distf6JI );
distf6_f1=tmp(l :N};
c=O;
fori=l :length(f2)
ifi-= j
ISO
cec-t :
distf6_f2(c):=nonn(Ri(j,:}-f1(i,:» ;
end
end
tmJrSOrt(di,ulU2);
di,ulU 2=tmp(1;N);
c=O;
for i= I:length(fJ)
ifi -=j
c=c+ 1;
distf6_f3(c):=nonn(f6(j,:}-f3(i, :»;
end
ond
tmp=so rt(distf6_f3);
di,rtflU3=tmp( 1;N);
c=<l;
for i=I :length(f4)
if i -= j
c=c+l ;
distf6_f4(c)=norm(f6(j,:)·f4(i,:»;
end
end
tmp=so rt(distf6j4);
distf6_f4-"'""'tmp( l :N) ;
c=<l;
for i=l:length(£S)
ifi-=j
c=c+l;
distffi_£S(c)=nonn(f6{j ,:)-f5(i,:»;
end
end
tmp=so rt(distf6_fS);
distf6_f5==t:rnp(I:N);
c=O;
for i=l :length(ffi)
ifi-=j
c--c+l;
distf6j6(c)=norm(f6(j,:)-f6(i,:» ;
end
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end
~dWffi_a;);
di"flUlF~p( 1 ;N);
D=idistf6_n';distRU2';distHi_O ';distffi_f4';distftUS' ;distRUf)1;
[M iF'ort(D);
iCN= l
ifiength(find(l(l ;N)-' )) -'
C(6, l)« 6,1)+1;
d.dflength(find(I(I ;N)-2)) - I
C(6,2)«6,2)+1;
elseifiength(find(1(I:N)-J)) - l
C(6,3)«6,3)+1;
elsei flength(find(1(1 :N)-4» = L
C(6,4)«6,4)+1;
elseifl ength(find(l(l :N)-S» ""'"'I
C(6,S)« 6,S)+I ;
elseifi ength(find(I(I:N)-6» -= I
C(6,6)«6,6)+1;
end
elseif N= J
;f1ength([find(I(l;N)-I) find(l( I ;N)-2) find(I(I ;NJ=- 3)j) - 2
C(6, 1)-C(6, l)+l ;
,'.dflengtb((find(I(I;NJ-4) find(I(I ;N)-S) find(l( I ;II)-6)j) >- 2
C(6,2)«6,2)+1;
, '.dfl ength([find(I(I ;N)-7) find(1(I ;N)-8) find(I(I ;N)-9)j) >- 2
C(6,3)=C(6,3)+ 1;
, be ;f1ength([find(I( l ;N)-IO) find(1(I ;N)-ll ) find(I( I ;N)-12)j) >- 2
C(6,4)-C(6,4)+ 1;
, '.dfl engtb(( find(I(I ;N)-I3) find(I(I;N)-14) find(I(I ;N)- lSJD >-2
C(6,5)« 6,5)+ 1;
,beifiength([find(I(I ;N)-16) find(l( I ;N)-I7) find(I(' ;NJ=-18JD '" 2
C(6,6)«6,6)+ I;
end
e1seifN=S
;f1ength ([ find(1( I;N)- I) find(J(1;N)-2) find(l (I ;NJ-3) find(1( I ;NJ-4)
find(l(I ;N)-S)j) >-3
C(6 ,1)«6,1)+1;
, 1, ,; f1ength([find(l( I ;N)-6) find(1(l ;N)-7) find(l(I ;N)-8) find(1(I ;~)
find(I(l :N)=zIO») >- 3
C(6,2)-C(6,2)+1 ;
, be ifi ongth( [find(l (l ;NJ-11) find(l(I;N)- I2) find(l(1 ;N)-13) find(I (1;N)-1 4)
find(l( I ;N)-IS)j) - 3
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C(6,3)-(:(6,3)+1;
el, eiflODgth{[find(l(l ,NF=16) find(l( 1'NF=11) find(l(l ,NF=18) find(l( 1'NF=19)
find(l( I 'NF"20))) >-3
C(6,4)-(:(6,4)+1;
el,ei flODgth{[find(l{l 'NF=21) find(I(I 'NF=22) find{I(I'NF=23) find(l(l 'NF=24)
find(l(I 'NF=25))) >- 3
C(6,5)-(:(6,5)+1;
e~eiflODgth{[find(l( I 'NF=26) find{I(I'NF=21) find(l(l,NF=28) find(I( I 'NF=29)
find(l{I 'NF=30))) >-3
C(6,6)-(:{6,6)+1 ;
ODd
ODd
ODd
% Displaytheconfusion matrix
fprintf{'\n Confusion Matrix'o\n')
1i>rintf{'%d\t%dlt%d\t%d\t"lod\t%dln' ,C(I,I),C( I,2) ,C{I ,3),C(I ,4),C( 1,5),C(I,6»;
1i>rintf{'%dlt%d\WodIt%dlto/odlt%dln',C(2,1),C(2,2),C{2,3),C(2,4),C(2,5),C(2,6» ;
1i>rintf{'%d\t"/od\t"/odIto/odlt%d\t"/od\n',C(3,1),C(3,2),C{ 3,3),C(3 ,4),C(3,5),C(3 ,6» ;
fprintf{'o/od\t%d\t%d\to/od\t%d\to/od\n'.C(4,1),C(4.2),C(4..),C(4,4),C(4,S),C(4,6»;
fprintf{'%d\to/od\t''Iod\to/od\to/od\t%d\n'.C(S,1),C(5.2),C(S,3),C(S,4),C(S,5),C(S.6» ;
1i>rintQ'%dlto/odlto/odIto/odlto/od\t"/od\n',C(6,1),C(6,2),C{6,3),C(6,4),C(6,5),C(6,6» ;
functionC=mal dist(fl ,t2,f3.f4,B .f6}
% Script which~ the min 3 distances from unknown to n. .f2,0.
% f4. f5 andrs.
%R. Hale
% Calculateclass covariance matrices
Kl-=cov(fl);
K2==cov(t2};
K3=co v(f3) ;
K4=co v(f4);
K5=cov(f5);
K6=co v(ffi);
% Inverse covariance matrices
KI_in'Pinv(Kl);
K2 inv=inv(K2);
K3=inv=inv(KJ);
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K4_inv=inv(K4);
K.5 inv=inv(K5);
K(invvinv(K6);
% Calculate class means
ml=mean(fl);
m29Doan(t2);
m3=mean(f3);
m4---mean(f4);
mS=mean(fS);
m6---mean(f6);
C=zeros(6);
% For class 1
% Find distance fromallotherclasses
forj=l :length(fl )
distfl_fl =(flO,:}-ml )·K Unv*(fl(j,:}-ml)';
distfl _f2=(fl O,:}-m2)·K2_inv·(fl(j.:}-m2)';
distfl j 3=(flO ,:}-m3)·K3jnv·(fl (j,:)-m3)';
distfl_f5 =(flU,:}-m5)·KS_in v·(fl(j .:)-m5)';
distfl _f6={flO,:)-m6)·K6_inv·(flO. ;)-m6)';
D=[distfl_fl;distfl _f2;distf1_f3;distfl J4;distfl_f5;distflJ6];
[MIl=rt(D);
% Classify as class withminimum distance
ifI(l )=l
C(l . IFC(I .l )+l ;
elseifl(1)=2
C(1.2FC( I,2)+ I ;
elscif I(lFJ
C(1.3FC(I ,3)+I;
elscifl(l )=4
C(1.4FC(I .4)+1;
elseifl(1)=5
C(1.5FC(I .5)+1;
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elseifI( l)==6
C(I,6FC( I,6}+I;
on'
on'
% For class 2
% Find distance from all other classes
for j= l :length(f2)
distf2_0 "'(f2(j,:)·ml)· KIJnv·(fl(j,:}-ml)';
distf2_f29:f2(j ,:)-m2)·K2_inv·(f2(j.:}-m2)';
distf2_f3""(f2(j,:}-mJ)· K3_inv·(f2(j.:)-m3)';
distf2_f4=(f2(j .:}-m4)·K4_inv·(fl(j.:)-m4)';
distf2_f5""(f2(j,:}-mS)·K5_inv·(fl(j.:}-m5)';
distf2_f6=(f2(j. :)-m6)·K6_inv·(fl(j.:}-m6)';
D-[distf2_fl;distfl _f2;distf2_f3;distf2J4;distf2_fS;distf2J6];
[M IJ- "'rt(O);
% Classify as class withminimwn distance
ifl( l)=l
C(2, IFC(2,1}+1;
elseifI( 1)=2
C(2,2FC(2,2)+ I ;
elseifI(1)=3
C(2,3FC(2,J )+I;
elseif I(I)=4
C(2,4FC(2,4}+ I ;
elseifI( I)=S
C(2,5FC(2,5}+ I ;
elseif I( I)="'6
C(2,6FC(2,6}+ I;
on'
on'
% For class 3
% Find distance from all other classes
forj= I:length(f3)
distD_flz:(O(j, :)-ml)·Kl _inv·(fJ(j,:)-ml)';
ISS
diill3_t29.0G.,)-m2)·K2_inv·(OG.,~m2)·;
distO_f3=(f3G.:)-m5)*K5_inv*(f3(j,:)-m5)';
distOJ6=(f3(j, :)-m6)*K6_lnv*(f3(j,:)-m6)';
D={distO_fl;distf3_f2;distf3_f);distf3j4;distf3_f5;distOJ6];
[M~~.",(D);
% Classifyas class withminimum distance
ifI(l)=l
C(3.1)=C(3.1)+ 1;
elseifI ( I}=-=2
C(3.2)=C(3,2)+1 ;
elseiflO )==o3
C(3,3)=C(3.3)+ 1;
elseifl(l)=4
C(3,4)=C(3.4)+ 1;
elseifI(I)=5
C(3.5)=C(3.5) + I;
eiseif I(l )=6
C(3.6)=C(3.6)+ I ;
end
end
% For class 4
% Finddistance from all otherclasses
forj=l :length(f4)
distf4_fl o=(f4(j.:)·ml)*Kl_inv *(f4{j,:)-ml)';
distf4_f3=(f4(j.:)-m3)*K3_lnv*(f4(j,:)-mJ)':
distf4_f4=(f4(j.:)-m4)*K4_inv*(f4(j,:)·m4}';
distf4_f5=(f4(j,:)-mS)*K.5_inv*(f4(j,:)-m5)';
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distf4_f6==(f4(j.:)-m6)·K6_inv"(f4(j.:}-m6)';
D={distf4_fl;d.istf4_Q;distf4_f);distf4_f4;distf4_fS;distf4j6];
[M (J~sort(D);
% Classify as class with minimum distance
ifl(l)=l
C(4,1)=C(4,1)+1 ;
elseif I( I)=2
C(4,2)=C(4,2)+1;
elseifl(I)=3
C(4,J)=C(4,3)+1;
elseifl(l)=4
C(4,4)=C(4,4)+1;
elseifI(1)=5
C(4,5)=C(4,5)+1;
elseifI(l)=6
C(4,6)=C(4,6)+ 1;
end
end
% For class 5
% Find distancefrom all otherclasses
forj=I:length(fS)
distfS_n=(f5G.:)-ml)·KI_inv·(fSG ,:)-ml)' ;
distfS_12eo(f5G.:)-ml)·K2_inv"{fSG,:}-m2)';
distfS_f3=(f5G.:)-m3)·K3_inv·(fSG. :}-m3)';
D=[distB_fl;distf3 _Q;distf3_D ;distf5j4;distf5_f5;distf5J6];
[M n..,.,rt(D);
% Classify as class with minimum distance
ifl(l)=l
C(5,1)-C( 5,l)+1 ;
elseifI(1)=2
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C(5,2)« 5,2}H;
elseifI(I )=-J
C(5,3)«5.3}+1;
elseif I(t)=4
C(5,4)«5.4}+1;
elseif l(I)=5
C(5.5)«5.5}+1;
elseif l(l )=6
C(5.6)«5.6}+1;
end
end
% For class6
% Find distance from an otherclasses
forj= I:Iength(f6)
distf6Jl""{f6(j. :}-ml) *Kl)nv*(f6(j,:}-ml)';
distf6_f2=(f6(j.:}-m2)*K2_inv*(f6(j,:}-m2)';
distf6_D=(ffiG.:}-m3)*K.3_inv*(f6(j,:)-m3)';
distf6J5=(f6(j .:)-m5)*K5_inv*(f6(j,:)-mS)';
distffi_lO=(f6(j.:}-m6)*K6_inv*(ffi(j,:)-m6)';
D=[distffi_fl;distRU2;distf6_0;distffiJ 4;distf6_ f3;distf6_ffi];
[M IJ' rort(D);
% Classifyas class withminimum distance
ifI(1)=l
C(6.1)«6.1}+1;
elseif I(1)=2
C(6,2)«6.2}+1;
elseifI (l )=3
C(6.3)«6.3}+1;
elseifI(l)=4
C(6.4)«6.4}+1;
elseif l(l)=S
C(6,5)«6.5}+1;
eiseifI(I)=6
C(6,6)«6.6}+1;
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end
end
% Display the confusi on matrix
fprintf( '\n Confusion Matrix\n\n')
fprintf('%d\t%d\ t%d\1%d\t"lod\t%d\n',C(l,I),C(I.2),C( I,3) ,C( 1,4),C( 1,5),C(1 .6»;
fprintJl·%d\~/od\to/od\t%d\~lodWod\n·.C(2.1).C(2,2).C(2.3).C(2.4).C(2.5).C(2.6»;
fprintf("'/od\Wod\to/od\~/od\~/od\Wod\n·.C(3.1).C(3,2).C(3.3).C(3.4).C(3.5).C(3.6»;
fprinlf{"'/od\Wod\to/od\to/_/od\~/od\n·.C(4.1).C(4,2).C(4.3).C(4.4).C(4.5).C(4.6» ;
fprinU{"Vod\t%d\t%d\to/..d\t%d\to/od\n',C(5.1 ),C(S,2),C(S ,3),C(S ,4),C(5,5 ),C(S.6» ;
fprintffO/od\t%d\t%d\ t%d\t%d\t%d\n',C(6.1),C(6.2) ,C(6,3),C(6,4},C(6.5),C(6,6» ;
% Scrip t to take segmented data from and pass to wind ow.m function
% for segl & gestl
load seg l; load gest1;
for i= I:leogth(segl )-l
eva1(['f4fl _' num2str(i ) '=window(gestl (segl (i):segl (i+ I),:» ;'])
eva1(['save f4£1_' nwn2 str{i) , f4fl _' nwn2str(i) , ·asc ii;'])
md
% fOT seg2 & gest2
load seg2 ;Ioad gest2;
for i= lJengtb(seg2)-l
eval(['f412_' num2str(i) '=window(gest2(scg2( i):seg2(i+ l), :»;'])
eval(['save f4f2_ ' num2str(i) ' f4f2_' nwnlstr(i)' -asc ii;'])
end
% for segJ & gestJ
load seg);load gest3 ;
for i=1:length( scg3)- t
evaI(r f4 f3_' num2str(i) '=windo w(gest3(seg3(i):seg3(i+ 1),:» ;'])
evaI(['save f4f3_' num2 str(i ) , f4f3_' nwn2str(i) , -asci i;'])
end
% for seg4 & gest4
load seg4;load ges t4;
for i=1:length(seg4)-1
evaI(['f4f4_' nwnlstJ(i) '=window(gest4(seg4(i):seg4(i+ I),:»;'])
evaI(['sa ve f4f4_' nwn2str(i)' f4f4_' nwn2str(i) , -ascii ;1)
end
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% fOTsegS & gestS
load seg5;load gestS;
for i=I :length(seg5}-l
eval(['f4f3_. num2str(i ) '=window(gestS(seg5(i):segS(i+I).:» ;'))
eval([ 'save f4f3_' nwn2str(i) , f4f3_' nwn2str( i) , -ascii;'))
ond
% forseg6& gest6
load seg6;load gest6;
for i= 1:length(seg6)-1
eval(rf4t'6_' nwn2str(i) '=window(gest6(seg6(i):seg6( i+ I) .:» ;'])
evalt peave f4t'6_' nwn2str(i) , f4t'6_' num2str(i) ' -ascii;1)
end
% f4fl_l -> f40 _100
forw=l :IOO
eval(['load f40 _' nwn2str(w) ';'])
oval(['FSoo[FS;f4f1_' n0nn2w(w) '] ;'])
end
maxF5=max(F5);
forw=l :IOO
fOT k=1 :4 % this matches the number of features
eval (['f40 _' num2str(w) '(r,' num2str(k) ')-f40_' num2str(w) ..
'( c,' n0nn2'tt(k) 'ymW'S(' n=tt(k ) 1;'])
ond
eval(['feat=f40 _' num2str(w) ';'])
if w =l
vector,
01"
vectcrz:
end
eval(['040_' nwn2str(w ) '=seq(5 1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7.58);1)
eval(['save 040_' num2str( w) , 04o _' num2str(w) ' -ascii;']}
clear D D_totM NS I 828354558687 S8 d bd_tot e eps ilonerrorj k i m mindi st n
nwncols nwnrow s pes temp x i
end
"OM
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forw=I :IOO
eval(fload f4£1_' num2str(w) ';1)
oval(['FS-[FS;f4t2..: num2m(w) 1;1)
end
maxF5~ax(F5);
forw=I :IOO
for k=1:4 % this matches the number of features
eval(['f4t2_' num2str(w) '(:,' num2str(k) ')=f4f2_' num2str(w) ..
'C' num2str(k) 'ym""'S(' num2m(k) 1;'])
end
eval(ffeat~4f2_' num2str(w) ';'])
jf w = l
vector;
else
vector2;
end
eval(f 04f2_' nurn2str(w) '=seq(SI.S2.S3,S4.SS.S6.S7.S8);'])
eval(['save 0412 _' num2str( w) , 0412_' numlstr(w) , -ascii;1)
clear 0 D_tot M N SI 5253 S4 55 S6 57 58 d bd_tote epsilon errorj kim mindisr n
numcols nwnrows pas temp x i
end
cl=
% f4f3 1 -> f4f3 100
forW=l :IOO -
eval(['1oad f40.: num2str(w) ';'])
evaI(['FS=[FS;f4f3_' num2str(w) 1;'])
end
maxFS~ax(FS);
for w-I :IOO
for k= 1:4 % this matches the number of features
eval(['f4f3_' num2str(w) '(:,' num2str(k) 'Ff4f3_' num2stt(w) ...
'C' num2m(k) 'ym""'S(' num2'tr(k) 1;'])
<nd
eval(['feat:f40 .: num2str(w) ';'])
ifw =1
vecto r;
else
vector2;
end
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eval([ '040.: num2str(w) '==seq(51.52.53.S4,55,56,57.58); '])
eval(['sav e 040_' oum2str{w) ' 040_' oum2str(w) , -ascii; '])
clear 0 O_tot MN 5 15253 S455 56 57 58 dbd_tot eepsilon error] kim mindistn
oumco ls oumrows pas temp x i
end
01=
% f4f4 1-> f4f4 100
forw=I:IOO -
evalfj'load f4f4_' num2str(w) ';1)
eva1(['FS={FS;f4f4_' num2str(w) 1;'])
end
maxF5=max(F5);
forw=l:loo
for k=1:4 % this matches the number of features
eval(rf4f4_' num2str(w) '(:,' num2str(k) ')=f4f4_' num2str{w) ..
'(;: num2stt(k) 'YmoxFSr num2str(k) ');1)
end
eval«('feat=f4f4 _' num2str(w) ';1)
ifw =1
vector;
else
vector2;
end
eval«('04f4_' num2str(w) '==seq(51,52,53,S4,55,56.57,S8);1)
eval«'save 04f4_' num2str(w) ' 04f4_' num2str(w)' -ascii; '])
clear 0 0 tot M N 5152535455565758 d b d tot e epsi lon error] k im mindistn
numco ls m.l~ows pas temp J( i -
end
clear
% f45 1 -> f45 100
forW=l:loo -
eval(['load f4f5_' num2str(w) ';'])
eva1(['FS=[FS;f45~ num2str(w) 'J;'])
end
maxFS=max(FS);
for~I:loo
for k= 1:4 % this matches the number of features
cval(['f4f5_' num2str(w) '(:,' nurn2str(k) 'Ff4f5_' nwn2str(w) ..
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'C': num2m(k) 'YmuFSCnum2m(k) 1;1)
eod
eval{{'feat=f4fS_' oum2str(w) ';'J)
jf w=1
vector,
e""
vecto r2;
end
"'''C["0415_' nwn2su(w) _CS1,s 2.S3,54,sS,s6,s 7,s 8);1)
eva1(rsave 043_' num2str(w) , 0413_' num2str{w), .ascii;1)
clear 0 D_tot M N 5 15 2 53 S4S5 56 57 58 d b d_toteepsilon error j It Im miDdist n
numccls nwnrows pas temp x i
end
clear
% f4f6 1 -> f4ffi tOO
forw=l:IOO -
cval{r1oad [4f6_' nwnl stl'(w)';1)
"'''C(1'S=[FS;f4f6_' num2m(w) 1;1)
end
maxFS-max(FS);
forW""'l:t OO
fork=1:4 % thismatches the num ber of features
eval(r f4f6_ ' nwn2str1w) '(:.' num2stt(k:) ')=f4ffi_' nwn2str(w) ...
'C': num2m(k) 'YmuFSCnum2m(k) 1;1)
end
eval(rfeat=f4ffi_' nwn2str(w) ';'])
ifw = l
vector;
e""
vector2;
end
eva1(['04ffi_' num2str(w)'-seq(S I,5z,s J,54.SS,56.s 7.S8);1)
eval(['savc 04f6_' num2str{w) ' 04f6_' num2str(w) , . ascii;'J)
clear 0 D_tot M N 51525354 5S 56 57 S8 d b d_tot e epsilon error] kim mindist n
nurncols numro ws pas temp x i
end
,,=
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8EQ. M
function O=seq(SI,S2,S3,S4,SS,S6,S7.58)
% Functionto convert51, 52, 53 & 54 outputfromvector.m
% into outputsequence O. Editwhenotherthan4 S's input.
fori =l :length(S I)
0(8 1(i»= I ;
"'d
fori=1:length(S2)
0(82(i»=2;
end
for i=I :length(S3)
0(83(i»=3;
end
for i= l :length(S4)
O(S4(i»)=4;
end
for i=l :length(S5)
0(85(i»=5;
end
fori=l :length(S6)
0(86(i»=6;
end
for i=l :length(S7)
0(87(i),.7;
end
for i=1:length(S8)
0(88(i» =8;
end
VECfOR.M
echo off;
% Vectorquantization based;numberoflevels must be updated in
% initializationcode below; numberof dimensionsor featuresmust
% updated in initialization code below.
% Rodney Hale July 1996
tic
% Initialization
N=8; % N class es; N levels
k=4 ; % k features; k dimensional
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c:=O.OO I; % error
0(1)=9.9ge62; ,,"0 set di stortion to infinity
% Define training vectors
%Ioad feat.dat;
><-foal;
[numro ws nwncols]=size(x );
nenwnrows; % nwnber oftraining vectors in trainin gsct x
% Initi al reproduction alphabet by splitting
M-I;
for j=l:k % vector if length k; Ie. features
A(lj)=mean(x(:j}); % one-leve l quantizer; centroid of the training sequence
end
% "Split" using epsilon ""IOOIo of the initial centroi d vector
eps ilon=N IO; % fixed for the spl itting process
temp=A;
A( I, :)=temp + eps ilon ;
A(2, :)=temp - epsi lon ;
m""l ; % initial step I
error = 9.99e62; % set error initiall y to largevalue
% continue until error less than e
whil e crror >e
% Reset eachiterati on
d_tot=(] ;
% Calculate distortion matrix ; minimum value in each row represents
% the partition, S. locati on of tha t vector
for j>=l :n % loop through forn vecto rs
for I=LM % loop through N levels of quantizer
d_totG,I)=abS(xG.:)-A(I,:W abs(x (j.:)-A(l, :)}'; % squarederror distortion
end
end
% Determine minimum distrotion for each vector and reco rd the
% locatio n oCth e minimum in posen)
for j:o-l :n % loop through for n vectors, find minimum di stortion and
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% put in mindist matrix ; find position of minimum distrotion
% and put in pas matrix
[mindi"U, l) po,",l )]9Din(d_tol(j,,»,
end
% compu te erro r
D tot(m)=O;
D=tot(m)=sum (mindistyn ;
ifm > I % do not have to calculate error-on first iteration
error > (D _tot(m -I)-D_tot(m»)ID_totem);
end
% find the optimal reproduction alphabet ; update A
for i=I :M
evaJ(['S' num2str(i ) ~d(pos=i);']) % determine partitions; S's
if size(eval(rS', num2str(i)]), I»1
eval(['A(i,:)=sum(x(S' nwn2str(i) '.:)Ylength(S' num2str(i) ');'])
"..
eval([ 'A{i,::Fx(S' num2str( i) ',:Ylength(S' num2str(i) ');'])
end
end
m=m+I; % move to next interatio n
if m > 15 % end loop after 15 iterations ; error does not converge
error=O;
echo on
%
% After IS iterations error did not ccnverge!l!
%
echo off
end
end
% Repeat splitting process until M=N
while M < N % halt when M=N
% Repeat algorithm to produce a good reproduction alphabet for
% M dimens ional quantizer
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temp=A;
for lPl :M % Produces a M-dimcnsional reproduction alphabet
A(2*b-1 .:) - tem p(b. :) + epsi lon;
A(2*b.:) = temp(b. :) - epsi lon;
end
M-2 *M;
m=zl; % ini tial step I
error v 9.9ge62; % set erro r initially to large value
% continue until error less lhane
whitecrror >e
d-=[J; % Reseteach iteration
d_tot=O;
% Calculat e disto rtion matrix; minimum valu e in each row represents
% the partiti on. S, location of that vector
for j= l :n % loo p thro ugh for n vectors
for l=t :M % loop throu gh N levelsofquantizer
d_tot G.IF abs( xG.:)-AO.:»·abs(x(j ,:)-A(1,:»' ; % squared error dis tortio n
end
end
% Determine minimum distrotion for each vecto r and record the
% location of the minimum in pos( n)
for j=l:n % loop through for n vectors, find minimum distortion and
% put in mindist matrix; find position of minimum distroti on
% and put in pas matrix
(nllndi<t(j, \ ) P"'U.\ )J-min(d_lol{j,,));
"'"
% compute error
D tot(m)=O;
D=tot(m)-swn(min dist y n;
if m > I % do not have to calculate error on tint itera tion
error =(D_to t(m- I)- D_tot(m)}/D_tot(m);
end
% find the optim al reprodu ction alphabet.; upda te A
forisl :M
cval(['S' num2str(i) 'find(pos-i);1) % determine partitions; S's
\67
ifsize(eval(rS ', num2str(i )J),l » l
evall r A(i,,)=snm(x(S' num2str(i) '" »)/I,,, gth(S' num2str( i) ~;1)
c1sei f\ ength(eval(['S' num2 str( i»)))=O
A(i .:)=A(i .:};
else
eval(['A(i ,:)=x(S' num2str(i) ' ,:)I1ength,S' m.::r.2str(i) '};'])
end
end
m=m+ 1; % move to next interatio n
if m > 15 % end loop after 15 iterations ; error does not converge
error-e:
echo on
%
% After 15 iterations erro r did not converge!!!
%
echo off
end
end
end
IQC
VECfOR2 .M
echo off;
% Vector quantiza tion based; number oflevels must be updated in
% initialization code below; number ofdimensions or features must
% upda ted in initialization code below .
% Rodne y Hale July 1996
lie
% Initializa tion
N=8; % N classes ; N levels
k:4; % k features ; k dimensi ona l
e=O.OO I ; % error
D(1)=9.99e62; % set distortion to infinity
% Define training vectors
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%Ioadfeat.dat;
-oat;
(numrows numcols ]-sizc(x);
n-numrows; % number o f training vectors in training set x
M=2;
me t : % initiaJ step I
error e 9.9%62; % set error initial ly to large value
% contin ue until error less than e
wbile crror > e
% Reset each iteration
d_tot-(] ;
% Calculate disto rtion matrix; minimum value in each row represents
% the partitio n, S, location of that vector
for j= l :n % loop through for n vectors
for 1:c:I :M % loo p lhrou gh N levels ofquantizer
d_tot(j,I)=abs( x(j.:)-A(I.:»* abs(x(j,:)-A(J..:))'; % squarederro r distortion
eod
end
% Determine minimum distrotion for each vector and record the
% location oftbc m.iniJ:nwn in pos(n)
for j:e:l :n % loop lhrough for n VCClOrs, find minimum.distortion and
% put in mindist matrix ; find position of minimum.distrotion
% and put in pas matrix
[_,I) poo(j,I))-min(d_tot(j,;));
end
% compute erro r
D_tot(m)=O;
D_tot(mFsum(tnindist)/n;
ifm > 1 % do not have 10calculate error on first iteratio n
error> (D_to t(m-l)-D_tot( m»)ID_tot(m);
end
% find the optimal reproduction alphabet; updat e A
fori:c:I :M
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eval(fS' num2str(i) ''"iind(pos=z=i);']) % determin e parti tions; S's
nod
m=m +1; % move to next interation
if m > IS % end loop after IS iterations; error does not converge
error-e;
echo on
%
% After IS iterations error did not ccnverg e!l!
%
echo off
nod
nod
% Repeat splitting process until M::N
whi le M < N % halt when M=N
% Repea t algorithm to prod uce a good reproduction alphabe t for
% M dimens ional quantizer
M=2*M;
m"' I ;% initialstep l
error = 9.9ge62; % set error initially to large value
% continu e until error less than e
while error c-e
d=O; % Reset each iteratio n
d_tot= D;
% Calculat e distortio n matrix ; minimum value in each row represents
% the partition, S, location of that vector
for j-l :n % loop through forn vectors
for I=I :M % loop through N levels of quantizer
d_tot(j ,I)=abs(x(j, :)-A(I.:»*abs(x(j,:)-A(I,:»'; % squared error distortion
nod
nod
% Determine minimum.distrotion for each vector and record the
% location of the minimum in pos(n)
for j= l :n % loop through for n vectors. find minimum disto rtion and
% put in mindist matrix; find position of minimum distrotion
% and put in pas matrix
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[mindi"G . ll pos(j. ll]=min(d_to tG.'»;
end
% compute error
o tol(m)=O;0=tot{m)=swn(mindist)ln;
ifm > I % do not have to calculate error on first iteration
error = (D_tot(m~l }-D_tot(m»)ID_to t(m);
rod
fori =I :M
evaI(rS' num2 str( i) '=find(pos=i);']) % determin e partitions; S's
rod
m=m+1; % move 10 next interation
ifm > 15 % end loop after 15 iterations; error does not converge
error-o;
echo on
%
% After I S iterations error did not converge!!!
%
echo off
rod
rod
end
toe
HMMREEST .M
function [A_nwn.A_den.B_nwn.B_den,pi_n]=h.mmreest(O,N,Q)
% HMM training
%R.Hale
%N"'8 ; % Must match the number in trl bmm .m & recoglunm.m
%Qt':8; % Must match the number of possi ble observations from vector.m
T=length (O); % Length o f observation vector 0
% Randomize A
17l
fori s-liN
forj = I:N
A(ijF=d( I) ;
% ifj <i
% A(iJ)=O;
% elseif i=j
% A(iJ)=I ;
% end
end
A(i ,:)=A(i ,:Ysum(A(i, :» ;
end
% Randomize B
fori=I :N
forj = l:Q
B(ijFnmd(l);
end
B(i,:)=B(i,:Ysum(B(i,:» ;
ond
% Randomize pi
%pi=[pi I Probability of using urn I initially
% pil Probability of using urn 2 initially
% pi3] ; Probability of using urn3 initially
fori = I:N
pi(i.l)=rand{l);
end
pi=pi/ sum(pi); % normalize pi
% for a left-to-right model
%pi=zeros(N,I);
%pi(I )=I ;
%------
fori= I:N
alpha I(i,1)=Pi(i)·B(i,O( 1»;
end
CI"" lIsum(alphal );
alphal(: ,I)=alphal (:.I) .·CI;
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% Find alpha2 -> alphaT
fort=2 :T
forj=I :N
Atrans=A(:j)';
eval(['a1pha ' num2str(t) '(j. l)=(Atnms · a1pha' num2str(t-l) '}*BG.O( t»; 'J)
clear Atrans,
end
eval(rC num2str(t) '= l /sum(alpha' num2str(t) '};'J)
eval(['al pha' nwn2str(t) '(:. l)'"'a1pha' num2str{t) '(:. I).*C' nwn2str(t) ';'J)
end
fort=I :T
eva l([ 'CC(' num2str(t) ')=C' nwn2str(t) ';1)
end
fori ""I:N
eVal([ 'beta' num2str(n '(i, I)=O;'])
end
eval(['beta' num2str(T) '(N, I)=I ;1)
eval(['beta' num2str(1) '(:, I)=beta' num2 str(n '( :, I) .· c num2str(T) ';'])
% find betaT· l ·>beta l
for r-Tvl c-Lt
fori =I :N
Buans=B(:,O(t+1»';
beta trans=eval(['beta' num2str(t+l)))';
evalU'beta' nwn2 str(t) '(i, l Fsum(A(i .:).*Btrans. *beta_trans );1)
clear Btrans betaj jrans ,
end
eval«('beta' num2str(t) '(:, l )=beta' nwnZstr(t) '(:, I).·C' num2str(t) ';'J)
end
% calculate probability
",,",v(prod(CC)) ;
fort=I :T
evalf]' ALPHA(:,' num2str(t) ')=alpha' num2 str(t) ';'])
end
for t=I :T
evaI{['BETA{:,' num2 str(t) ')=heta' num2 str(t) ';1)
end
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A_num=zeros(N);
A_den=zeros(N) ;
for i=I :N
forj= l :N
fort-l :T-l
A_num{ij )=A_num{ij)+ALPHA(i.t)"A{ij) ·BG.O{t+l»"BETAG.t+l) ;
A_den(ij r A_dcn(ij )+ALPHA(i,t)"BETA(i,t);
end
A_num(ij)=A_num(ij)"inv(p);
A_den(ij)=A_den(ij)·inv(p);
end
end
fori = l :N
forj = I:Q
if lengtb(find(O=j»:>= 1
B_num(ij )=sum(ALPHA(i.find(O(I:T)=j»."BETA(i.find(O(I:T)=j») ;
,I",
B_num(ij) = .000 1;
end
B_den(ij)=swn(ALPHA(i.l:T) ."BETA{i.l :T» ;
B_num(ij)=B _oum(ij)"inv(P);
B_den(ij)=B_den(ij)·inv(p);
ond
end
lmF'l;
fori = I:N
forj=I :N
tmp=tmp+ALPHA(i,I)"A(ij)"B(j,0( 2» "BETA(j.2);
end
end
etaI=zeros(N);
fori =I :N
forj=I :N
ctal(ij)=(ALP HA(i.l)" A(ij)"B(j .0(2»"BETAG.2»)/tmp;
end
ond
fori sol:N
pi_n(i)=sum(etal (i.:» ;
end
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IIMMfRAIN.M
function
[A I.B 1,pi1,.A.2.B2,pi1.A3,B3,pi3.A4,B4,pi4,AS,B5.pi5.A6,B6,pi6J=hnuntrain(N.Q)
%N must match N in bmmreest.m
% training for gesture 1
A I N=zeros(N);
Al-D-zero,;(N);
Bl=N=zeros(N.Q);
Bl_D=zeros(N,Q);
fori"21:IOO
fprintf('gL \t%d\n',i)
eval(['load 04fl_. num2str(i) ';'])
eval«('[A_D A_d B_D B_d pi_n] z:hmmreest(04fl_' num2str(i) ',N,Q);'})
Al N=Al N+A n;
AI -D=AI-D+A -d;
BI-N=BI-N+B-n;
81-0=81-0+8-<1;
PIl(:,i)=pCn; -
end
Al; -AI NJAI D;
Bl=B(N.JBl,=-O;
fori =l :N
pil(i.lrswn(PIl(I ,:»;
end
pil=pil fsum(pil);
% training for gesture 2
A2 N=zeros(N);
A2=D=zeros(N);
B2_N=zeros(N,Q);
B2_D-zeros(N,Q);
fori=1:100
fprintf{'g2\to/od\n',i)
eval(rload 04fl_' num2str(i) ';'])
eval(['[A_n A_d B_D B_d pi_nJ=bmmreest(04f2_' nwn2str(i) ',N,Q);1)
A2_N =A2_N+A_n ;
A2 D=A2 D+A d;
82-N=B2 -N+B -0 ;
B2-D=B2-D+B- <I;
Pli(:.i)=PC.~ -
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end
fori=I :N
pi2(i.l)==n(PI2( I.,));
end
pi2=pi2/sum(pi2);
A2=A2 NJA2 D;
B2=BZ'=NJBZ'=-O;
% training for gesture 3
A3_N=zeros(N);
A3_IFzeros(N) ;
B3_N""Zeros(N.Q);
B3_D=zeros(N,Q);
fori=1 :100
fprintf{'g3\t%d\n',i)
eval{['load o4f3_' num2str(i) ';'])
evaJ(['[A_DA_d B_DB_d pi_o]=hmmreest(04f3_' num2str(i) ',N,Q);'])
AJ_N=A3_N+A_o;
AJ_D=A3_D+A_d;
B3 N=B3 N+B n;
83- 0=83 - D+B- d;
PI3(:,i)=PCn; -
end
for i=I :N
pi3(i. l)=sum(PI3(l,:»;
end
pi3=pi3 /sum(Pi3);
A3=A3_N JAJ _D;
B3=B3_NJB3_D;
% trainin g for gesture 4
A4 N=zeros(N);
A4- D=zeros(N);
84- N=zeros(N.Q);
B4)>=zeros(N,Q);
fori=UOO
fprintf{'g4\t%d\n',i)
eval(['load o4f4_' num2str( i) ';1)
eval(['[A_DA_d B_DB_d pi_D:Fhmmreest(04f4_' num2str(i) ',N,Q};'])
A4 N=A4 N+A n;
A4-D=A4-D+A-d;
84-N=B4-N+B -0;
84:0=84=0+8:<1;
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PI4( :,if"pi_n;
ODd
for ietN
pi40 .I Fsum(PI4(I.,));
ODd
pi4=pi4lsum(pi4);
A4=A4 NJA4 0 ;
B4=B 4flJB4'=-O;
% training for gesture S
AS N=zeros(N);
AS=D=zero S(N);
BS_N=zeros{N ,Q);
as_£Fzoro>(N.Q);
for i=I :IOO
tprintf('g5\t%d\n ',i)
eval(['load 04f5_' num2str(i) ';'])
eval(['[A_n A_d B_n B_d pi_o]""hmmreest(045_' num2str(i) ' ,N,Q);'])
AS N-AS N+A D;
AS-O=AS-D+A- d;
BS- N=BS- N+8 -0 ;
8 S- O=BS- D+B-d;
PIS( :.if"p Cn; -
ODd
fcr ie l fN
piS(i, 1)=swn(pIS(I ,:)};
end
piS=piS /swn(PiS);
A5=AS_NJAS_D;
BS=BS_NJBS _D;
% training for gesture6
A6_N-zeros(N);
A6_D=zeros(N);
B6_N~eros(N,Q);
86 _IPszeros(N,Q);
fori=1:100
tprin tf{'g6\t"/od\n'.i)
eval([' load o4ffi ' num2 str( i) ';1)
eval(['[A _n A_d- B_n B_d pi_nl=lunmreest (04f6_' num2str( i) '.N.Q) ;1)
A6 N=A6 N+A n;
A6- D=A6- D+A- d;
B6=:N"'B6=N+B'=-o;
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86 D=86 D+B d;
PI6{:,i>=pCn; -
end
fori:I :N
pi6(i.1Fswn(PI6(1.,» ;
end
pi6=pi6lsum{pi6);
A6=A6 NJA6 0 ;
8 6=86=-NJB6=-O;
RMMRE COG.M
function
C=lunmrecog(A I,B I,pi l,A2,B2,pi2 ,AJ,B3,pi3,A4 ,B4,pi4,AS,B5,pi5,A6,B6,pi6)
C=zeros(6) ;
% Recognitio n for gestl
for i=-l :IOO
eval(r load 040_' num2str(i)';'])
eval{['PI=-hmmrec(04fl_' num2str(i) ',A I, ai. pi l);1)
",al«('P2·hmmrec(04n-.:nwn2'tt(i) '.A2. B2. p12);1)
eval«'P3=hmmrec{o4fl_' num2str(i) ',AJ, B3 , pi3);1)
eval«'P4= brnmrec{o4fl _' num2str(i) ',A4. 84, pi4);1)
eval(('PS=hmmrec(04fl _' num2str(i) ',AS, BS, piS);'})
cvaI«('P6=hmmrec{o4fl_' num2str(i) ',A6, B6, pi6);1)
S=(p I;P2;P3;P4;P5;P6};
[yij· "'rt(S);
ifl(6)=z1
C( l ,IFC(I.1)+1;
elseifl(6)=2
C(1,2FC(l.2)+1;
else ifl(6)=3
C(l ,3FC(l ,J)+1;
elseifI(6)=4
C( 1.4FC(I.4)+1 ;
elseifl(6)=S
C(1.5FC(I.5)+1 ;
elseifl(6)=6
C( 1.6)=C (1.6)+1;
end
end
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% Recogni tion for gest2
fori:: l :l00
eval([' Ioad 04 12_' num2str(i) ';1)
eval(['PI=Iunmrec (04 f2_ ' num2str(i) ',AI . 81 . pil );1 )
",a1{['P2~tunm=(04t2_' num2SU{i) ',Al, 82, p02);1)
evaI(['P3=bmmrec( 04 f2_' num2str(i) ',AJ. B3 . pi3);1)
eval(['P4=hmmrec(04f2 _' num2str(i) ',A4 . 84. pi4 );'])
evaI(['P5=tunmrec(04f2_' nwn2str(i) ',.A5. B5 . piS);'])
ovaI{['P~Innm=(04t2_' num2SU{i) ',A6, 8 6, pi6);1)
S~[p1 ;P2;P3;P4;PS;P6);
[Y 1)~",n(S) ;
ifl(6 F="1
C(2,lFC(2,1)+1;
'lreifl(6F="2
C(2,2FC(2,2)+ I;
elsei fI (6)=3
C(2,3FC(2,3)+1;
elseifI(6)=4
C(2,4FC(2,4)+ 1;
elseifI(6)=S
C(2,SFC(2,S)+I ;
eIseif I(6)=6
C(2,6FC{2,6)+ I ;
end
end
% Recognition for gest3
for i= I:100
eval(rtoad 040_' num2str(i) ';'J)
eval«('PI"'hmmrec(04 0_' num2str(i) ',A I. BI , pil l;'])
",a1( ['P2~1nnm=(04f3-' num2SU{i) ',A2, 82 , p02);'))
eval(['P3=lunmrec(04 f3_' num2str(i) ',AJ. B3 . pi3) ;'])
eval(['P4= hmmrec( 04 f3_' num2str(i) ',A4. 8 4 . pi4) ;'])
,vaI( ['PS~tunm=(04f3_'n_i) ',AS, 8S, piS);'))
eval(['P6=-hmmrec( 04 f3_' num2str(i) ',.A6. B6 . pi6) j'])
S..p' I;P2;P3 ;P4;PS;P6);
[Y 1]=ron{S);
ifI(6)=1
C(3,IFC(3,I)+I ;
eIseifI (6)=2
C(3,2FC0,2)+I ;
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elseif I(6)=3
C(3,J FC(3,J)+1 ;
elseifl(6)=4
C(3,4FC(3,4)+1;
e1seifI(6)=5
C(3,5FC(3 ,5)+1;
elsei fI (6)=6
C(3,6)<C(3,6)+1;
end
end
% Recognition for gest4
fori= l :l 00
eva1(['Ioad 04f4_' num2str(i) ';'])
eva1(['PI=hmmrec:(04 f4_ ' num2str(i) ',AI, Bl , pil);'))
eva1(['P2=lunmrec(04f4_' num2str(i) ',A2, B2, pi2);1)
eva1(['P3=hmmrec(04f4_' nwn2str( i) 'N , B3, pi3);'))
eva1(['P4=hnunrec(04f4_' num2str(i) ',A4, B4, p(4);1)
eva1(['PS=hmmrec(04f4_' num2str(i) ',AS, BS, piS);1)
eva1(['P6=bmmrec(04f4 _' num2str(i) ',A6, B6, pi6) ;'))
S- [p l ;P2;P3;P4;P5;P6J;
[y ij.,.,rt(S);
ifl(6"" l
C(4,IFC(4,1)+1;
elseifl(6)=2
C(4,2)<C(4,2)+ 1;
elseifl(6)=3
C(4,3FC(4,3)+1;
elseif I(6)s=4
C(4,4FC(4,4)+1;
elseifl(6)==S
C(4,5FC(4,5)+1;
elseif I(6)=6
C(4,6FC(4,6)+1;
end
end
% Recognition for gest5
for i=I :IOO
",",([1000 045 ' num2stt( i) ';'])
"'",(['PI=tunmree(045_ ' num2stt(i) ',A I, BI, pil);'])
, v",(['P2=bmmrec(045_' num2stt(i) ',A2, B2, pU);'])
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eval{['P3~bmnu"oc(04"_' num2m{l) ',AJ , B3, p13);'])
eva1(['P4=hmmrec(04fS_' num2str(i)'.A4. B4, pi4);'])
eval{['PS=bmmrec{04"_'n_l) ',AS , BS, pIS);1)
eval(['P&ehmmrec(04 fS_' num2stI(i) ',A6. 8 6. pi6);'])
~[pl ;P2;P3;P4;PS ;P6J;
[y ij - oort(S);
ifl(6}=1
C{S, I)-C(S, Ij+ I ;
eiseif I(6)=2
C{S,2)-C{S, 2j+ 1;
elseifI (6r==3
C{S,3)-C{S, 3j+ 1;
elseif I(6)-4
C{S,4)-C{S,4j+1 ;
elseifI (6)s=5
C{S,S)-C(S,Sj+I ;
c1seifl(6)=6
C{S,6)-C(S,6j+ l ;
end
end
% Recognition for gest6
fori=UOO
eval(['load 04f6_' num2str(i) ';1)
eval(['Pl =hmmrec(04 f6_' num2str(i} ',.AI, BI , pil); '])
eva1(['P2=hmmrec(04ffi_' num2str(i} ',A2. 82 , pi2);'])
eval(['P3=hmmrec(04f6_'nwn2str(i) ',AJ . B3, pi) ;'])
eval(['P4=hrnmrec(04 f6_' num2str(i) ',A4, 84 , pi4);'])
eval(['P5=hmmrec(04 f6_'nwn2str(i) '.AS, 85, pi5);'])
eval(['P6=Iunmrec(04 f6_' num2str(i)',A6. 86 , pi6);'J)
S'{P I ;P2;P3;P4;P S;P6J;
[yij=rt(S);
ifI(6)=1
C{6,1)-C(6,I j+l ;
e1seifI(6)-2
C{6,2)-C{6,2)+I ;
elseif I(6)=3
C{6,3)-C(6,3 j+1;
elseifl (6)=4
C{6,4)-C{6,4j+ 1;
elseif 1(6)--5
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C(6,5)«6,5)+ I;
elseifl(6)=6
C(6,6)-C(6,6)+1;
end
end
% Disp lay the confusion matrix
fprintf{'\n Confusion Matrix \n\n')
fprinltr"_M\t%d\Wod\l%d\l%d\n',C(I, I),C(I,2),C( I,J),C( I,4),C( I,5~C( I ,6»);
fPrinl1l"'_M\l%d\l%d\l"M\l%d\n',C(2,I),c(2,2),C(2,J),c(2.4),C(2,5~C(2,6);
fprinll{'%<I\W_ M\t"AodIWodIt'IodIn',C(3,1),C(3,2),C(3,J ),C(3,4),C(3,5),C(J ,6»);
lj>rinl1l"'od\l%d\l%d \1%d\1%d\t%d\n ',C(4,1),C(4,2), C(4,J ),C(4 ,4),C(4,5),C(4 ,6»;
lj>rinll{'o/_M\l%d\t%d\t"lod\~A.d\n',C(5, 1),C(5,2),C(5,J),C(5,4),C(5,5),C(5,6»;
lj>rinlQ'%d\1%d\t%d\1%d\l%d\to/odIn',C(6,1),C(6,2) ,C(6,J) ,C(6 ,4),C(6,5),C(6,6» ;
IIMMREC.M
function [P]=hmmr cc (O. A. B. pi)
[N Qj..izo(B);
T"'lcngth(O); % l...ength of observation vector 0
% Based on the Mode l MI find P(OlM l)
for i-I :N
alpha I (i,t Fpi(i)*B(i.O<I »;
end
C l - lIswn(alpbal );
a1phal(;,IFalphal(;.I),·CI;
% Find alpha2 -> alphaT
Cort=2 :T
(orj- l :N
At:rans=A(:J )';
eval(falpha' nwn2 str(t ) '<i, l )=(Atrans*alpha' num2stJ(t.l) ')*B(j.O(t»;'])
clear Atraas,
end
eval(['C oum2str(t) '- lIsum(alpha' num2stJ(t) ,);1}
eval(falpha' num2stJ(t) '(:.l)a-alpba' num2str(t) '( :.I) .*C num2str(t) ';1)
, 00
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fort-l :T
<vaI(['CC(' num2m(t) ')=C' num2m(t) ';1)
end
% calc ulate probability
I9nv(prod(CC» ;
WINDOW.M
function pass=window(file)
% Function which extrac ts features from a file by windowing;
% data is not necessarily segmented. The resulting file
% contains a stream offeatures which can then be segmented or
% processed by a vector quantizer. This function calls the feature
% extrac tion functio n feat.m .
[rows.columns]=size(file) ;
N=fix(rows/8); % Window size
% N=rows; % For feature extraction of whole gestures
countl =0; % count the number ofwindows
for i= l : N: rowa-N % loop through for all data N at a time
count! =count! +l ;
pass(countl,:)-feat(file(i:i+N. :»;
end
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